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ABSTRACT

Extratropical cyclones (ETCs) play a key role in the general circulation and have a major influence

on the weather in the mid and high-latitudes. They are also a major source of high impact weather

events in the extratropics. To have confidence in climate models and their projections of future

climate, they must be able to simulate ETCs and their behaviour. To do so, they must be able to

capture the key processes that control ETCs. One such process is the magnitude and location of

latent heat release.

Previous work (Catto, 2009; Catto et al., 2010) has shown that a high resolution climate

model, HiGEM, is able to reproduce the key features of composite ETCs when compared to a

reanalysis product, ERA-40. Differences are, however, seen in the structure of the warm conveyor

belt in the two datasets, suggesting differences in the representation of diabatic processes.

This thesis builds on that work to investigate the representation of diabatic processes in com-

posite ETCs in HiGEM. The composites are constructed using an objective feature tracking algo-

rithm in order to probe systematic bias in ETCs in HiGEM. At the scale of ETCs, reanalyses may

not be well constrained by observations. As such, confidence in the ability of reanalysis to repre-

sent the key features of ETCs is reduced. HiGEM is therefore evaluated with remote sensing data

which estimates fields related to latent heat release. Precipitation data from the Global Precipita-

tion Climatology Project (GPCP) is employed in addition to data from the International Satellite

Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). These datasets are used to directly evaluate HiGEM in ad-

dition to a newer reanalysis product, ERA-Interim (ERAI). In order to evaluate the model and

reanalysis fields directly against the ISCCP data, an offline forward simulator from the CFMIP

Offline Simulator Package is used to derive radiance equivalents from both HiGEM and ERAI.

HiGEM and ERAI are both found to produce estimates of precipitation around composite

ETCs which compare closely to estimates derived from GPCP. Further investigation of intensely

precipitating ETCs finds differences in the magnitude of precipitation in composite ETCs over

the ocean when HiGEM/ERAI are compared to GPCP. It is suggested that these differences may

be attributable to biases in GPCP. Precipitation in HiGEM around composite ETCs is found to

be produced mostly by the convection scheme. In ERAI, it is mostly produced by the large-scale
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precipitation scheme.

HiGEM is found to have biases in the structure of clouds around composite ETCs. Clouds

in the warm conveyor belt (WCB), where significant latent heating occurs in composite ETCs,

are found to have a high cloud top bias compared to ISCCP. Estimates of optical thickness are

also found to be too high. ERAI is also found to have biases, with lower cloud tops than in

ISCCP and higher optical thicknesses. The model fields which these estimates are derived from

are investigated. In HiGEM, the structure of the WCB is related to the behaviour of the convection

scheme. In ERAI, a bias in low level cloud liquid water is found.

The representation of diabatic processes in HiGEM and ERAI is compared. In composite

WCBs, the magnitude of latent heating in HiGEM is greater than in ERAI and is largely produced

by the convection scheme. The location of the heating also differs between the two datasets. The

formulation of the large-scale precipitation and convection schemes in both models is discussed

and linked to the differences in composite heating patterns. Latent heating is also linked to the

potential vorticity structure around composite ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI. Differences are found

in the evolution and structure of the tropopause around composite ETCs in the two datasets.

These findings are particularly important since they provide a potential link between biases in

the representation of cloud processes in the WCB to the evolution of the large scale flow in the

extratropics.

The importance of ETCs to the precipitation climatology of the northern hemisphere is inves-

tigated. When compared to GPGP and ERAI, HiGEM is found to broadly reproduce the spatial

distribution of ETC associated precipitation, though with biases in the storm track regions of the

Pacific and Atlantic. HiGEM is also found to associate too much of the total ETC associated

precipitation to the most intensely precipitating ETCs. This bias has implications for the fidelity

of future projections of ETC associated precipitation from HiGEM and also for projections of

extreme precipitation events in the extratropics more generally, since many of these events are

associated with the passage of an ETC.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background

CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 MOTIVATION

Extratropical cyclones (hereinafter “ETCs”) play a key role in transporting energy and momentum

polewards in the general circulation and have a major influence on the weather in the mid and

high-latitudes. In transporting heat and moisture, they exert one of the primary controls on daily

weather conditions in many regions and are also a major cause of high impact weather events in

the extratropics. Such events can have high socio-economic impacts from the winds, rain and

associated flooding they can bring (Ulbrich et al., 2003; Pitt, 2008; Sibley, 2010).

In October 2013, over AC1bn of losses were caused in the United King-

dom and northern Europe due to what was referred to as the “St. Jude’s Day”

storm (PERILS, 2014). Winds up to 99mph were recorded in Southern England

(http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/interesting/2013-octwind). In January 2007, storm

“Kyrill” also caused over AC1bn of damage across northern Europe (Vitolo et al., 2009; Fink

et al., 2009). This was followed in the summer of 2007 by flooding associated with an ETC

causing major disruption in the UK and insurance claims of £3bn (Pitt, 2008). Indeed, in many

regions of the extratropics the majority of large scale extreme precipitation events are associated

with the passage of an ETC and its associated fronts (Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Catto and Pfahl,

2013). Furthermore, these storms can often be closely connected in time and space, such that

events cluster, leading to multiple high loss events occurring in succession - for example, in

December 1999 three storms - Anatol, Lothar and Martin - caused extensive damage across

northern Europe, with the latter two storms causing a total loss of AC8.5bn in a 36-hour period

(Munich Re, 2002; Mailier et al., 2006). In addition to their broader societal impacts, such events

represent a significant exposure risk for the insurance industry to manage.

An ability to reproduce the current climate is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition of
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background

Figure 1.1 Examples of damage from the summer of 2007 and “St. Jude’s Day” storm in the UK

(upper panels) and from the “Kyrill” storm (lower panels). Images from Pitt (2008), Getty Images

and Wikicommons.

having confidence in the projections of change which are produced from integrations of climate

models forced with future emissions scenarios. Given the influence of ETCs on both day-to-

day weather and high impact events, for climate models to adequately represent the climate of

the extratropics, they must be able to capture the structure of ETCs, their interaction with the

background flow and their variability. To do so, climate models need to be able to represent

the key processes which control how ETCs are generated, evolve and dissipate. Some of these

controls are functions of the background state of the climate, such at the atmospheric stability or

the baroclinicity in the regions where ETCs occur. Some controls are related to processes which

occur within the cyclones themselves, such as the magnitude and location of latent heat release.

The processes which occur at both the large and local scale interact and may feedback on each

other. Any changes in the location, frequency and intensity of ETCs in an evolving climate may

have a significant impact on society.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background

It is well known that latent heating can play a significant role in the evolution of ETCs (e.g.,

Manabe, 1956; Sanders and Gyakum, 1980; Davis et al., 1993; Zhu and Newell, 1994; Stoelinga,

1996; Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000) though this can vary significantly on a case-to-case basis (e.g.,

Kuo and Low-Nam, 1990; Hoskins and Berrisford, 1988; Smith, 2000; Wernli et al., 2002; Plant

et al., 2003; Posselt and Martin, 2004; Dacre and Gray, 2009; Fink et al., 2012). Some of the

most damaging storms have been shown to have strong latent heating associated with their evo-

lution and deepening (e.g., Stoelinga, 1996; Ulbrich et al., 2001; Pinto et al., 2009; Knippertz

and Wernli, 2010; Liberato et al., 2011; Grams et al., 2011; Fink et al., 2012). As such, for both

the climatological representation of ETCs and the representation of the most intense ETCs, the

fidelity with which processes associated with latent heating are simulated in climate models may

play an important role in their ability to represent the climate of the extratropics. Assessing the

ability of climate models to represent the processes associated with latent heat release in ETCs is

one aspect of the broader evaluation of their capabilites and is the focus of this thesis.

This thesis will evaluate the ability of a high resolution climate model, HiGEM (Shaffrey

et al., 2009), to represent the magnitude and location of the key processes associated with latent

heat release in extratropical cyclones in the northern hemisphere. These processes are particularly

focussed in the air flow often referred to as ’the warm conveyor belt’ within cyclones. It will

do so by using an innovative storm tracking and compositing technique and will evaluate the

performance of the model by using both reanalysis and remote sensing data. This evaluation will

be undertaken by asking and seeking to answer the following primary questions:

(1) Is the precipitation associated with ETCs well represented in HiGEM?

(2) Are the structural features of ETCs which are closely associated with diabatic processes,

particularly within the warm conveyor belt, well resolved in HiGEM?

(3) Are the processes associated with latent heating in ETCs well represented in HiGEM?

This work seeks to investigate the ability of HiGEM to represent the structure and key pro-

cesses associated with latent heat release within ETCs and in doing so, will also ask these ques-

tions of the renalysis products HiGEM is compared to. As a concluding extension to this work,

to contextualise the importance of ETCs to the northern hemisphere and therefore the importance

of representing the evolution and dynamics of these storms, a fourth question is posed:
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background

(4) How important is the precipitation associated with ETCs to the precipitation climatology

of the northern hemisphere?

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the role of extratropical storms within the general

circulation and their role in the high frequency variability that produces the weather (section

1.2), the structure of ETCs (section 1.3), the processes which control the genesis, evolution and

dissipation of ETCs, with specific reference to the role of latent heating (section 1.4), climate

change and ETCs (section 1.5), the representation of ETCs in climate models (section 1.6) and

will conclude by summarising the approach that will be taken in this thesis to investigate and

answer the questions posed above (section 1.7).

1.2 EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES, THE CLIMATE AND THE

WEATHER

The importance of extratropical cyclones to the weather and climate of the extratropics has long

been known (e.g., Bjerknes, 1919; Bjerknes and Solberg, 1922). Early studies used manually

derived synoptic charts to identify the location of ETCs and their evolution through time (e.g.,

Hinman, 1888; Petterssen, 1956), which allowed the identification of regions where ETCs most

commonly occur (Figure 1.2). ETCs are found in their greatest frequency in regions known as

storm tracks. In the Northern Hemisphere there are three such storm tracks, located in the Pacific,

Atlantic and Mediterranean, as can be seen in Figure 1.3. The key genesis regions for these storm

tracks lie in the lee of orography (such as the Rockies, Alps and Tibetan Plateau) and in regions

where there is a steep baroclinic gradient, such as where the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio currents

begin to diverge from the western boundaries of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, respectively (see

Figure 1.3).

ETCs play a key role in the general circulation, which transports energy and momentum north-

wards from the tropics towards the poles and at the midlatitudes. ETCs are responsible for the

majority of total atmospheric energy fluxes at the midlatitudes (Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Kaspi and

Schneider, 2013) and are also the primary source of precipitation in the midlatitudes (Hawcroft

et al., 2012). They are therefore important in terms of both day-to-day weather variability and
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background

also as a function of their role within the general circulation.

Figure 1.2 On the left, a figure from Hinman (1888, as adapted by Chang et al. (2002)) showing

storm frequency distribution as viewed in the mid-nineteenth century. The stippling denotes high

storm frequency, while the arrows indicate individual storms. On the right, Bjerknes and Solberg’s

(1922) schematic of the extratropical circulation.

ETCs are frequently generated in regions of high baroclinic instability which occur at polar

fronts. The location of this front, and associated jet stream, provides both the baroclinic envi-

ronment conducive to cyclogenesis and the steering flow for their propagation. Rossby waves,

which occur in the jet stream, are meanders in the latitude of the jet stream and result from a num-

ber of influences, including orography (e.g., Broccoli and Manabe, 1992; Inatsu and Hoskins,

2004; Brayshaw et al., 2009), land-sea thermal contrasts (Brayshaw et al., 2009), zonal ocean

heat anomalies (Brayshaw et al., 2008, 2011) and the transient eddies themselves (Held et al.,

2002). When Rossby waves become sufficiently pronounced, the flow perturbations associated

with ridges and troughs in the waves can generate cyclones and anti-cyclones. Rossby waves may

also shear off parcels of warm or cold air from the cold/polar or warm/tropical air masses either

side of the front leading to cut-off lows and highs and potentially extended periods of “blocking”

if the steering flow of the jet stream moves away from the cut-off feature.

At the polar front there is a strong meridional temperature gradient as the air transitions from

tropical to polar and a strong vertical gradient in the zonal wind. As such, this area is unstable

and sensitive to disturbances and provides an environment of high potential energy which can be

converted to kinetic energy through the growth of ETCs (Holton, 2004). This growth mechanism
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background

Figure 1.3 Track density from ERA-Interim for the northern hemisphere winter (DJF) for NH

(left) and track genesis density (right). Densities are in units of number density per month per

unit area, where the unit area is equivalent to a 5◦ spherical cap (∼106 km2). Image adapted from

Hodges et al. (2011).

has been characterised by the Charney (1947) and Eady (1949) Models, whereby small initial

perturbations to the basic state are able to grow through the influence of baroclinic instability. An

alternative perspective has been through the “counter propagating Rossby wave” mechanism (e.g.,

Heifetz et al., 2004). In simple terms, upper and lower level disturbances are able to grow through

mutual amplification. At the upper level, the wave associated with the disturbance propagates

westwards relative to the mean flow and at the lower level the wave propagates eastwards relative

to the flow. If these two waves become phase-locked, then a growth mechanism is formed such

that they are able to amplify each other during their growth phase, before decaying. The initial

upper level wave is amplified through cold air with lower vorticity being advected to the rear of

the cyclone, deepening the trough, and warm air with higher vorticity in front of the cyclone,

enhancing the ridge. At the lower level the advection of warm air with high vorticity enhances

the surface cyclone. As the cyclone reaches maturity, the upper level anomaly and the lower level

disturbance may move out of phase, with the upstream tilting structure associated with the upper-

low level feedback being lost. The system becomes barotropic at this point, the positive feedback

between upper and lower levels is lost and the system decays.
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Figure 1.4 shows the evolution of composite ETCs from the STORMS database (see Dacre

et al. (2012) and http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/∼storms). During the initial stages of develop-

ment, an upper-level trough forms with a corresponding weak low-level temperature wave down-

stream of the upper-level feature. As the cyclone intensifies, cold air is advected to the rear of

the storm centre, deepening the upper-level trough through reducing the thickness of the lower

troposphere. Ahead of the cyclone centre, warm air is advected cyclonically having the effect of

increasing thickness. This increases the upper-level ridge downstream of the cyclone centre. The

cold-warm advection to the rear-front therefore acts to amplify the evolving tropopause wave.

A positive feedback is initialised through these mechanisms. As the upper-level wave advects

vorticity cyclonically around the upper-level cyclone, it forces ascent above the surface cyclone,

stretching the vortex in the lower troposphere. The increase in wind speeds induced by this

vortex stretching provides further low-level cyclonic advection, amplifying the existing low-level

temperature wave. As the system continues to develop, the upper-level anomalies move towards

and eventually above the surface low. Once this process occurs, the positive feedback mechanism

which amplified both the upper and lower-level features is lost. Without this feedback, the cyclone

decays.

The Eady Model suggests that the most rapid growth rates (and thus those that are likely to

dominate the system), when considering typical values of the atmosphere, might lead to character-

istic length scales for high or low pressure systems of around 1000km, which could be considered

typical for the scale that might be observed for an extratropical cyclone. The models derived by

both Charney and Eady are simplified and neglect the effect of diabatic processes, such as the

release of latent heat, which is known to have a potentially significant impact on the development

and growth rate of ETCs (e.g., Thorncroft and Hoskins, 1990; Kuo et al., 1991; Chang et al.,

2002). Outside of the main lee and baroclinically driven genesis regions, ETCs often form on

the trailing cold front following an existing system, particularly in cases of secondary oceanic

cyclogenesis, where low level baroclinicity may be much weaker. In such systems, latent heat

release can have a particularly important role in the development of storms (Parker, 1998; Dacre

and Gray, 2009).

ETCs strongly interact with their surroundings, for example, they derive heat and moisture

from the surface (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990; Brayshaw et al., 2009), reinforce the westerly flow
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Figure 1.4 Horizontal composites of ETCs from ERA-Interim at (a) 48 and (b) 24 hours before

and (c) at the time of maximum dynamical intensity. Upper panels: 300 hPa geopotential height

(solid, at 8600, 8800, 9000 and 9200 m); θe (dashed, at 316, 324 and 332 K) and divergence

(filled). Middle panels: 700 hPa geopotential height (solid, at 2800 and 3000 m); θe (dashed, at

292, 300 and 308 K) and vertical velocity (filled). Lower panels: 925 hPa geopotential height

(solid, at 400, 600 and 800m); system relative wind vectors and frontal positions. Figure from

STORMS atlas (http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/∼storms), see Dacre et al. (2012).

through momentum and heat transport (Woollings et al., 2009), the potential vorticity modi-

fication associated with latent heat release can impact on the steering flow around the storm

(Stoelinga, 1996), they are capable of inducing Rossby wave-breaking (Gómara et al., 2013)

which can in turn have more wide reaching effects, such as steering the North Atlantic Oscillation

phase which alters the position of the storm track (e.g., Feldstein, 2003; Benedict et al., 2004;

Strong and Magnusdottir, 2008a,b). Individually, cyclones act to reduce the baroclinic gradient in

which they form both horizontally, through diffusing heat meridionally (Kushner and Held, 1998;

Held, 1999; Schneider, 2004), and vertically, through latent heating associated with condensation.

Collectively, the net effect of their heating in the storm track regions helps to maintain the mean

baroclinicity in those regions (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990). Latent heating within ETCs provides a

secondary energy source by locally decreasing static stability and intensifying the storm through
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modification of the potential vorticity structure.

ETCs have a key role in modulating weather variability and through their role in the general

circulation. In both these roles, they are not simply passive features at the lower end of the

entropy cascade. The interaction of ETCs with their surroundings can have a significant upscale

impacts, as discussed above, and as such, ETCs have a major role in shaping the environment in

the mid-latitudes.

1.3 STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES

The first models of ETC structure emerged almost a century ago (Bjerknes and Solberg, 1922),

with the so called “Norwegian Model”, derived from observations in the North Atlantic, explain-

ing the evolution of ETCs from a frontal disturbance into a mature cyclone. The conceptual

model represents the key features of an ETC and describes the evolution and decay of the struc-

tures which constitute an ETC. The fidelity with which this idealised, conceptual model, which

was derived from sparse observational data, describes the typical evolution of ETCs is remark-

able given the information available to the Bjerknes group at the time (see Figure 1.5). The St.

Jude’s Day storm is also shown in Figure 1.5, where the stages of the storm’s evolution can be

broadly related to the low level θ in the conceptual models as the storm evolves from an initial

disturbance to a feature with two defined frontal regions and an upper-level wave evident in the

500hPa geopotential height contours.

A more recent model, proposed by Shapiro and Keyser (1990) and further developed by,

amongst others, Browning (2005), sought to explain the evolution of a storm which undergoes

frontal fracture. In this model the cold front typically shears away from the warm front, rather

than forming an occlusion as it catches the warm front, as is seen in the Norwegian Model, leading

to a warm core forming (though this model does not preclude the formation of an occlusion, see

Schultz and Vaughan, 2011). This development trajectory is more often associated with rapidly

intensifying storms. ETCs can also evolve from the transition of a tropical cyclone into an extra-

tropical storm as it moves northward, as was seen with “Superstorm Sandy” (Blake et al., 2013).

Sandy was a system where tropical warm-core processes and extratropical cold-core processes

interacted to create an intense and damaging storm with a warm seclusion, making Sandy’s struc-
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ture at the time of landfall more akin to that described in the Shapiro-Keyser Model than the

Norweigian Model. An increasing number of storms of tropical origin may transition into ETCs

in a warming climate (Haarsma et al., 2013).

Figure 1.5 Schematics of the Norweigian and Shapiro-Keyser models of cyclone development.

The upper panels show the 850hPa geopotential height with frontal evolution overlaid, with lower

tropospheric θ shown in the lower panel. The bottom row shows the evolution of the St. Jude’s

Day storm at 12-hourly intervals from 27th October 2013 at 00UTC. Colours are 850hPa temper-

ature and contours are 500hPa geopotential height. Surface pressure (hPa) is marked at the storm

centre. Images from ECMWF.

Both of these models describe the evolution of ETCs from an initial frontal disturbance, to

the formation of two identifiable fronts rotating cyclonically around a low pressure centre and

an eventual decay. The early work by Bjerknes and colleagues has since been extensively built

upon. The key airflows around cyclones were later identified and described in greater detail.

The conveyor belts have been described by a number of authors (e.g., Browning and Harrold,

1970; Browning and Pardoe, 1973; Harrold, 1973; Carlson, 1980; Young et al., 1987; Browning
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and Roberts, 1994; Schultz, 2001) and can be defined as a number of distinct system relative

airstreams located around the low pressure centre - the warm conveyor belt (which may be split

into two streams, see Browning 2005), cold conveyor belt and dry intrusion, as shown in Figure

1.6. ETCs are highly heterogenous. As such, though the idealised models broadly describe their

features, not all ETCs have these features (e.g., Eckhardt et al., 2004).

The warm conveyor belt (WCB) is a term which describes the flow of warm, moist air parallel

to the cold front (and broadly perpendicular to the direction of travel of the front), originating near

the surface and ascending as it moves towards the warm front. Approaching the warm front, this

air flow ascends rapidly along steeply sloping isentropic surfaces as the warm air is forced to rise

above the denser, colder air it encounters at the front. As the air ascends, it expands and cools,

leading to condensation and the formation of cloud, the release of latent heat (further discussed

in section 1.4, below) and the formation of precipitation (Wernli, 1997; Eckhardt et al., 2004). As

it ascends, the WCB cloud forms the upper branch of the “cloudhead” and diverges, forming two

distinct streams. The primary WCB rotates anticyclonically, away from the ETC centre, and the

secondary WCB wraps cyclonically around the low pressure centre, above the cold conveyor belt.

The cold conveyor belt (CCB) originates upstream of the cyclone, in the cold air mass north

of the warm front. It travels counter to the direction of the cyclone’s trajectory, before wrapping

around the rear of the low pressure centre. Less frequently, the CCB can also split into two

streams, with the secondary CCB rotating anticyclonically and merging into the cloudhead as it

ascends (Schultz, 2001). To the rear of the trailing cold front, a region of drier air forms, which is

largely composed of air which has descended from upper levels (sometimes near the stratosphere)

into the area vacated by the advancing cold front. This region is known as the dry intrusion. As it

descends and accelerates, turning cyclonically, it can create instability which can have an impact

on convection as it overruns air in the warm sector (Browning and Golding, 1995). Embedded

within these larger airmasses are smaller, mesoscale features, such as line convection within the

WCB (James and Browning, 1979) and, occasionally, “sting jets” (see Browning 2004) - rapidly

descending bursts of air which can lead to extreme gusts at the surface - within the dry slot.
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Figure 1.6 Schematic showing WCB, CCB, and dry intrusion and satellite image for 1200 UTC

3 Feb 2009 from Meteosat SEVIRI visible channel. Conceptual features are annotated on both

images. Figures from Catto et al. (2010). The satellite image is taken from NERC Satellite

Receiving Station, Dundee University, Scotland; http://www.sat.dundee.ac.uk/

1.4 LATENT HEAT AND POTENTIAL VORTICITY IN EXTRATROPI-

CAL CYCLONES

Early studies on the dynamics of ETCs were largely focussed on dry, adiabatic experiments (e.g.,

Simmons and Hoskins, 1978; Thorncroft et al., 1993), though the role of moist processes is well

known to influence the evolution of baroclinic eddies and ETCs (Manabe, 1956; Emanuel et al.,

1987; Reed et al., 1988; Gutowski Jr et al., 1992; Whitaker and Davis, 1994; Chang et al., 2002;

Willison et al., 2013). Simulations comparing dry and moist idealised baroclinic eddy lifecycles

indicate moist processes can play a key role in the intensification and peak strength of ETCs

(Boutle et al., 2010, 2011; Booth et al., 2013b). Within the flow of ETCs, moisture is advected

from the boundary layer by the WCB and, as this air ascends towards the warm front, latent heat is

released as water vapour condenses (Booth et al., 2013a,b; Čampa and Wernli, 2012). This heating

increases buoyancy, reduces stability and enhances ascent, thus having a positive feedback effect

on the existing upward motion.
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The role of latent heating in cyclone development is highly variable on a case-to-case basis,

with the location and magnitude of the heating playing a key role in the evolution of some storms

whilst others are largely driven by baroclinic influences (Kuo and Low-Nam, 1990; Kuwano-

Yoshida and Asuma, 2008; Dacre and Gray, 2009; Fink et al., 2012). Secondary developments,

such as many ETCs formed in the eastern North Atlantic on the trailing front of an existing ETC,

are often found to have strong latent heating associated with their development (Dacre and Gray,

2009). Strong moisture advection from the sub-tropics has been suggested as indicative of strong

latent heat release in ETCs and potentially explosive cyclogenesis (Ulbrich et al., 2001; Pinto

et al., 2009).

Latent heat release modifies of the potential vorticity (PV) structure of ETCs. PV is a useful

tool for analysing ETCs since it is conserved for adiabatic and frictionless flow. As such, it can

be used to help distil the influence of latent heating on ETC evolution. Ertel’s potential vorticity

(PV, sometimes denoted as Q in other studies) can be described as follows

PV =
1
ρ

ζ ·5θ (1.1)

where ζ is the absolute vorticity and θ is potential temperature such that, when considering

the modification of PV by latent heating (lat) only,

∂PVlat

∂t
=

1
ρ

ζ ·5∂θlat

∂t
(1.2)

where

∂θlat

∂t
=

L
c

∂qlat

∂t

(
P0

P

) R
cp

(1.3)

where L is the latent heat of vapourisation and/or fusion such that there is a direct relation-

ship between phase changes of water and PV. A full expression of ∂PV /∂t would include the

term 5×F·5θ on the RHS of equation 1.2, where F is the three-dimensional frictional acceler-

ation. PV is related to the gradient of θ which makes both the magnitude and location of latent

heating relative to structure of a cyclone particularly important - the same ∂T /∂t would induce
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smaller/larger modifications of PV where5θ is shallower/steeper.

Latent heat release generates PV anomalies below (positive/cyclonic) and above (nega-

tive/anticyclonic) the location of heating (Hoskins et al., 1985; Wernli and Davies, 1997) as

shown in Figure 1.7. Since θ, generally, increases with height, latent heating has the effect of

reducing/increasing the local θ gradient above/below the heating maxima with resultant nega-

tive/positive implications for PV.

PV, environmentally, increases with height. As such, adiabatic or quasi-adiabatic motion of air

masses may be identified and traced using PV, such as high PV air descending from aloft in the dry

slot of an ETC or low level air being raised to the tropopause (e.g., Davies and Didone, 2013). The

2PVU (1PVU = 10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1) surface is often used to identify the tropopause in studies of

ETCs (e.g., Wernli and Davies, 1997; Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Grams et al., 2011; Čampa and

Wernli, 2012; Martı́nez-Alvarado and Plant, 2013) and as such is used to infer the wave structure

at upper levels (e.g., Grams et al., 2011; Čampa and Wernli, 2012; Chagnon et al., 2012). To

the extent latent heating within ETCs modifies the PV structure and, in particular, impacts on the

location and shape of the 2PVU surface around a cyclone, it may lead to downstream effects in

the large scale circulation features of the stormtrack through, for instance, steering the flow of the

upper level jet. The isentropic level which airmasses reach within the WCB is important since PV

anomalies are generated by the heating associated with this ascent and can lead to modification of

the tropopause (e.g., Grams et al., 2011; Joos and Wernli, 2011; Martı́nez-Alvarado et al., 2013;

Methven, 2013; Martı́nez-Alvarado and Plant, 2013). Through relating latent heating to the PV

structure around cyclones, it is possible to consider downstream and upscale implications of any

errors in the representation of latent heating in models.

When latent heating occurs in an ETC, the cyclonic PV anomalies below the heating maxima

can act to enhance the low level circulation (Plant et al., 2003) and strengthen flow in and down-

stream of the WCB (Grams et al., 2011). Anticyclonic PV generation above the heating maxima

can help to slow the movement of the upper level PV maxima, thus maintaining tilt (Stoelinga,

1996), and can also enhance downstream ridging (Davis et al., 1993). These interactions around

the tropopause have the capacity to alter the large scale, downstream flow. Capturing diabatic

processes may therefore have significant effects on the ability of a model to predict evolution

of the flow and ETC (Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000; Massacand et al., 2001; Dirren et al., 2003).
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The specific shape and location of the PV anomaly in the WCB outflow plays a key role in the

evolution of the tropopause and downstream evolution of an ETC (Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000;

Methven, 2013).

Figure 1.7 The effects of latent heating on PV. On the left, a heating anomaly in a baroclinic

environment induces positive/negative PV (q’) anomalies below/above its maxima as a function

of changes in the θ gradient. The more complex interactions in an idealised 2D frontal zone

are shown on the right. Solid lines are absolute momentum (M) and white arrows are absolute

vorticity vectors. Heavy solid lines are contours of PV generation from latent heating with the

maxima/minima denoted as +/- symbols. Image from Stoelinga (1996).

The low level amplification effects from latent heating can act to increase the strength of a

cyclone, which in turn leads to additional condensation and latent heat release through a positive

feedback mechanism (e.g., Reed et al., 1993; Stoelinga, 1996; Willison et al., 2013). In a study by

Posselt and Martin (2004), diabatic processes were found to be essential for the development of

an occluded structure in an ETC. PV modification associated with latent heating and precipitation

also has more subtle and indirect downstream effects from the evolution of mesoscale features

within storms (Baxter et al., 2011; Chagnon et al., 2012).

Numerical experiments suppressing latent heating in ETCs have been shown to produce

weaker cyclones than ‘full physics’ control simulations (e.g., Kuo et al., 1991, 1995; Wernli et al.,

2002) as enhancement of the low level positive PV anomaly associated with latent heating is re-
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moved. Stoelinga (1996) found the PV maxima associated with latent heat release contributed

about 70% of the intensity of a surface cyclone. The availability of moisture and reduced friction

over oceans can be used to explain why many explosive ETCs occur over the ocean, as low level

PV anomalies can be produced via latent heating (Wang and Rogers, 2001; Gray and Dacre, 2006;

Dacre and Gray, 2009) which intensify the low level circulation (Plant et al., 2003). Willison et al.

(2013) found reducing latent heating in ETCs reduced the intensity of the Atlantic stormtrack in

a series of idealised experiments.

Latent heat release has the potential to significantly alter the evolution of an ETC and the large

scale flow around the ETC. To adequately reproduce the evolution, dynamic and precipitative

intensity of ETCs and the interaction of an ETC with its environment, a model must adequately

represent the processes associated with latent heat release. For these purposes, latent heating and

cooling are associated with processes where water undergoes phase changes. There are multiple

processes which contribute to the total budget. Major sources and sinks of latent heat in ETCs

include condensation and evaporation of cloud water, evaporation of rain and melting of ice and

snow, though this is not an exhaustive list (see, for example, Joos and Wernli, 2011).

1.5 EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES IN A CHANGING CLIMATE

Distilling the net effect of climate change on the storm tracks, and ETCs, is complex. Projections

of change are derived from climate models and many important features of the climate are poorly

represented in these models. The response of models to forcing may be sensitive to the inade-

quate representation of features (e.g., Jung et al., 2006; Woollings et al., 2009; Colle et al., 2013)

and also to choices associated with model physics where features are represented (Sigmond et al.,

2007). One impact of these deficiencies is increased uncertainty as to how the circulation fea-

tures which control the storm tracks might respond to climate change (e.g., Ulbrich et al., 2008;

Brandefelt and Körnich, 2008; Woollings and Blackburn, 2012).

Modelling studies have indicated a future poleward shift of the jets/jetstreams and related

storm tracks (Yin, 2005; Pinto et al., 2007; Paeth and Pollinger, 2010; Swart and Fyfe, 2012;

Barnes and Polvani, 2013), with a more complex strengthening and extension of the Atlantic

stormtrack (Pinto et al., 2007; Zappa et al., 2013b) and associated reduction in Mediterranean
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cyclone frequency (Bengtsson et al., 2007; Raible et al., 2008; Zappa et al., 2013b). Model

responses are highly varied with respect to projections of future stormtrack location and storm

frequency and are even greater when storm intensity is considered (Ulbrich et al., 2008, 2009;

Harvey et al., 2012; Zappa et al., 2013b).

The response of the storm tracks to climate change is driven by a number of influences (Held,

1993; Woollings, 2010) with the overall response being modulated by the interplay of opposing

controls (Lim and Simmonds, 2009; Butler et al., 2010). At the large scale, baroclinicity associ-

ated with the location of the polar front and jet is the primary control on cyclogenesis and there-

fore any change in the gradient in this region may affect ETC activity (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990;

Held, 1993; O’Gorman, 2010). At the surface, the poles are expected to warm more quickly than

the tropics, decreasing this gradient and the energy available for cyclone development (Brayshaw

et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010; Hwang et al., 2011). In the upper troposphere,

the gradient is expected to increase associated with enhanced static stability and warming in the

tropics (Fu et al., 2011; O’Gorman and Singh, 2013). These changes have competing influences

on ETCs, though it has been suggested the low level baroclinic gradient is the stronger influence

on the location of the storm tracks (Held and O’Brien, 1992; Lunkeit et al., 1998; Butler et al.,

2011).

The expansion of the tropics (Fu et al., 2006), changes in subtropical stability (Frierson, 2008;

Lu et al., 2008), tropopause height (Williams, 2006; Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007), the refrac-

tive index (Hartmann, 2000) and possible weakening of the Meridional Overturning Circulation

(Woollings et al., 2012) have all also been posited as influences on the location of the storm tracks

under climate change. Smaller and local scale effects may also have an influence. These include

changes in the characteristics of the eddies/Rossby waves which many ETCs form in and near

(Chen et al., 2007, 2008; Lu et al., 2008, 2010; Kidston et al., 2011; Barnes and Polvani, 2013)

and their feedbacks to the flow (Rivière, 2011), or geographically specific influences, such as

changes in the land-sea temperature contrast, local SST gradients and temperatures or changes in

sea ice (e.g., Dong et al., 2009; Deser et al., 2010; Graff and LaCasce, 2012).

Given the sometimes conflicting signals from different studies, the IPCC (Stocker et al., 2013)

summarises recent research as leading to ‘medium confidence in near-term projections of northern

hemisphere storm track[s]’.
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Even with these uncertainties, it is important to consider the impact of warming on the be-

haviour of cyclones, not least because how they respond to climate change will have a major

impact on the overall dynamical response. The primary role of the atmosphere circulation is to

transport energy to the poles. In the Northern Hemisphere, with a decrease in the surface tem-

perature gradient and increased energy transport in the large scale flow due to increased moisture

content, warming might, a priori, suggest a decrease in the frequency of ETCs (Stephenson and

Held, 1993; Sinclair and Watterson, 1999). Conversely, increases in atmospheric moisture con-

tent (Held and Soden, 2006; Schneider et al., 2010) may lead to an increase in available potential

energy and thus in the maximum latent heating, and intensity, that storms may achieve (Held,

1993; Trenberth, 1999; Laine et al., 2009), particularly in regions of warmer SSTs (Dacre and

Gray, 2009; Fink et al., 2009, 2012).

Changes related to atmospheric moisture content and latent heat release in ETCs may thus

have both a dynamic and thermodynamic impact - they could affect both the number of storms

and the intensity of individual storms.

More theoretical and idealised studies discuss the complexities of the drivers of the dynamics

of the storm tracks and ETCs, both in the present day (see, for example, Held, 1993; Chang et al.,

2002; Woollings, 2010) and in a warmer climate (e.g. Schneider et al., 2010; Woollings, 2010).

In a warmer environment, weaker eddies are able to achieve greater poleward heat transport due

to the increased latent heat transport associated with increased atmospheric moisture (e.g. Held,

1993; Schneider et al., 2010) such that a decrease in intensity and/or number might be expected,

though with a likely increase in intensity of the most vigorous storms as they draw on the in-

creased available energy in the atmosphere (Held, 1993; O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008). Any

change in poleward and upward latent heat transport in eddies impacts the thermal structure of

the tropopause, with greater latent heating increasing static stability and decreasing the merid-

ional temperature gradient which should act to reduce ETC activity (Schneider et al., 2010), such

that the impact of latent heating in ETCs is a key component of any generalised theory to describe

the response of the mid-latitudes to a warming climate (Frierson, 2008; Schneider et al., 2010).

Heating in ETCs is thought to play a key role in maintaining the winter storm tracks (Hoskins and

Valdes, 1990; Chang, 2009), supporting the view that it will have a key role in governing how the

storms tracks change. At shorter time and smaller space scales the additional moisture and latent
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heating available to ETCs can act to intensity convective activity and storm evolution, though at

larger scales and longer timescales the increased stability from this latent heating acts to suppress

convective activity. Theorising the likely response of ETCs is complex and uncertain given both

the immediate environmental influences, the role of the larger scale in governing their behaviour

and the influence ETCs have themselves on shaping the response of the larger scale environment.

Model based studies have projected that the average dynamical intensity of ETCs may not

increase (Zappa et al., 2013b), though the precipitation intensity of ETCs is expected to increase

associated with the increase in moisture availability, both in terms of the average ETC and the

precipitation produced by the most intense ETCs (Bengtsson et al., 2009; Catto et al., 2010;

Zappa et al., 2013b; Lavers et al., 2013). It has been suggested that the additional energy in a

warmer climate may increase the dynamical intensity of storms at the upper end of the distribution

(Mizuta, 2012), consistent with theory, though which metric is used to define “intensity” can

impact on the results of a study (Chang et al., 2012; Neu et al., 2013; Chang, 2013), and the effect

of increased moisture on cyclone frequency is perhaps even less certain.

Quantifying how climate change will affect the location, frequency and intensity of ETCs

is therefore extremely challenging, particularly given the high intermodel spread found in many

metrics in multimodel studies (Mizuta, 2012; Zappa et al., 2013a,b) and the difficulties in for-

mulating theoretical explanations which capture the multiple influences which will govern the

overall response of the storm tracks and the ETCs themselves. These changes may be different

in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere and interactions with orography may be important to

these responses (e.g. Greenland, Antartica). Given the significant uncertainties associated with

establishing the likely environmental conditions in which storms will grow, it is crucial that mod-

els are able to represent the processes that govern the development, growth and propagation of

ETCs if projections of their change are to be reliable. Representing latent heating in ETCs is a

key component of this task.

1.6 MODELS AND EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES

To be able to have confidence in projections of the future climate, the climate models which we

derive those projections from must, inter alia, be able to adequately represent the current climate.
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The IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5, Stocker et al., 2013) notes “It is crucial therefore

to evaluate the performance of these models, both individually and collectively”. Features such

as ETCs are challenging for climate models to reproduce. They are relatively small, complex

systems which interact strongly with their environment. To be able to represent these features,

and their upscale effects, models need to be able to represent the key features and processes

within ETCs. To do so, models must have appropriate spatial resolution and adequate physical

formulation to correctly capture ETCs.

Numerical climate models are discretised in space and time. The ability to increase resolution

of these models and integrate them on climate timescales is computationally limited. As such,

the ability of these models to explictly represent the features and processes associated with ex-

tratropical cyclones may be limited. The resolution of the ensemble of models included in the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012), which was a key

component of the IPCC’s AR5 (Stocker et al., 2013), is between 100 and 300km and 18-61 levels

in the vertical. To the extent that certain features and processes cannot be explicitly represented

due to model resolution, their effects may be dealt with through sub-grid scale parameterisations,

such as through a convection scheme.

It has been shown that coarser resolution models are less able to capture both ETC activity and

variability and also the intensity of the strongest storms (Sinclair and Watterson, 1999; Lambert

et al., 2002; Ringer et al., 2006; Greeves et al., 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2009). This is a result

which persists in the CMIP5 ensemble (Zappa et al., 2013a) indicating that even with advances in

the representation of physical processes in climate models, increasing spatial resolution in GCMs

remains a key node for improving model fidelity. Willison et al. (2013) have shown that varying

resolution changes the intensities of individual storms and their aggregate behaviour, resulting

in a stronger stormtrack when compared to lower resolution simulations. An inability to resolve

the mesoscale heating features in ETCs associated with the coarse resolution of GCMs is a clear

source of uncertainty in projections of how both individual storms and the overall storm track will

respond to a changing climate.

The representation of the features which control the genesis and location of ETCs is also a

key issue for models. Woollings et al. (2009), through a series of RCM experiments in the North

Atlantic, found that the resolution of SST boundary conditions in AMIP experiments had an in-
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fluence on the location of the storm track, with higher resolution pushing the zone of maximum

cyclogenesis off the coast into the region where the SST gradient of the Gulf Stream was at its

maximum. Giordani and Caniaux (2001), simulating a storm observed during the Fastex IOP15

(Joly et al., 1999), found the highest rate of intensification over a region of maximum SST gra-

dient. Given these results and the knowledge that ETCs strongly interact with their environment,

assessing the ability of GCMs to capture the features and processes which govern the evolution

of ETCs is important.

ETCs are complex, dynamical features which are highly heterogeneous. Though statistical

analysis of cyclone activity in models may be approximated from fields such bandpass filtered

MSLP (e.g., Blackmon, 1976, using 500mb geopotential height), the complex dynamical be-

haviour of ETCs is best studied within a Lagrangian framework, where the evolution of the fea-

tures and their interaction with the environment can be assessed. Early model studies were unable

to exploit analysis based around tracking ETC trajectories, but as model spatial and temporal

resolution has increased, this tool has been increasingly exploited. Objective feature tracking re-

quires high frequency data which has only recently become more widely available for multimodel

analyses (CMIP5 is the first phase of the project to provide data at 6-hourly resolution e.g. Zappa

et al., 2013a,b) but has been used in a number of single model studies (e.g., Sinclair and Wat-

terson, 1999; Bengtsson et al., 2006, 2009; Pinto et al., 2007; Catto et al., 2010) and studies of

reanalysis (e.g., Trigo et al., 1999; Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Hanson et al., 2004; Trigo, 2006;

Hodges et al., 2011).

Using this technique, it is now possible to evaluate the structure and processes of ETCs in

climate models more robustly than has previously been possible. Modern GCMs have the spatial

resolution to resolve the key features of ETCs (e.g. Catto et al., 2010) and data is available at the

temporal frequency required for objective feature tracking. With these advances, it is possible to

evaluate the ability of GCMs to represent the key processes which control the evolution of ETCs,

such as the location and magnitude of latent heat release. Previously, such process based analyses

had largely been restricted to NWP, renanalyses or case-study based investigations (see section

1.4, above). ETCs are heterogeneous, noisy features and as such, it may be difficult to distil model

bias from a limited number of case studies. Through feature tracking and compositing, a different

perspective on processes within ETCs is possible.
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1.7 AIMS AND STRUCTURE OF THESIS

Climate models must be able to capture the processes which govern ETCs if their projections of

climate change are to be reliable. One key process is latent heat release. Climate models are often

evaluated by reference to reanalysis datasets. At the scale of individual weather systems, however,

the latent heat release in global reanalyses may not be strongly constrained by the observations,

particularly given precipitation is often not assimilated into the renanalysis model. As such, this

project also incorporates remote sensing data that measures processes associated with latent heat

release (e.g. precipitation and cloud structure) which will be used to further evaluate the latent

heat release in the climate model and reanalysis.

This project follows on from the work of Jen Catto (see Catto et al., 2010; Catto, 2009)

which, inter alia, investigated the structure of ETCs in HiGEM (Shaffrey et al., 2009), finding

the key features to be well represented, but with some structural differences between the model

and reanalysis data. Figure 1.8 shows horizontal and vertical cross-sections through a sub-set of

intense ETCs (from Catto et al., 2010; Catto, 2009). It can be seen that the broad structure of

the low level circulation features compares well between ERA-40 and HiGEM but the differences

in the WCB are more pronounced. In HiGEM, peak rates of ascent are lower and the relative

humidity field (RH, a proxy for clouds) has greater vertical extent than ERA-40, other than in the

region where ascent is at maxima (above the surface warm front). The structure of the equivalent

potential temperature (θe) contours in the region where the greatest differences in RH are observed

also exhibit discrepancies. In HiGEM, an apparently more stable structure is seen (note the depth

of the area between the 310-300K contours) than in ERA-40 which lead Catto et al. to suggest

that processes associated with latent heating may differ in this region. In particular, they argued

that such differences could be related to the convection scheme in HiGEM being triggered too

easily in this region, leading to a redistribution of moisture prior to the warm front where the

forced lifting which characterises the RH structure in ERA-40 is seen.

Using an innovative storm tracking and compositing technique, the model, HiGEM, will be

evaluated using reanalysis (ERA-Interim) and remote sensing data (GPCP, ISCCP, CloudSat).

The structural analysis that this approach entails will allow an estimate of latent heat release

in ETCs to be undertaken and will allow the horizontal and vertical location of the latent heat
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Figure 1.8 Composites of system-relative winds for ERA-40 and HiGEM (left and right, upper

panels) at 925 hPa and their associated wind vectors. Contours are 4 m s−1. The distance from the

center of the composite cyclone to the edge is 15◦. The white arrow indicates direction of storm

propagation. The line A-B marks the location of the vertical cross-sections shown in the lower

panels. θe is shown with dotted lines. Contours of vertical velocity (contour intervals 4 hPa hr◦,

ascent as positive) are shown with hatching denoting areas with RH above 90%. Figure adapted

from Catto et al. (2010).
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release relative to the vorticity structure in the storm to be determined. This is important, as

the potential vorticity generation from the latent heat release is determined by both factors. The

model and reanalysis fields cannot be directly compared to the ISCCP and CloudSat datasets, so

an offline forward simulator, COSP (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011), is employed to provide radiance

equivalents.

The aim of the thesis is to assess the representation of latent heat release in ETCs in a high

resolution global climate model, HiGEM. It will do this by posing the following primary ques-

tions:

(1) Is precipitation associated with ETCs well resolved in HiGEM?

Precipitation provides a first-order, column integrated estimate of latent heat release. In an-

swering this question, the horizontal location of latent heating relative to the storm centre can be

assessed. In doing so, both the reanalysis (ERA-Interim) and remote sensing data (GPCP) will be

employed to constrain confidence in the precipitation estimates produced by HiGEM.

(2) Are the structural features of ETCs which are closely associated with diabatic processes,

particularly within the warm conveyor belt, well resolved in HiGEM?

If the precipitation footprint of storms is well represented, it may be that process deficiencies

still exist, particularly in the vertical structure of ETCs. Using the ISCCP dataset, the cloud

structure of storms in HiGEM and ERA-Interim will be assessed. The COSP simulator will be

employed in this analysis to provide radiance equivalents from HiGEM and ERA-Interim that

can be directly compared to ISCCP. The conclusions of this work will be supported by prelimary

results using CloudSat and equivalent fields derived from COSP. The key processes associated

with latent heat release in ETCs are largely focussed within the warm conveyor belt. Through

evaluating uncertainty in cloud structure and related fields in both ERA-Interim and HiGEM

using this data it is possible to provide a strong constraint on whether the location of key features

within ETCs are well represented.

(3) Are the processes associated with latent heating in ETCs well resolved in HiGEM?

Remote sensing data can be used to assess whether the structure of ETCs is well represented.

The processes associated with latent heat release may then be compared directly between HiGEM
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and ERA-Interim to evaluate the source of any biases in the structure of ETCs in HiGEM and

how any errors in the location and magnitude of latent heating and PV modification affect the

evolution of ETCs in HiGEM. Undertaking this exercise is premised on the hypothesis that ERA-

Interim reproduces the observed structure of storms with sufficient fidelity that it can be used for

a process based analysis. This hypothesis will be tested through the remote sensing analysis being

conducted to answer questions 1 and 2.

(4) How important is the precipitation associated with ETCs to the climatology?

To contextualise the main thrust of the thesis, the importance of ETCs to the precipitation

climatology of the Northern Hemisphere is assessed. In the context of climate change, assessing

the impact of changes in the location, frequency and intensity of storms to water security and

agriculture is important. HiGEM must be able to represent the climatological distribution of ETC

associated precipitation, in addition to latent heating within individual storms, if it is to be capable

of producing reliable projections of the impact of climate change on the extratropics.

These questions will be answered sequentially. Chapter 2 will introduce the tools, methods

and datasets which will be employed during this thesis. Chapter 3 will discuss and build upon pre-

vious work evaluating composite ETCs using HiGEM, before considering the ability of HiGEM

to resolve the precipitation associated with ETCs. Chapter 4 will investigate the structural fea-

tures of storms using the ISCCP dataset. Chapter 5 will consider the representation of the key

processes associated with latent heat release in ETCs in HiGEM and ERA-Interim. Chapter 6

will ask how important the precipitation associated with ETCs is to the climatology of the North-

ern Hemisphere and how well HiGEM reproduces this climatology. Chapter 7 will summarise the

primary findings of this thesis and will consider possible directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2:

TOOLS AND DATA

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will introduce the tools that will be used to answer the four questions that were

introduced in the previous chapter. A brief description of general circulation models will be

provided in section 2.2 before HiGEM is described in section 2.3. The datasets, ERA-Interim,

GPCP, ISCCP and CloudSat, being used to assess the model will then be introduced in sections 2.4

and 2.6. The COSP offline radiance simulator, which is used to derive radiances and reflectivities

from the model and renanalysis that can be directly compared to remote sensing data will be

discussed in section 2.7. The feature tracking methodology will then be discussed in section 2.8.

This chapter provides a general overview of the products and in subsequent chapters additional

information will be provided on the configurations of each dataset for the analysis contained in

that chapter.

2.2 GENERAL CIRCULATION MODELS

The climate can be observed and can be described theoretically, but due to its complexity, nu-

merical General or Global Circulation Models (GCMs) provide a tool to investigate the processes

which govern the climate in a breadth and nature that is not possible using the more traditional

frameworks (see, for example, Randall, 2000; Kalnay, 2003; McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers,

2013). They can be used to make predictions of the future and also aid in understanding past

climate variability. The nature of the atmosphere is of a complex, fluid system which is governed

by processes and interactions on multiple scales, including interactions and exchanges with the

ocean and land surfaces. At the finest scales, micro-physical processes control aspects of cloud

development and decay, up to the planetary scale where flows such the jet streams and Rossby
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waves occur (as discussed in the previous chapter), with forcings such as well mixed greenhouse

gases and aerosols having interactions and influences across multiple scales. GCMs resolve the

behaviour of the atmosphere through solving equations on a three dimensional grid, which may

be solved in grid-point or spectral form (Doron et al., 1974). Processes which are too small

scale to be explicitly resolved at the grid scale are represented by parameterisation schemes.

These schemes seek to replicate the bulk effects of sub-grid processes at the grid scale. In the

atmosphere, parameterisation schemes might, for example, represent processes associated with

precipitation, clouds, convection, radiation, gravity wave drag and the boundary layer.

Atmosphere models may be coupled to ocean models of varying complexity. The compu-

tational cost of running a fully coupled, dynamic atmosphere-ocean model is significant, so the

ocean may be simplified. The ocean may simply be represented by prescribed sea surface temper-

atures (SSTs), it may be in a simple slab formulation (with no currents and fixed depth), it may

be mixed layer model or could be a fully dynamical ocean coupled to the atmosphere. The lowest

cost formulation would be to force an atmosphere GCM with prescribed SSTs, which allows a

longer integration period, higher model resolution, higher frequency timestepping or larger en-

semble size of the experiments being undertaken for the same computational cost. The propriety

of any given formulation may be dictated by the science questions being probed and resource

availability (see Slingo et al., 2009), for example, using specified SSTs prevents feedbacks be-

tween the atmosphere and ocean. The models in the CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012), which were

used in the IPCC’s AR5 (Stocker et al., 2013), are typically of a resolution of 1−3◦ (100-300km)

in the atmosphere and resolutions of 1/3-1◦ (often on latitudinally varying grids) in the ocean.

This does not represent a significant change from the previous phase of the project, used in the

Fourth Assessment Report (Randall et al., 2007), which were typically 150-300km (1.5−3◦). The

emphasis has instead been on increasing model complexity, through including a greater number

of physical processes. This leads to the question of whether features which are small relative to

the gridbox scale and their effects, such as extratropical cyclones, are adequately represented.

2.2.1 MODEL RESOLUTION AND SUB-GRID SCALE PROCESSES

Sub-grid processes may be represented by parameterisation schemes. As model resolution in-

creases, many processes may become explicitly represented by the model physics. In Numerical
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Weather Prediction (NWP) models, there has been more of an emphasis on increasing resolution

than in the climate modelling community. These higher resolution models require fewer pro-

cesses to be parameterised as they become capable of resolving features and processes explicitly.

This may only occur at significantly higher resolutions though - convection, for example, would

typically only be explicitly represented at resolutions approaching 1km. At resolutions below

those where a given process is represented explicitly, parameterisation schemes may be tuned

appropriately for any given resolution. The UK Met Office global forecast model is now run

at ∼25km in the mid-latitudes, with regional sub-models nested within this down to the UKV

model which runs at 1.5km over a limited area. Figure 2.1 shows the differences between the

UKV and North Atlantic and European (NAE, 12km) model. The global forecast is run for

144hours with an 80km model top. The UKV is run for 36 hours with a 40km model top, which

has the capacity to provide more accurate short-range forecasts though at significant computa-

tional expense (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/modelling-systems/unified-model/weather-

forecasting). These forecast models use fixed SSTs since oceanic processes are less important to

resolve many phenomena given the timescales involved. Increasing resolution can greatly im-

prove model performance, but it is not the only barrier to improved forecasts and climate simula-

tions.

Increased resolution has a significant impact on computational expense. To retain numeri-

cal stability, for a given numerical method, the frequency of model timesteps must be increased

with increases in spatial resolution (Courant et al., 1928), such that a doubling of horizontal and

vertical resolution requires an increase of 24 of computing resource. The impact of horizontal

resolution on the simulation of the mid-latitudes has been the subject of significant investigation.

Manabe et al. (1970) found that “the system of fronts and the associated cyclone families in the

high resolution atmosphere is much more realistic than that in the low resolution atmosphere” in

addition to improvements in the distribution and magnitude of eddy kinetic energy. Many other

papers have since followed (e.g., Wellck et al., 1971; Boville, 1991; Senior, 1995; Williamson

et al., 1995; Kageyama et al., 1999; Pope and Stratton, 2002; Duffy et al., 2003; Jung et al., 2006)

investigating the effects of increased resolution, generally finding some intensification of the mid-

latitude jets and an improved representation of its features, such as increased eddy kinetic energy

flux, with increasing resolution. Models are also sensitive to vertical resolution (e.g., Roeckner

et al., 2006) and Pope et al. (2001) found improvements in HadAM3, a forerunner to HadGAM2,
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Figure 2.1 The effect of resolution on a precipitation forecast over the Scottish Borders (mm

day−1) from 25th November 2010. The UKV (1.4km) performs significantly better than the NAE

(12km), though both have fundamentally similar model physics. Image from Met Office.

through increasing the model from 19 to 30 levels in the vertical, including in the representation

of temperature and humidity in the mid-latitudes.

Resolution associated improvements may be related to a number of factors associated with the

representation of the atmosphere or interactions of the atmosphere GCM with other components

of the model. For example, higher resolution formulations also improve the representation of

orography, which has been shown to improve representation of the storm tracks in the lee of

orographic features and the large scale planetary wave structure (Pope and Stratton, 2002; Jung

et al., 2006).

There are limitations to the improvements which can be made simply by increasing horizontal

or vertical resolution (Boville, 1991). The formulation of models (Greeves et al., 2007) and

representation of physical processes is crucial to model fidelity, such that increases in model

resolution may not lead to convergence across a model ensemble, or towards the observed system.

For example, the mechanisms which may lead to convergence in the representation of the mid-

latitudes in different models may not be the same (Carril et al., 2002; Roeckner et al., 2006;

Jung et al., 2010; Guemas and Codron, 2011). Deficiencies in model parameterisations, including
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convection, remain a obstacle to improving model performance (Bechtold et al., 2008; Shaffrey

et al., 2009), in addition to the largely computational limitations which limit model resolution.

The impact of resolution on the representation of extratropical cyclones was briefly discussed

in section 1.6, with increases in resolution leading to improvements in the climatological represen-

tation and variability of ETCs and the intensity of the strongest storms. Jung et al. (2006) found

that increasing resolution improved representation of the storm tracks and storm number in the

ECMWF model. They found that more intense cyclones were impacted mostly by differences in

the dynamics, physics and representation of orography between different resolutions and shallow,

weaker cyclones impacted more by truncation effects. Bengtsson et al. (2009) found similar im-

provements in ECHAM5, with an increase in ETC intensity associated with increased resolution.

Roberts et al. (2004), using fixed atmospheric resolution, showed that improving ocean resolution

improved the representation of atmospheric features. This result is synergetic to that of Woollings

et al. (2009), discussed in section 1.6, such that an atmosphere model needs to be of high enough

resolution to be influenced by subtle details in the ocean, such as strong temperature gradients

around the Gulf Stream, which are important for cyclogenesis. The converse is also true, such

that Jung et al. (2006) found that with a low resolution ocean, improvements seen by increasing

resolution in the atmosphere become limited, likely due to the coarse-resolution SSTs and shallow

baroclinic gradients associated with them. Given ETCs feed back onto the large scale, improving

the representation of these smaller scale features is shown to improve representation of the large-

scale features themselves (Duffy et al., 2003; Willison et al., 2013). Higher resolution simulations

therefore generally improve representation of the mid-latitudes and ETCs in climate models, with

the physical formulation and representation of physical processes providing the other avenue to

improvement.

2.3 MODEL DESCRIPTION: HIGEM

The work undertaken for this thesis uses HiGEM1.2 (Shaffrey et al., 2009), which is part of the

UK Met Office Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model (HadGEM) family of models and is

based on the HadGEM1 model (Johns et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2006; McLaren et al., 2006).

HadGEM1 was developed as a member of the CMIP3 ensemble which were used in the IPCC
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AR4. It represented a significant improvement on the previous Hadley Centre model, HadCM3,

which is still used for simplified modelling (Martin et al., 2006; Pope et al., 2007). HadGEM1

improved the representation of the mean climate and includes a more readily scalable dynamical

core in addition to improved modelling of many dynamical and physical processes (see Johns

et al., 2006). The formulation of HiGEM is described at length in Shaffrey et al. (2009) and

additional discussion of the physics sub-models can be found in Catto (2009). HiGEM, broadly,

represents a higher resolution version of HadGEM1, in both atmosphere and ocean, which has

been amended in certain respects.

The atmospheric sub-model in HiGEM - HiGAM - runs at a horizontal resolution of

1.25◦×0.83◦ (N144), which is around 100km in the mid-latitudes, compared to HadGEM1’s reso-

lution of 1.875◦× 1.25◦ (N96). HiGEM has 38 vertical levels, like HadGEM1, with a model top at

39km in both models, such that the stratosphere is not well resolved. A number of changes were

made relevant to the change in resolution, notably a reduction in timestep (30 to 20 minutes),

changes to the triggering thresholds in the moisture diffusion scheme connected to the preven-

tion of gridpoint storms and changes in the polar filtering in the advection scheme. Two further

parameterisation changes based on improvements seen in HadGEM2-AO were made, related to

sea-ice and runoff. Further details of these changes can be found in Shaffrey et al. (2009). The

ocean model has 40 levels and is 1/3◦ x 1/3◦, permitting the representation of small scale eddies

and steep gradients, such as in the western boundary currents, which are important for the main

Northern Hemisphere storm tracks.

The atmospheric dynamics of HiGAM, and HadGAM, use non-hydrostatic, fully compress-

ible, deep-atmosphere equations and a semi-Lagrangian advection scheme for all prognostic vari-

ables, except density (Davies et al., 2005). In developing HadGAM1, the Hadley Centre specif-

ically designed the dynamical core to allow flexibility in the horizontal resolution at which the

model could be integrated, without significant changes being required (Johns et al., 2006). This

allows HiGAM to be run with a similar formulation to HadGAM. Both models use the same dy-

namical core as is used for the Met Office’s NWP modelling and limited area models (LAMs) of

intermediate resolution.

Further details of the sub-models and physical parameterisations used in HiGEM can be found

in Shaffrey et al. (2009); Catto (2009); Johns et al. (2006); Martin et al. (2006); McLaren et al.
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(2006) and references therein. For the purposes of this thesis, the parameterisation schemes most

directly related to latent heating within extratropical cyclones are the large-scale precipitation and

cloud scheme and the convection scheme, which will now be described in further detail.

2.3.1 LARGE-SCALE PRECIPITATION AND CLOUDS - THE “MICROPHYSICS

SCHEME”

The cloud and precipitation schemes in a GCM are included to provide a representation of the

physical processes associated with clouds and precipitation at the grid scale. This may include

the provision of information on details such as cloud fraction or cloud water/ice content to other

parameterisation schemes. The formulation of these schemes can vary significantly between mod-

els.

The mixed-phase scheme of Wilson and Ballard (1999) is used in HiGEM, which incorporates

a prognostic ice water content variable. Ice is advected using a scheme designed for tracer advec-

tion (Roe, 1985). The scheme uses four quantities to describe atmospheric water content: vapour,

liquid droplets, raindrops and ice. The ice content describes all frozen water in large-scale clouds,

which includes aggregates, pristine crystals and rimed particles. Ten transfer terms govern phase

changes between the four categories, which are shown in Figure 2.2. Precipitation is a diagnos-

tic quantity. Starting from the top level, the model calculates the transfer equations downwards

through the column. Any rain or snow produced at any level falls out at the relevant time step. As

it falls, it passes through the gridboxes below where it was generated and is therefore subject to

the effects of the transfer calculations at each level. The temperature in each gridbox is adjusted

for the latent heating associated with these calculations.

Condensation, evaporation (dealt with in the large-scale scheme) and melting (in the precip-

itation code) are perhaps the most important processes for the purposes of this study given the

magnitude of latent heating/cooling in the WCB associated with these phase changes (see Joos

and Wernli, 2012). In the simulations performed for this study, it is not possible to split the

contribution of these individual processes to the total heating/cooling, as the available diagnostic

provides one aggregated value for the scheme. The scheme also attempts to take into account

the effects of the processes being of a subgrid-scale nature and certain of the transfer terms are
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adjusted to take this into account (see Wilson and Ballard, 1999, for further detail).

The cloud scheme (a separate parameterisation scheme often referred to as the “macrophysics

scheme”) is based on Smith (1990). The cloud scheme has a major impact on the model’s radia-

tion balance and gives the location of clouds through estimating cloud fractions within grid-boxes.

When a model reaches high enough resolution (on the order of ∼1km) that gridboxes are either

fully cloud filled or cloud free, such a scheme may no longer be required (see Wood and Field,

2011, for discussion of typical cloud sizes). Cloud formation is based on a symmetric, triangular

probability density function (pdf), the width of which is specified based on specific humidity and

liquid temperature (the temperature the air would be if the liquid evaporated). Based on this pdf,

the scheme diagnoses an amount of condensate based on an assumption of instantaneous super-

saturation using a critical relative humidity value, RHcrit , and cloud is formed. The cloud fraction

value, for both liquid and ice, and cloud liquid content is then used in the microphysics scheme.

Figure 2.2 The four variables and transfer terms within the HiGEM microphysics scheme. The

highlighted transfer terms are those likely to have the greatest impact on the latent heating within

the WCB. From Wilson and Ballard (1999).
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2.3.2 CONVECTION SCHEME

The convection scheme in HiGEM is a mass-flux scheme, based on a modified version of the Gre-

gory and Rowntree (1990) scheme (Gregory and Inness, 1995). A mass-flux convection scheme

attempts to describe the statistical properties of a number of convective clouds within a grid-

box/column and their effect on the environment through the vertical redistribution of energy (via

heating/moistening) using a bulk cloud model. This scheme was used in HadCM3, then sev-

eral improvements were made before it was implemented in HadGEM1/HiGEM. A single cloud

model, as shown in Figure 2.3, is used in each column to represent an ensemble of convective

clouds, with the diagnosed parcel characteristics representing an average over this theoretical

ensemble.

There are three types of convection that can be diagnosed - shallow, mid-level or deep. Shal-

low convection is diagnosed when the scheme is called within the boundary layer and terminated

below the boundary layer top. Deep convection occurs when it is called in the boundary layer with

termination above the boundary layer top. Mid-level convection occurs when the scheme is called

from above the boundary layer top. The different switches have differing mass flux parameters,

initial buoyancy assumptions and entrainment rates. The shallow scheme also uses a different

closure mechanism based on boundary layer turbulence (Grant, 2001). Mid-level convection in

observations often occurs in rain bands at warm fronts and in the warm sector of extratropical cy-

clones (Browning et al., 1974; Houze Jr et al., 1976; Herzegh and Hobbs, 1980) so a combination

of deep and mid-level convection may be an important source of diabatic heating in this work.

The convection scheme acts by ascending through a column, from the bottom upwards, testing

the buoyancy of each level. This initial “dry” (adiabatic) ascent occurs in the column to test

whether there is instability that might induce convection. If this is found, the scheme is triggered.

During the dry ascent, if the lifting condensation level is reached, the potential temperature of the

level is adjusted for condensation.

Triggering occurs when a level is found with a slight excess buoyancy and, when lifted to the

next model level, the parcel retains buoyancy over a specified threshold when taking into account

environmental air that would be entrained during this ascent. At the first level where convection

is triggered, a cloud base mass flux is determined, based on the removal of Convective Available
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the convection scheme. Mass flux (M) at a given level is a function of the

initial massflux (Mk=0) at cloud base and the entrainment (E) and detrainment (D) rates. Subsi-

dence (S) is also a function of E and D. Precipitation flux (P) is calculated based on environmental

interactions at all levels to the surface, where a precipitation rate is diagnosed. The initial mass

flux is calculated as a function of the column Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE).

Potential Energy (CAPE) over a specified timescale to bring the column back to equilibrium

(based on Fritsch and Chappell, 1980a,b). CAPE, broadly, is a measure of the instability of an

air parcel and indicates the amount of energy available for convection. Higher CAPE values are

associated with greater instability and the potential for severe weather. It is calculated as the

local buoyancy of an air parcel from the level of free convection to the equilibrium level in a

column. The mass flux which is initialised is designed to dissipate CAPE at the correct rate given

the prescribed timescale. The CAPE closure timescale in HiGEM is based on gridbox relative

humidity (RH) and scales between 60 (RH≤60%) and 5 minutes (RH=100%).

The parcel then ascends, entraining environmental and detraining cloudy air until it reaches a
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level where either (1) a parcel of undilute air from the level convection was initialised at would

no longer be buoyant, or (2) the mass flux falls below a minimum value. Rates of entrainment

and mixing detrainment are prescribed as the parcel rises based on the pressure level of the parcel

and the local pressure gradient. As the parcel ascends, net entrainment and increased mass flux

is countered by forced detrainment, designed to represent ensemble members that have reached

neutral buoyancy.

The scheme impacts on the environment through entraining/detraining heat, moisture and

cloud liquid water. Subsidence is induced in the environment to counter the upward mass flux.

At each level, precipitation may be produced and these values are summed through the column

to provide a precipitation rate at the surface. As the precipitation falls, freezing and melting may

occur, with falling rain also allowed to evaporate below the cloud base. If any of these processes

occur, corresponding adjustments to the mixing ratio and temperature at the relevant levels are

made. The convective cloud base, top and cloud amount is passed to the radiation scheme.

2.4 REANALYSIS: ERA-INTERIM

In order to evaluate the performance a climate model, suitable observations are required for com-

parison. Given the gridded nature of GCMs, spatially and temporally homogenised data is most

suitable for this task. Most observations are not of this nature though since they are frequently

collected from point data, satellites and other spatially and temporally discontinuous sources. One

solution to this problem lies in reanalysis.

Reanalyses are based around an atmosphere model which is constrained by the assimilation

of multiple, diverse historical observations. As such, they provide a “best guess” of the com-

plete state of the atmosphere at a given time in the past, given the observations available and the

sophistication of the reanalysis model and data assimilation system being used. Reanalyses, in

addition to their use in constraining GCM behaviour, are useful for understanding climate vari-

ability. They are based on NWP models, but use a consistent model and data assimilation system

over the entire multi-decadal reanalysis period. If pre-existing operational analyses were used for

such work, any changes in the operational system such as the model and or assimilation system

may impact on the fidelity with which the climate system is represented over time. Changes in
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the number and nature of observations being ingested by the assimilation vary over time and these

inconsistencies could affect the results of any analysis, particularly relating to trends or variability

(e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2004). The introduction of satellite data is one obvious example of this

(see Figure 2.4).

The European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) produced its first

renanalysis product in the early 1980s (Bengtsson et al., 1982). Since then, a number of reanalysis

products have been released with increased spatial resolution and advances in both the forecast

model and data assimilation system. In 1995, ERA-15 (T106, Gibson et al., 1997) was launched,

covering 1979-1993 and in 2002 the ERA-40 (1957-2002 at T159, Uppala et al., 2005) product

was released. This study uses the latest incarnation of the ECWMF reanalysis, ERA-Interim (Dee

et al., 2011) which covers the period from 1979 (at T255) and continues to be updated to the

present. It represents a significant improvement on ERA-40 (e.g., Simmons et al., 2007, 2010;

Dee et al., 2011). A new analysis, ERA-CLIM, is due for release in late 2014.

In ERA-Interim, observations are ingested by a 12-hourly 4-dimensional variational assim-

ilation scheme (“4D-Var”; see Dee et al., 2011) to estimate the atmospheric state. 4D-Var uses

a forecast (initialised from the previous analysis state) and observations within the 12 hour win-

dow to constrain the state evolution within that analysis window and generate the next analysis

timestep (see Figure 2.5). Variational bias corrections are applied to radiance observations from

satellites and other observations as they are ingested. During the period of the forecast, a wide

variety of parameters are estimated that are not used by the 4D-Var scheme or produced in the

analysed product. The evolution of the system is constrained by the observations used to estimate

the previous analysis state though for unanalysed variables, such as precipitation, estimates may

be more reliant on the fidelity of the forecast model. Where observations are sparse, the analysis

estimate also becomes largely a function of the forecast model. Over time, as the observational

system has expanded, the nature and breadth of the observations in the reanalysis has grown (Fig-

ure 2.4). Even with a consistent reanalysis model, changing the observational constraints can be

problematic as the introduction of new observations controls the state of the analysis more closely.

The ERA-Interim model is based around the physics of the ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast

System (IFS) cycle Cy31r2, which was used for operational forecasting at ECMWF from 12 De-

cember 2006 until 5 June 2007. The IFS has evolved over time, with ERA-40 based around the
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Figure 2.4 Observational datasets assimilated into the ERA-Interim reanalysis since 1979.

Source:ECMWF
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Figure 2.5 4D-Var in the ECMWF model. A cost function (J) is minimised for state variables

across the assimilation window which provides an error weighted correction to the initial state

(xb to xa). The subsequent first guess forecast is then initialised from the analysis state and the

process is repeated for the next assimilation window. Source:ECMWF

physics in Cy23r4, which had been operational in December 2001. The IFS was, in late 2014,

at Cy40r1. Several changes were made between the ERA-40 and ERA-Interim (fully detailed

at http://www.ecmwf.int/products/data/operational system/evolution) which made significant im-

provements to the forecast and reanalysis quality (Beljaars et al., 2006; Dee et al., 2011). From

the perspective of this work, two important changes were in the implementation of a new convec-

tion scheme (Bechtold et al., 2004) and changes to the cloud scheme (Tompkins et al., 2007). The

convection scheme is significantly more active in ERA-Interim and produces more precipitation

than in ERA-40. This also increased atmospheric stability, reduced vertical motion and decreased

the precipitation produced by the large-scale precipitation scheme (Dee et al., 2011). In ERA-40,

the representation of precipitation was seen as a major issue (Uppala et al., 2005), with estimates

being strongly affected by the forecast model “adjusting” (or spinning-up) from the analysed state

it was initialised in. These problems were also associated with errors in the humidity analysis in

the tropics (e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2004; Andersson et al., 2005). The ERA-Interim dataset is

produced at a spectral T255 horizontal resolution (ERA-40 was T159), which is ∼80km in the
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mid-latitudes (0.7◦×0.7◦; ERA-40 was ∼125km). Both datasets have 60 model levels, with an

atmospheric top at 0.1 hPa.

Multiple centres create renanalysis datasets (e.g. NCEP-NCAR, NCEP-CSFR, MERRA,

JRA-25) and the choice of ERA-Interim requires some justification. ERA-Interim is a relatively

high-resolution product with a resolution that compares well to HiGEM. It is also produced up

to the present. For this work, data up to 2013 was used (see Section 2.6, below). In compari-

son, the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis is T62 and archived on a 2.5◦×2.5◦ grid (Kalnay et al., 1996),

NCEP-CFSR is T382 (∼38km) - significantly higher resolution than HiGEM - and finishes in

2009 (Saha et al., 2010) and JRA-25 is T106 (around 120km) and finishes in 2004 (Onogi et al.,

2007). Since this work commenced, a new renalysis, JRA-55 (T319) has been released by the

Japanese Meteorological Agency. The MERRA reanalysis provides data up to present and is on

a 0.5◦×0.67◦ grid (Rienecker et al., 2011). The reasons for choosing ERA-Interim over MERRA

are largely practical, in that it was necessary to re-run forecasts to produce diagnostics required for

the analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 and this required collaboration with ECMWF (Richard Forbes),

but are also merited based on the performance of the product.

Older reanalyses have been found to compare well in terms of the spatial distribution and

number of cyclones which are identified via an objective feature tracking algorithm in each dataset

(e.g., Hodges et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2006; Trigo, 2006). More recently, in a comparison of

ETC characteristics between ERA-Interim, MERRA, JRA-25 and the higher resolution NCEP-

CSFR by Hodges et al. (2011), ERA-Interim was found to correspond most closely to the NCEP-

CFSR dataset for several metrics of NH ETCs including number and spatial distribution of ETCs,

individual storm location (when storms are identified in each dataset and matched with those in

another dataset) and representation of the Meditteranean storm track. Comparable performance

was found for a number of metrics associated with composite storm structure. Hodges et al. note

that comparing reanalysis to satellite fields would be a particularly useful exercise to constrain

confidence in the products, as is undertaken in this thesis. Though comparability with the higher

resolution reanalysis product does not, a priori, demonstrate ERA-Interim to be a higher quality

product, the results of Hodges et al. (2011) and the discussion above justify its suitability for the

work in this thesis.

As discussed in relation to HiGEM, for this work, the convection and large-scale cloud and
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precipitation schemes are particularly important given the processes related to latent heating that

are at the core of the investigation. The parameterisation schemes in ERA-Interim are different to

HiGEM and they are now described in further detail.

2.4.1 CLOUDS AND LARGE-SCALE PRECIPITATION

The cloud and large-scale precipitation scheme uses prognostic equations for cloud liquid wa-

ter/ice and cloud fraction, with precipitation produced as a diagnostic. The scheme is based on

that of Tiedtke (1993). Within the scheme, the distinction between the water and ice phase is made

as a function of temperature, with the mixed phase existing between 250.16 K and 273.16 K. As

such, the explicit treatment of transfers between phases and hydrometeor species in HiGEM (Fig-

ure 2.2) has no equivalent in ERAI (a more sophisticated microphysics package was implemented

in the IFS in November 2010 (Cy36r4)). Latent heating associated with phase changes impacts

the environmental air.

Cloud water/ice content and cloud fraction are calculated as a function of advection and con-

vective and stratiform processes, including evaporation and precipitation. Clouds formed by con-

vective processes result from detrainment of water from cumulus updraughts. Formation through

stratiform processes, such as through the large-scale ascent of moist air or radiative cooling, are

determined by the rate at which the saturation specific humidity decreases. This rate is linked

to vertical motions and diabatic cooling. New clouds form based on grid-averaged relative hu-

midity exceeding a threshold value, which is a function of height. Clouds can evaporate through

large-scale and cumulus induced descent and by cloud air turbulently mixing with unsaturated

environmental air.

Precipitation processes are treated separately in clear and cloudy skies, since these two regions

exhibit very distinct microphysical behaviour. In clouds, conversion, collection and accretion

processes are important and evaporation is the relevant process in clear air. At each timestep,

rain and snow is removed from the column having passed through lower layers and interacted

with them (e.g. melting/evaporating). The in-cloud autoconversion from liquid/ice to rain/snow is

parameterised following Sundqvist (1978). Evaporation of rain/snow is initialised when a gridbox

mean relative humidity is below a threshold value. Within a column, if the cloud fraction is less
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than 1, the treatment of falling precipitation is determined as in/out of cloud through maximum

overlap for clouds in adjacent levels and random overlap for clouds separated by clear levels. Ice

is allowed to sediment through levels at a constant fallspeed of 15cm s−1.

This routine then provides the cloud variables for radiation calculations and calculates total,

low, mid-level and high cloud cover which are used in the radiation scheme. These height bins

are based on model pressure levels relative to the surface pressure (Ps). High clouds are P ≤

0.45Ps and low clouds are P ≥ 0.8Ps. These values are calculated using the maximum-random

overlap assumption over the column. All thermodynamic quantities are then updated based on the

gridbox adjustments made by the scheme.

2.4.2 CONVECTION SCHEME

The ERA-Interim convection scheme is quite different to that in HiGEM, though shares the same

general features. Convection is parameterised by a bulk mass-flux scheme (based on Tiedtke,

1989). The scheme also diagnoses deep, shallow and mid-level convection. Clouds are rep-

resented by a pair of entraining/detraining plumes which are used to describe updraught and

downdraught processes within the gridbox. The convection scheme contributes to the large-scale

budgets of heat, moisture, momentum and chemical tracers at each timestep.

Within the scheme, the updraft plume evolves based on cloud-base mass flux and prescribed

entrainment/detrainment rates. These rates vary for shallow and mid-level/deep convection. En-

trainment of mass into convective plumes is assumed to occur (1) through turbulent exchange of

mass through the cloud edges, and (2) through organized inflow; and detrainment is assumed to

occur (1) through turbulent exchange and (2) through organized outflow at cloud top.

Downdraughts are considered to be associated with convective precipitation from the up-

draughts and originate from cloud air influenced by the injection of environmental air.

The scheme first tests for the occurrence of shallow convection by computing the ascent of a

surface parcel, which has been perturbed with T and q increments, with simplified updraught and

entrainment equations. The first-guess cloud-top height is then defined as being where the value

of the saturated moist static energy of the environment exceeds the cloud-base value. Shallow
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convection is diagnosed based on a parcel being buoyant when it reaches the Lifting Condensa-

tion Level (LCL) and the cloud thickness being less than 200hPa. Next, the occurrence of deep

convection is assessed by repeating these computations beginning at the next model level, though

this ascent uses the full entrainment equations with simplified microphysics removing condensa-

tion at each level. Deep-convection occurs if the LCL is found and the resulting cloud is thicker

than 200 hPa. If no deep convective cloud is diagnosed, the procedure is iterated upwards until

convection occurs or 350hPa is reached. Mid-level convection can be triggered between 500m-

10km based on the occurrence of large-scale ascent and a threshold of relative humidity (80%)

being satisfied.

The mass-flux for deep convection is based on the CAPE closure timescale of Fritsch and

Chappell (1980a,b). At T255, the CAPE closure timescale is specified as 60 minutes. The mass

flux for shallow convection is diagnosed based on the assumption that sub-cloud turbulence drives

shallow convection and is derived from the sub-cloud moist static energy budget. Shallow con-

vection is assumed to only have turbulent entrainment/detrainment, so mass is conserved until

organised detrainment occurs at the cloud top. Mid-level convective mass flux is set by the large-

scale mass transport at that level.

Precipitation fluxes are calculated at each level, with precipitation being advected through

model levels within the downdraught. Condensation through conversion from vapour/ice to

rain/snow is based on the updraught vertical velocity and is derived from Sundqvist (1978), as

in the large-scale scheme, and snow/rain fallout rates are calculated at that level. This calculation

is also consistent with the large-scale scheme. As rain/snow in the downdraught descends, freez-

ing, melting and evaporation may occur, with vapour/ice also potentially converted to rain/snow

at each level. A precipitation rate at the surface is then diagnosed.

The convection scheme impacts the environment through changing the large-scale heat, mois-

ture, momentum and chemical tracers. Detrained water acts as a source of cloud mass to increase

the cloud fraction and water content of clouds.
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Convection

Scheme

HiGEM ERA-Interim IFS

Type Mass flux based on Gre-

gory and Rowntree (1990)

Mass flux based on Tiedtke

(1989)

Mass flux based on Tiedtke

(1989)

Deep convective

closure

CAPE - closure timescale

(T) based on RH, varying

linearly between 5≤T≤60

mins for 100≤RH≤60%

CAPE - T=60 mins CAPE - function of cloud

depth and RH, with T lim-

ited by 12≤T≤180 mins

Deep convective

trigger

Dry ascent initialised in

BL, terminates above BL

top

Test ascent finds LCL and

cloud depth of 200hPa

Test ascent finds LCL and

cloud depth of 200hPa

Entrainment Pressure level and local

pressure gradient

Cloud radius Cloud radius and RH

Mixing detrain-

ment

Pressure level and local

pressure gradient

Upward mass flux and RH Upward mass flux and RH

Forced detrain-

ment

Function of entrainment

and mixing detrainment

Function of updraught ver-

tical velocity

Function of updraught ver-

tical velocity

Mid-level con-

vective trigger

Called above BL top Called between 500m-

10km, large-scale ascent,

RH≤80%

Called between 500m-

10km, large-scale ascent,

RH≤80%

Large-scale HiGEM ERA-Interim IFS

Type Mixed phase based on Wil-

son and Ballard (1999)

Mixed phase based on

Tiedtke (1993)

Mixed phase based on

Tiedtke (1993)

Phases Prognostic vapour, cloud

water/ice, diagnostic rain

Prognostic vapour, cloud

water/ice, diagnostic rain

Prognostic vapour, cloud

water/ice, rain/snow

Ice advection Tracer advection Sedimented at constant

fall-speed

Sedimented at constant

fall-speed

Hydrometeor

conversion

Terms as in Figure 2.2 Based on Sundqvist (1978) Based on Sundqvist (1978)

Table 2.1 The key differences between the large-scale and convection schemes in HiGEM, ERA-

Interim and the IFS.
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2.5 FORECAST MODEL: ECMWF IFS

As noted above, the ERA-Interim reanalysis is based on Cy31r2 of the IFS model physics. For

work undertaken in Chapters 4 and 5 it was also possible to use a more recent configuration of the

IFS model, Cy38r2. In this work, Cy31r2 will be referred to as “ERA-Interim” or “ERAI” with

Cy38r2 referred to as “the IFS”.

For the purposes of this work, one significant change that was made between Cy31r2 and

Cy38r2 relates to modifications to the convection scheme. Entrainment is now controlled by

environmental relative humidity and cloud radii (previously the rates were only influenced by

the latter) based on results in the tropics (Bechtold et al., 2008), with a vertical scaling function

dictating the ratio of entrainment to detrainment, thereby reducing mass-flux with height. This

formulation provides a vertical distribution of mass-flux comparable to large scale tropical ascent.

Detrainment has not changed. Downdraught mass-flux has been increased relative to upward

mass-flux. Triggering of shallow convection has not changed, but for deep convection the changes

in entrainment are reflected in the triggering mechanism, such that the test ascent uses the new

formulation in assessing whether deep convection occurs. The CAPE closure timescale associated

with deep convection is also changed. Rather than being prescribed, it is set as a function of cloud

depth and updraught velocity and is scaled based on model resolution. Certain scalings were also

changed relating to precipitative processes though they are less significant than the changes to

entrainment.

In the large-scale scheme, rain water content and snow water content are prognostic variables,

with processes between the five prognostic variables (cloud water, cloud ice and water vapour

already being prognostic) represented with a more sophisticated equation set. The mixed phase

exists between the same temperature thresholds as Cy31r2.

The code structure and order of calls remains the same.
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2.6 REMOTE SENSING DATA

Many studies use renanalyses to evaluate the behaviour of climate models, with the reanalysis

being used as a proxy for the real world (in the ETC literature examples include Bengtsson et al.,

2006, 2009; Catto et al., 2010). A reanalysis is, however, a model, which is constrained by obser-

vations. Where observations are sparse, the reanalysis product becomes largely a function of the

model’s physics. At the scale of ETCs, renanalyses may not be strongly constrained by observa-

tions due to the location and nature of these phenomena. Further, many variables which may be of

interest in this study are not, in any event, analysed within the reanalysis. Descrepancies between

different analyses and their representation of ETCs are highlighted in Hodges et al. (2011), as

discussed in section 2.4.

Many traditional observations are spatially and temporally discretised and in using these to

evaluate reanalysis, the same problems are encountered as for GCM evaluation. The advent of

satellite data provides a route to confront this challenge, at least where satellite data is available.

Remotely sensed data may be employed to constrain the performance of reanalyses and may also

be employed to directly evaluate GCMs. For some variables, a direct comparison may be made

(e.g. cloud fraction), but for others, fields must either be derived from the retrieved data (e.g.

precipitation estimates are made from radiance retrievals) or a forward simulator may convert

model/reanalysis fields into remote sensing equivalents (e.g. through using an offline forward

simulator, see Section 2.7). The benefit of employing both remote sensing data and reanalyses is

that it provides an opportunity to constrain both the structure of model features (remote sensing)

and also the processes which generate those features (reanalysis), assuming the remote sensing

evaluation indicates that the features of interest are well represented in the reanalysis (Figure 2.6).

In this thesis, two primary remote sensing datasets are employed which measure processes and

features associated with latent heat release - precipitation and cloud structure. Precipitation can be

considered to be a first order estimate of the column integrated latent heat release. This provides

an estimate of the magnitude and horizontal location of latent heating within the storm structure.

The vertical location and structure is also important, given the impact of latent heating on the PV

structure of the storm. For precipitation, the GPCP dataset is employed and the ISCCP dataset

is used for cloud structure. Preliminary results using CloudSat will also be briefly discussed in
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of the evaluation framework used in this thesis. Remote sensing data can

be employed directly to evaluate the structure of features in the model. Reanalysis can provide

information of the processes that underlie those features (e.g. the parameterisations). Through

using both data types, one can evaluate both the existence and source of bias in the model in

greater depth.

Chapter 4 and CloudSat is therefore also described here.

2.6.1 PRECIPITATION: GPCP

Several remotely sensed precipitation datasets are available and many use gauges to constrain their

estimates to provide a “best guess” of precipitation rates. The initial estimates are often based

on empirical conversions of remotely sensed fields, such as infra-red brightness temperatures or

radar retrievals, to precipitation. These datasets are regularly employed in model validation and

evaluation studies (Tapiador et al., 2012; Kucera et al., 2013). Three products that are frequently

used for this purpose are the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), the CPC Merged

Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) and the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP). For
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this thesis, a dataset that covered the extratropics and of high temporal (at least daily) and spatial

resolution (HiGEM and ERAI are on the order of 1◦) was required. The TRMM dataset (Huffman

et al., 2007) does not cover the extratropics and the CMAP (Xie and Arkin, 1997) dataset is

available at 2.5◦×2.5◦ spatial and pentad temporal resolution. The GPCP dataset is global and

satisfies both the spatial and temporal resolution criteria of this project.

The GPCP one-degree-daily (GPCP-1DD) precipitation dataset (Huffman et al., 2001, 2009;

Adler et al., 2003) is a 1◦x1◦ gridded dataset that combines multiple satellite estimates and rain

gauge data to produce daily accumulations centred on 12:00UTC. The GPCP data is available

from December 1996 to the present. Precipitation rates in GPCP are produced through com-

bining empirical infra-red estimates of cloud brightness temperatures (mostly from geostationary

satellites) in latitudes up to 40N/S. An algorithm is used to convert the infrared radiance retrievals

into estimated precipitation rates for production of the merged multi-satellite estimate. In higher

latitudes, bias adjusted TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) precipitation estimates are

the primary data source and are derived from infrared and microwave soundings. At all lati-

tudes, the satellite estimates are adjusted where Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC;

Schneider et al., 2008) gauge data is available through a weighted average based on estimated

error variances in the satellite and gauge precipitation estimates. Over the oceans, the satellite

estimates are not adjusted by gauge data. Comparison studies have shown that the precipitation

estimates from the satellite only product perform deficiently relative to the gauge-adjusted product

(see, for example, Adler et al., 2003; Serreze et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2006) and it is not possible

to systematically verify satellite derived estimates over the oceans and other regions where gauge

sampling is sparse (John et al., 2009).

GPCP sits within the envelope of precipitation estimates from similar products, where they

are available for comparison (e.g. John et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012), and provides the coverage

required for this project. It has been evaluated against gauge data, generally performing well (e.g.

Nicholson et al., 2003), though it has been suggested that the GPCP-1DD is unable to capture very

high intensity events in the United States (McPhee and Margulis, 2005) and India (Joshi et al.,

2013) and overestimates them at high-latitudes (Bolvin et al., 2009). The SSM/I satellite data,

which is an input to the GPCP estimates, has been shown to have biases in the tropics relative

to ocean buoy data of less than 5% when averaged over multiyear periods (Bowman et al., 2009)
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though these errors may be greater on shorter temporal scales, in the extratropics or in extreme

precipitation events.

There remains uncertainty in the precipitation estimates derived from both satellite observa-

tions (Kummerow et al., 2006; Field and Wood, 2007; Stephens et al., 2010) and from reanalysis

(Hou et al., 2001). Neither the GPCP or ERAI datasets provide estimates of uncertainty for pre-

cipitation. As such, the use of multiple datasets to evaluate HiGEM allows greater ability to assess

uncertainty with respect to the remotely sensed data and the reanalysis - both of which are often

used as a proxy for the ’real world’ in many studies, as noted above.

2.6.2 ISCCP

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, Rossow and Schiffer, 1991, 1999)

uses infrared and visible radiances from a number of geostationary and orbiting satellites and was

initially motivated by a desire to increase understanding of the impact of clouds on the Earth’s

radiation budget (e.g. Schiffer and Rossow, 1985; Zhang et al., 1995; Rossow and Zhang, 1995).

The D1 dataset, employed here, provides a number of variables, including cloud top pressure and

optical depth, that are an extension on the original dataset.

The D1 dataset runs from July 1983-present, is 3-hourly, global and has 280-km grid cells

based on brightness temperature estimates from up to five geostationary and two polar orbiting

satellites. The grid cells are equivalent to 2.5◦x2.5◦ at the equator with the number of gridboxes

in each latitude varying accordingly. In each grid cell only one observation is used, based on a

specified hierarchy of satellites dictated by viewing geometry and orbit overlap (Figure 2.7).

The data is mostly from geostationary satellites, with Advanced Very High Resolution Ra-

diometer (AVHRR) data from polar orbiting satellites extending this beyond 60N/S to the poles.

Infrared radiances (IR) provide estimates at all times, with visible/near-IR (VIS) adjusted bright-

ness temperatures (VIS-IR Tb) available during daylight hours. The latter are more reliable since

IR-only analysis detects low cloud less accurately, particularly where the cloud is broken. The

VIS-IR product is also more reliable where clouds are optically thin, as IR radiation can be trans-

mitted through these thin clouds leading to higher temperature estimates for cloud top (Rossow

and Schiffer, 1999). Retrieved pixels are transformed onto a regular grid and a cloud flag is
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applied. If cloud is present, cloud top temperature (IR) and optical depth (VIS, daytime) are

retrieved, before other fields are calculated based on these retrievals. Cloud top pressure is calcu-

lated using a model which estimates the vertical profile of the atmosphere and uses an assumption

that radiances in cloudy pixels arise from a single homogeneous layer of cloud with cloud top

determined from the retrieved brightness temperature.

In this study, VIS-IR adjusted fields are employed during daylight hours only. Estimates of

cloud fraction, cloud top pressure (ctp) and optical thickness (τ) are used to evaluate radiance

equivalent fields derived from the HiGEM and ERAI datasets using the COSP simulator (dis-

cussed in Section 2.7, below).

Figure 2.7 The ISCCP level 1 satellites. NOAA-A, carrying an AVHRR, is polar orbiting and the

other satellites are geostationary. Source:isccp.giss.nasa.gov/pb/documents/d-doc.pdf

ISCCP uses consistent calibration techniques across the different satellites through employing

radiance data from polar orbiters as baseline estimates which assists in making the estimates

consistent across space and time. It is estimated that optical depth errors might be up to 0.1

over ocean and 0.3 over land and total cloud amounts could be 0.05-0.1 too low, which is mostly

attributed to missed detections of very thin clouds (Jin et al., 1996; Stubenrauch et al., 1999). For
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this work, this might impact on the detection of high level cirrus, overlying deeper stratiform or

convective clouds within the WCB.

The ISCCP data is known to have artefacts associated with the viewing angle around the

limbs of the geostationary satellites. This is often referred to as the ’limb darkening effect’.

This has a number of aspects. At the limbs of geostationary satellites the optical depth of the

atmosphere may be overestimated as the viewing angle increases the apparent atmospheric depth

- greater attenuation and emission from clouds and water vapour is observed between the surface

and the satellite as more of the atmosphere is sampled leading to lower Tb being retrieved. Also

associated with these lower viewing angles, satellites may also preferentially see high cloud and

may see broken cloud as continuous - two features which can increase cloud top pressure, average

τ and cloud fraction. These effects are summarised schematically in Figure 2.8.

It has been shown that these effects introduce bias into the ISCCP retrievals and are thought to

be most pronounced in the tropics, with the magnitude of brightness temperature retrieval biases

up to 20K in the most extreme cases of cold cloud tops at low viewing angles (Joyce et al. 2001,

see also Minnis 1989; Evan et al. 2007; Norris 2007). In the mid-latitudes, where this study is

situated, the magnitude of potential biases is not clear. Given these effects are most pronounced

in the tropical Atlantic and Pacific (see Evan et al. 2007, their Figures 2 and 4 and Norris 2007)

and occur only at and near the edges of the geostationary satellite footprints, the impact on the

composite ETCs will be reduced relative to the worst case scenarios, particularly since the tem-

perature contrast between surface and cloud top temperature is less in the extratropical winter than

in the tropics. In this study, these effects may, in particular, taint some of the cloud estimates in

the storm track genesis regions though it should be noted that the distribution of the locations of

maximum intensity are not focussed in these areas (see Figure 3.21). It is not possible to quantify

the possible magnitude of these effects within the analysis framework employed in this study.

2.6.3 CLOUDSAT

In Chapter 4, prelimary results of analysis using CloudSat and the COSP-CloudSat simulator (see

section 2.7, below) are introduced as evidence in support of the primary research. CloudSat will

therefore be briefly described here.
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LIMB                   NADIR 

Figure 2.8 Schematic showing the sources of limb darkening for two identical cloud scenes. On

the left, the atmospheric depth is greater (blue line), the apparent cloud cover is increased due

to the viewing angle (grey cones, noting the narrow dotted line in particular) and the high cloud

is seen in preference to the lower cloud in its shadow. On the right, at nadir, each cloud is seen

individually and the atmospheric depth is lower. The left scene will appear to have lower average

Tb and resultantly higher ctp, higher τ and higher cloud fraction.

CloudSat is a polar orbiting satellite flying in the A-Train constellation (Stephens et al., 2002).

It joined the A-train on 1st June 2006, though has not continually retrieved data since this date. On

the satellite, a 94-GHz nadir-looking Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) measures the power backscat-

tered by clouds as a function of distance from the radar (Marchand et al., 2008). The frequency is

based on its suitability for the detection of the hydrometeors found in clouds. It also strikes a bal-

ance between the antenna size and power that the satellite can accomodate and considerations of

attenuation through cloud absorption. The CPR has a cross track width of 1.4km, along track res-

olution of 1.7km, vertical resolution of 480m and minimum detectable reflectivity of ∼-30dBZ

(Tanelli et al., 2008). Given the ability of the CPR to retrieve the 3-dimensional structure of

clouds, it is a potentially powerful tool for the evaluation of extratropical cyclones (Posselt et al.,

2008). However, the narrow cross track resolution and orbiting nature of the satellite means sam-

pling is low. In this work, ETCs are sampled from northwards of 30N and CloudSat spends ∼1/3
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of its time north of 30N. This work focusses on composite ETCs such that this already sparse

sampling is reduced further by only using overpasses which are in the vicinity of an ETC. This

issue is further discussed in Chapter 4. In this study, the 2B-GEOPROF dataset is used (Marchand

et al., 2008). This data was obtained from the DARDAR (raDAR/liDAR, http://www.icare.univ-

lille1.fr/drupal/projects/dardar) project.

2.7 COSP: CFMIP OBSERVATION SIMULATOR PACKAGE

To have confidence in the output of NWP models or GCMs, they require evaluation against

benchmark data. For GCMs, reanalyses are often employed for this exercise. For many stud-

ies, particularly dealing with large scale, temporally averaged fields where the analysis might be

well constrained by observations (e.g. global land surface temperatures) the user may have high

confidence in the reanalysis’ representation of the feature or variable of interest. As previously

discussed, for this study, reanalysis fields may not be well constrained by observations and remote

sensing data is employed to (1) evaluate the reanalysis fields and (2) directly evaluate the GCM.

The remote sensing datasets being employed in this study are GPCP and ISCCP.

GPCP produces daily precipitation estimates which can be directly compared to the precip-

itation produced by ERAI and HiGEM. In the context of ERAI, precipitation is not an analysed

field and is produced by the forecast model (as discussed in Section 2.4). The forecast model has

been shown to have “spin-up” effects in the precipitation field which vary across different forecast

lead times (Kållberg, 2011). This reduces confidence in the fidelity of the ERAI estimates and the

effects of “spin-up” are further probed in Chapter 3.

ISCCP produces a number of fields which might be employed to evaluate cloud structure in

ETCs. Given the difference in the WCB structures observed in Catto et al. (2010) and shown in

Figure 1.8, the height of cloud tops and the internal structure of the cloud field are of particular

interest and the ISCCP cloud top pressure and optical depth fields may be employed for this

analysis. These fields cannot be directly evaluated against the model fields. An offline radiance

simulator is therefore employed to convert the model fields into radiance equivalents which can

be directly compared to the ISCCP fields (see Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 The schematic in Figure 2.6 as applied to GPCP and ISCCP using the COSP simulator.

The precipitation (P) is evaluated with respect to GPCP and the parameterisation scheme source

(large-scale (ls) or convective (cv)) can also be evaluated with respect to ERA-Interim. The COSP

simulator allows the ISCCP data to be used to evaluate radiance equivalent derived from HiGEM

and ERA-Interim. The source of these radiances can then be diagnosed with respect to different

cloud (C) fields. The parameterisation of these fields is not consistent across the two models (see

Table 2.1). The evolution of these fields can also be investigated through the q and T tendencies.

The COSP (Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project Observation Simulator Package,

Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) ingests a number of model fields relating to cloud and precipitation

properties and uses these to simulate retrievals of satellite instruments - the equivalent of flying

a satellite over the model world. The COSP simulator incorporates several individual instrument

simulators, including ISCCP, Cloudsat/CALIPSO and MODIS. In this analysis, the ISCCP sim-

ulator is used as the primary analysis tool. Prelimary results from the CloudSat simulator and

CloudSat are also briefly discussed in Chapter 4 as supporting evidence for the results derived

from ISCCP/the ISCCP simulator.

2.7.1 ISCCP SIMULATOR: ICARUS

The ICARUS (ISCCP) simulator (Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al., 2001; Bodas-Salcedo et al.,

2011) is the oldest of the simulator packages and is widely used in model evaluation. The simula-

tor mimics the assumptions of the ISCCP retrieval algorithm and, as such, is intended to provide

ISCCP-like retrievals of a column rather than ’truth’ in order to evaluate model output against
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retrievals from ISCCP itself. The simulator requires a number of input fields, including large-

scale and convective cloud amount and emissivity and optical depth of large-scale and convective

cloud. It operates by assuming radiances are produced by a single homogenous cloud layer with

a cloud top diagnosed by an IR brightness temperature (Tb), as in the ISCCP retrieval algorithm.

By starting with a vertical profile of the model cloud amount (fraction) from each grid-box, the

simulator then assigns cloud at each level to a number of sub-columns. The number of columns

is user specified and this cloud assignment is based on cloud-overlap assumptions which are

also specified by the user (to be consistent with the model - here, both ERAI and HiGEM use

a maximum-random assumption). Within each column, a value for cloud top pressure (ctp) and

column-integrated optical depth (τ) is calculated based on the ISCCP retrieval algorithm. ctp is

derived via a radiative transfer model which calculates an IR Tb. The Tb is then converted into a

cloud top temperature. ctp is then derived based on the model’s temperature and pressure profile.

The simulator is capable of reproducing the ISCCP artefact that diagnoses cirrus cloud overlying

low cloud as mid-level (Mace et al., 2011).

Many studies have used the simulator to evaluate global cloud amounts and types in climate

models (e.g., Zhang et al., 2005; Williams and Tselioudis, 2007; Williams and Webb, 2009; Kay

et al., 2012; Lauer and Hamilton, 2013; Klein et al., 2013), often analysing cloud regime occur-

rence within models based on distributions of ctp and τ. Though incidental to this study, since the

use of these statistics is not employed here, this technique has recently been criticised in Mace and

Wrenn (2013). In terms of ETC evaluation, the simulator was employed in the original Klein and

Jakob (1999) study, where an earlier version of the ECMWF model was evaluated against ISCCP

using the ctp and τ distributions, and in and the work of Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2012) and Williams

et al. (2013) evaluating radiation biases in Southern Hemisphere composite ETCs, though has

otherwise not been exploited to compare composite ETC features to ISCCP retrievals. Further

work of this nature is likely under the auspices of the Transpose-AMIP II project (see Williams

et al., 2013).

The purpose of the simulator is to derive fields from model data which can be directly eval-

uated against ISCCP satellite retrievals. In composite ETCs, reanalysis fields may not be well

constrained by observations and the use of this remotely sensed data to evaluate composite cloud

structure provides a tool to both directly evaluate HiGEM and also to assess uncertainty in the
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composite ETC structures in ERAI. Having established uncertainty in the ERAI fields, a direct

evaluation of the possible sources of difference between HiGEM and ERAI’s structures may then

be undertaken using model fields related to clouds and their evolution, such as cloud ice and water

content and diabatic tendencies. In undertaking such an exercise, any biases or deficiencies in the

simulator must be taken into account.

The simulator does not correct for the limb darkening effects caused by low geostationary

viewing angles in ISCCP (see Section 2.6.2). This introduces one source of uncertainty into the

comparisons which is derived from the simulator, though these differences are not likely to be

significant given this study is focussed on the extratropics.

Mace et al. (2011) have evaluated bias more generally in the simulator by applying the sim-

ulator algorithms to data taken from an ARM (Atmospheric Radiation Program) field site. The

purpose of the simulator is to mimic ISCCP - including any biases - and Mace et al. found that

the simulator improved agreement between the cloud top pressures retrieved by ISCCP and the

ground-based sensors, correctly moving the retrieved ctp from many ARM profiles towards the

ISCCP estimates. They describe the ctp estimates from ICARUS to ’[perform] as well as could

be expected’.

In Mace et al.’s (2011) study, optical depth estimates from ISCCP were on average 10% lower

than those simulated by ICARUS from the ARM data. The fraction of optically thick cloud (τ

≥ 23) was 25% lower in ISCCP. This effect is particularly concentrated in low clouds (ctp ≥

680hPa) and is at least partly caused by a failure of the simulated optical depth to account for

the sub-pixel level cloud field variability in the ISCCP retrievals. ISCCP uses an assumption that

clouds are plane-parallel and homogeneous in each pixel. This assumption is also used in the

simulator to estimate τ in each sub-column. The effect of this sub-pixel variability on optical

depth estimates is always negative and may be significant in optically thick clouds (e.g. up to

20% of a τ=100 optical depth estimate in one example used by Mace et al.). Pincus et al. (2012)

note that in addition to these issues, where cloud is broken, sub-pixel artefacts associated with

3-dimensional radiative effects may also become important and would not be captured by the

simulator.

The simulator is used in VIS-IR adjusted mode to replicate the ISCCP-D1 VIS-IR data, with
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20 sub-columns in each gridbox. The choice of columns is dictated by balancing considerations

of computational efficiency (the simulator is expensive to use and generates large volumes of

data) balanced against a desire to achieve adequate sampling to produce robust statistics. The

ICARUS documentation (Klein and Webb, 2009) indicates a minimum sampling of 2400 points

to keep statistical noise associated with sub-grid sampling to a reasonable level. At 20 columns,

this would equate to 120 cyclones being sampled during daylight hours in each composite as a de

minimis sampling level. This threshold is significantly exceeded in this work (see Section 4.1.1).

Twenty columns are selected, rather than a smaller number, as the convective cloud fraction in

ERAI is set to 0.05 in gridboxes where convection occurs. Using 20 columns therefore affords

consistency between ERAI and ICARUS. The convective cloud fraction in HiGEM varies based

on an empirical formula which relates cloud fraction to the amount of condensed water in a grid-

box and column. Sub-grid cloud overlap is specified as maximum-random in both HiGEM and

ERAI to replicate the assumptions used in the models. Composites are constructed by applying

the simulator to model fields, averaging the COSP output from sub-columns to gridscale then

using the compositing module of the TRACK software (discussed in Section 2.8, below) to build

composites with the gridscale data using the approach adopted elsewhere in this study. The spatial

resolution of the data when transformed into the composite co-ordinates is the same for both the

ISCCP and the ICARUS data.

ISCCP VIS retrievals are adjusted for the solar zenith angle such that all radiances are cor-

rected to the value that would be retrieved at nadir sun. This allows a consistent comparison of

ISCCP retrievals through all daylight hours and latitudes. The diagnostics produced for COSP by

HiGEM and ERAI for ingestion by the ICARUS simulator are calculated as if for nadir sun (in

contrast, the radiation schemes take into account the solar zenith angle). The ICARUS simula-

tor then calculates the ISCCP equivalent fields without any zenith angle adjustment, making the

simulator output consistent with the ISCCP retrievals.

2.7.2 CLOUDSAT SIMULATOR: QUICKBEAM

The Quickbeam (CloudSat) simulator (Haynes et al., 2007; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) seeks

to retrieve reflectivity equivalents in order to evaluate model output against CloudSat retrievals.

Quickbeam takes vertical profiles of mixing ratios of cloud (liquid and ice) and precipitation
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(snow and rain) and converts these fields into reflectivities. The CloudSat simulator is independent

of the ISCCP simulator within COSP, both in terms of its development and the key fields which

are ingested by the simulator to generate the radiance and reflectivity equivalent fields.

Many papers have used CloudSat to evaluate the cloud properties of climate models (e.g.

Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Reitter et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2012; Nam and Quaas, 2012) includ-

ing around ETCs and cold/warm fronts (e.g., Greenwald et al., 2010; Naud et al., 2010; Govekar

et al., 2011, 2014; Booth et al., 2013a). The CloudSat radar is only capable of detecting returns

above -30dBZ (Tanelli et al., 2008) and when this sensitivity is combined with the effective ver-

tical range of ∼480m means that some clouds are not detected (Stephens et al., 2002; Marchand

et al., 2008). As such, the radar limitations need to be taken into account when comparing model

output to CloudSat retrievals (Marchand et al., 2009).

Employing the Quickbeam simulator provides the ability to directly compare equivalent fields

from CloudSat and climate models (e.g. Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Field et al., 2011; Kodama

et al., 2012; Franklin et al., 2013). There are, as for all such simulators, sensitivities associated

with the formulation of the simulator that must be taken into account in such an evaluation. In

particular, the particle size distributions (PSDs) and fallspeed parameterisations used in the model

need to be reflected by the assumptions used in the simulator, or, to the extent those assumptions

cannot or should not be reflected in the simulator the use of alternative assumptions requires jus-

tification. In either scenario, the sensitivity of the results to the microphysical assumptions which

are specified needs to be taken into account (see Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Di Michele et al.,

2012; Johnston et al., 2012). In this work, preliminary results are presented in support of results

derived from the ICARUS simulator. Future work will involve assessing the sensitivity of these

results to the microphysical assumptions employed. It is not anticipated that the comparability of

the retrieved and simulated fields will qualitatively change based on this sensitivity analysis.

2.8 TRACK: TRACKING AND COMPOSITING METHODOLOGY

ETCs are complex, dynamical features which are best studied in a Lagrangian framework, such

that their evolution and environmental interactions can be assessed. Objective feature tracking

provides a tool for conducting such analysis. Such analysis requires data of relatively high tem-
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poral resolution for the algorithm to connect individual features into storm tracks (Blender and

Schubert (2000), argued 12-hourly was the minimum required, see also Pinto et al. (2005), though

this can still be problematic for fast moving systems) and sufficient spatial resolution for the fea-

tures of interest to be adequately resolved. Where composite storm structure is of interest, the

spatial resolution of the features may be such that they are not well resolved in coarse models.

Compositing storms allows investigation of the basic common features of ETCs in a model or

dataset, whilst smoothing out the detail of any individual event. Through removing case-to-case

variability, it provides a tool to analysis systematic bias or error in the representation of ETCs.

The algorithm used in this study, known as TRACK (e.g. Hodges 1994, 1995, 1999, and

further described in Hoskins and Hodges 2002 and Bengtsson et al. 2009), has been developed

for tracking multiple features and has been applied to studies, in both models and reanalyses, of

ETCs (e.g. Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Bengtsson et al., 2006, 2007, 2009; Catto et al., 2010),

tropical cyclones (e.g. Strachan et al., 2013; Bell et al., 2013), easterly waves (e.g. Thorncroft and

Hodges, 2001; Hodges et al., 2003; Serra et al., 2010) and polar lows (e.g. Xia et al., 2012; Zappa

et al., 2013a). In this study, tracks are identified and selected ETCs are then composited, so both

stages of the process will be outlined in further detail.

2.8.1 CYCLONE TRACKING

The tracking algorithm has two components. Individual features must be identified in a field at

each timestep, then these features must be combined into cyclone tracks. In this work, TRACK

has been applied to gridded fields of 850hPa vorticity, truncated to wavenumber T42 (see Hoskins

and Hodges, 2002, for further discussion) and are identified where they exceed a threshold of

1×10−5 s−1. Many studies use sea level pressure to identify ETCs (e.g. Serreze et al., 1997;

Wernli and Schwierz, 2006), which requires extrapolation below the surface over orography. Vor-

ticity is generally found to identify small scale features more easily in gridded data and can iden-

tify cyclones earlier in their lifecycle, before a closed pressure contour might exist. The truncation

removes noise at higher wavenumbers, emphasising the synoptic scale, and planetary waves are

also removed by setting to zero the coefficients of total wavenumber ≤ 5 via spectral analysis.

Where comparing multiple datasets of variable resolution this truncation also provides a field of

consistent resolution for the tracking algorithm to identify ETCs in, as is the case in this study
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(ERA-Interim is slightly higher resolution than HiGEM), allowing a comparison of data sources

which have differing input resolutions (Blender and Schubert, 2000).

Maxima of vorticity are combined into cyclone tracks, initially using a nearest neighbour ap-

proach. The algorithm then refines the tracks by minimising a cost function for track smoothness

subject to adaptive constraints. The local track smoothness is measured over three consecutive

time steps in terms of changes in direction and speed. The cost function is minimised using a

greedy exchange algorithm where points are swapped between tracks if they provide the greatest

gain in track smoothness. This is an iterative process that proceeds both forwards and backwards

in time. In this way the minimal set of smoothest tracks are produced subject to adaptive con-

straints. The adaptive constraints are in terms of the maximum allowed displacement distances

which vary with latitude and the track smoothness which varies with system speed (see Hodges,

1999). The constraints are chosen to be suitable for ETCs. These optimised tracks are then fil-

tered again using a minimum lifetime threshold of 48 hours and a minimum distance threshold of

1000km. If these criteria are satisfied, the feature is retained as an ETC. These criteria remove

short lived and stationary cyclones which may often not develop or exhibit the characteristic fea-

tures which are the subject of this analysis.

There are many different tracking algorithms available (Ulbrich et al., 2009) and the recent

IMILAST project, comparing 15 tracking methodologies (see Neu et al., 2013; Ulbrich et al.,

2013), has found that the major differences between algorithms - which may identify ETCs in

different fields (e.g. MSLP, 850hPa vorticity) - are with respect to cyclone number, particularly

relating to the identification of weak cyclones. They found that geographical distribution, inter-

annual varibility of total cyclone numbers and the distribution shape for many characteristics over

cyclone lifecycles agree well. They particularly found this to be true during the most intense part

of the lifecycle. In this study, the period up to and through maximum intensity is of interest, so

the impact of the algorithm choice may be less significant. Further, given the same algorithm

is being applied to identify ETCs in fields of the same (truncated) spatial resolution, any impact

associated with the feature tracking methodology will impact all datasets consistently.
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2.8.2 CYCLONE COMPOSITES

Cyclones can be identified and tracked in relatively coarse resolution data (e.g. Blender and

Schubert, 2000, used data truncated to T21) for statistical analysis. Composite analysis is only

worth performing if the features of interest are likely to be resolved. Recently, GCM resolution

has improved such that models have the capacity to resolve the key features of ETCs and there is

an emergent body of literature using tracking algorithms to perform composite analysis of ETC

structure in models.

Bauer and Del Genio (2006) investigated composite structures in the GISS GCM, comparing

the output to the ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005) reanalysis (having evaluated the ERA-40 and

NCEP-NCAR (Kalnay et al., 1996) reanalyses with remote sensing data and concluding the ERA-

40 dataset to perform better). Through this, they were able to establish not only that there are

fewer storms in the model, which are generally weaker and slower moving, but that the structure

of the storms is too shallow and that their circulations are weaker, which they argue may be

associated with deficiencies in the cloud and precipitation parameterisations. Bengtsson et al.

(2009), analysing a subset of dynamically intense cyclones from ECHAM5, included composite

analysis over the lifecycle of the ETCs, finding that though the lifecycles were realistic, again

the storm intensities (as measured by wind speed, vorticity and precipitation) were lower than in

ERA-40.

Catto et al. (2010) found that the three dimensional structure of ETCs in HiGEM compared

well to those in ERA-40. They found that certain dynamic aspects of the circulation in HiGEM

were weaker, such as the rate of ascent in the WCB and the descent in the dry intrusion, but that

the synoptic scale conceptual features of the composite storms were well represented, such as the

WCB, CCB and dry intrusion. As shown in Figure 1.8, some structural differences were seen

in the WCBs in HiGEM and ERA-40, notably that within the WCB in HiGEM, the isentropic

surfaces lie closer together and have a less pronounced slope around the region of maximum

ascent. Lower vertical velocities are also found at this point and the extent and structure of

the region of high relative humidity, used as a proxy for cloudiness, is deeper than in ERA-40,

particularly in the WCB region further from the zone of maximum ascent. They hypothesise that

these differences are most likely attributable to differences in the diabatic processes in the two
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models, possibly associated with the convection scheme in HiGEM being triggered prior to the

region of maximum ascent in the WCB (see Figure 1.8).

Two studies, Field and Wood (2007) and Field et al. (2008), compare composite cyclones in

NCAR’s CAM3 to remote sensing data. The first paper builds composites of rain rate, cloud type

and cover, cloud-top temperature, surface wind velocity and water vapour path from a number

of remotely sensed and reanalysis fields, before these are used to investigate the model in the

second paper. They find that though the model represents rainfall rates well, differences in the

cloud optical thicknesses and their relationship with other variables indicated that the model may

have deficiencies in representing the dynamical and thermodynamical structure of storms. Their

conclusions were limited by a lack of three-dimensional data in the satellite observations to assess

the model output. More recently, Booth et al. (2013a) composited frontal features around extrat-

ropical cyclones, using a number of remotely sensed and reanalysis fields to evaluate the GISS-E2

model, finding a number of biases in features around composite warm fronts in the model. They

attribute part of these differences to the convection scheme in the model likely triggering too early

in the flow of the WCB - prior to the surface warm front and region of maximum ascent is en-

countered - and suppressing stratiform cloud formation, a similar argument to that advanced by

Catto et al. (2010).

This body of work indicates that recent GCMs are becoming capable of resolving the synoptic

scale conceptual features of ETCs, but that models generally exhibit biases in the details of these

features. The precipitation, convection and cloud parameterisations have been often suggested as

the sources of these discrepancies.

In the TRACK software, the compositing methodology involves several steps (Figure 2.10;

see Bengtsson et al. 2007 for a detailed explanation). First, the tracks to be composited are identi-

fied and selected, as discussed in Section 2.8.1. Second, the field for compositing is then extracted

at each of the identified cyclone points. This process involves a radial coordinate system being

created, based on a spherical cap centred on the pole. This cap is user specified, including the

resolution of the radial grid which the compositing is performed on, and in much of this work

is 20◦. The cap is then rotated from the pole to the feature location. The field is extracted and

attached to the track. Using a rotation matrix, the attached field is rotated such that it is oriented

to align with the direction of propagation of the ETC. This effectively results in the extraction
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being made relative to the storm direction, such that all storms in a composite are moving in the

same effective direction. This procedure reduces the smearing effect on the composite structure

that would otherwise be present due to the variable direction of the composited storms. Third,

a time within each track’s lifecycle is chosen, such as the time of minima or maxima in a field

(e.g. vorticity, pressure, precipitation, Eady growth rate). This field may be selected as a grid

point maxima/minima that is closest to/at the point the cyclone is identified, such as vorticity or

pressure, or may be an average of a field around the ETC centre, such as precipitation. At this

point, the extracted and rotated fields are averaged for compositing. Fields may be composited at

multiple levels though are centred on the storm position at 850hPa. Any tilt is not taken into ac-

count when extracting these data - the composites at any level are centred on the 850hPa position

- which might offset fields to the storm centre at the level they are extracted on. Catto et al. (2010)

investigated sensitivity to identifying vorticity maxima at each model level and it did not materi-

ally alter their conclusions but did introduce additional computational complexity. In this work,

the tilt of the cyclone is also of interest (see Chapter 5), which would be lost if cyclones were

centred on each level, so all data is extracted and centred based on cyclone location at 850hPa.

The radial coordinate system has two advantages. It provides a consistent grid for all storms,

irrespective of the latitude they are identified at, and it also reduces variability in the position of

storm features that would arise if the extracted fields were not rotated (Rudeva and Gulev, 2011),

an issue likely more problematic in the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere (Gov-

ekar et al., 2011, 2014). In this study, composites are made at each stage of the lifecycle to study

the evolution of ETCs. Many studies dinstinguish a “storm event” (the whole baroclinic lifecycle)

and a “cyclone” (a snapshop of a storm event at a given time) and may composite cyclone features

together at different times in ETC’s evolution (Pinto et al., 2009; Govekar et al., 2011, 2014; Naud

et al., 2010, 2012; Booth et al., 2013a). Where multiple stages in the lifecycle are composited,

smoothing will naturally occur owing to the structural evolution and decay of the storms, such

that rotation may be less important. In any compositing, features are naturally smoothed due to

variability in storm structure and feature location and may also be affected by interpolation as-

sociated with re-projecting fields during compositing. It should be noted that rotation does not

address all variability since, for example, the position of the cold front with respect to the cyclone

centre is not homogeneous across multiple storms. Some studies have composited with respect

to fronts (e.g. Naud et al., 2010, 2012; Booth et al., 2013a). Here, the location of features with
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Figure 2.10 The compositing methodology used in this study. 1. The tracks are identified. 2.

A polar spherical cap is rotated to the cyclone and data is attached before a position within each

track’s lifecycle is identified based on a user specified criteria (e.g. maximum relative vorticity). 3.

The radial fields, which were rotated into the cyclone propagation direction when being attached

to the tracks, are then averaged as an arithmetic mean into a single composite. Source: Catto et al.

(2010)
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respect to the ETC centre is of interest since the impact of latent heating with respect to PV is

related to this separation. As such, frontal compositing is a less suitable approach. In this study,

application of a consistent tracking and compositing methodology, with rotation, is applied across

all datasets.

2.9 A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY

To aid clarity for the reader, a short description of the approximate location of the key features

within composite ETCs relevant to this study and the terms used to describe their location is

provided here.

In Figure 2.11 composites of 200 intense North Atlantic ETCs are shown. The location and

structure of the warm sector can clearly be seen on the low level (850hPa) θe composite and the

approximate position of the surface fronts is shown. Across the ensemble of 200 composited

ETCs, the location of the surface fronts relative to the storm centres will vary. This is particularly

true for the location of the trailing cold front.

The location of the vertical cross-sections on the right-hand side is shown on the horizontal

composites. These cross-sections are intended to provide a vertical slice through the WCB region,

from the cold sector, through the warm front and into the warm sector. All vertical cross-sections

in this thesis are displayed in this format, with the (horizontal) flow passing from the right to the

left within the cross-section as air travels from the warm sector to the surface front and is forced

upwards.

The area denoted as “WCB inflow” indicates a region where flow within the warm sector is

converging towards warm front - this flow can be seen in the wind vectors. As the flow approaches

the surface warm front, the region denoted as “WCB pre-ascent” indicates where this flow contin-

ues to converge (not shown) but is prior to the point where the flow meets the surface warm front.

In the WCB pre-ascent region, the θe contours remain horizontal in the vertical cross-section.

As this convergent flow reaches the warm front, it is forced upwards at the “zone of maximum

ascent” (denoted ZMA) where the horizontal gradient of the θe contours sharpens and vertical
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Figure 2.11 Composite ETCs from 200 intense Atlantic cyclones in ERA-Interim. Top panels: low

level composite θe (K) with the location of the cold/warm surface fronts overlaid and a vertical

cross-section of θe along the line A-B. Lower panels: composite low level horizontal windspeed

(m s−1) and a vertical cross section of vertical windspeed (m s−1). Composites are from 12-hours

prior to maximum dynamical intensity (as measured by 850hPa vorticity). Composite radii are

20◦. ZMA = zone of maximum ascent. WOR = Warm conveyor belt outflow region. Images

adapted from STORMS atlas (http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/∼storms), see Dacre et al. (2012)
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velocities are at their maximum. The “WCB outflow region” (denoted WOR) indicates a region

where air which has been forced upwards by the surface warm front reaches upper levels (above

∼450hPa). The outflow is characterised by high levels of divergence (not shown) as air rotates

(in a system relative sense) anti-cyclonically into the high pressure ridge leading the storm and

cyclonically to the rear of the storm centre.

These terms are intended as broad descriptions of the processes occurring and features situated

at each of the locations. They will be used in the remainder of this thesis to draw the reader’s

attention to a particular location within composite ETCs as results are discussed.
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CHAPTER 3:

EVALUATING HIGEM’S ABILITY TO

RESOLVE THE ATMOSPHERIC AND

PRECIPITATION FIELDS OF

EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Previous work (e.g., Catto et al., 2010) has shown that HiGEM realisitically reproduces the spatial

distribution of the storm tracks and also the statistical distribution of ETC intensities when com-

pared to reanalysis data. This work further showed that HiGEM has the ability to represent the

large scale features of ETC structure, such as the warm conveyor belt (WCB), cold conveyor belt

(CCB) and dry slot, though this work found that certain aspects of these features did not compare

well to the same features identified in the ERA-40 dataset. In particular, the structure and flow

in the WCB region differed between HiGEM and ERA-40, with HiGEM showing a much deeper

structure of the clouds (based on the use of relative humidity as a proxy for clouds) and differences

in the slope of equivalent potential temperature (θe) contours in this region, suggesting processes

relating to cloud formation and precipitation may differ between the model and the reanalysis.

This chapter will evaluate the structure of ETCs in control simulations of HiGEM against

ERAI. The aim of this analysis is two-fold.

In Catto et al. (2010) the structure of composite ETCs in HiGEM was evaluated against ERA-

40. ERA-40 and ERAI are both based on formulations of the ECMWF model. Improvements

between the two schemes include the representation of the hydrological cycle, the quality of the
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stratospheric circulation and the consistency in time of the reanalysed fields (Dee et al., 2011).

The data assimilation system was upgraded from 3D-Var to 4D-Var between the two cycles, with

several changes to the forecast model, including to both the cloud and convection schemes (see

Table II of Dee et al. 2011, for details) and higher spatial resolution. As such, given this study

uses a newer ECMWF reanalysis product the first aim of the chapter is to distil the extent to which

composite ETC structures differ between ERAI and ERA-40. Given ERAI is a newer product with

improved physics, data assimilation and higher resolution, it might be expected that the structure

of ETCs may have changed since the ERA-40 dataset and may, to the extent ERA-40 exhibits

biases, provide a more realistic representation of ETC structure.

This evaluation will be followed by a review of the key features of ETCs in HiGEM and

ERAI relevant to this work, with a specific focus on the WCB. Catto et al. (2010) focussed on

one subset of 100 intense Atlantic and Pacific ETCs to evaluate representation of the large-scale

features of ETCs. Catto (2009) evaluated the same ETCs in composites of the Atlantic and Pacific

only (50 intense ETCs in each basin). In both Catto et al. (2010) and Catto (2009), differences in

WCB structure were found between HiGEM and ERA-40. Given the low sampling and the focus

on extreme ETCs, it does not, a priori, follow that the magnitude and nature of these structural

differences will scale across storms of differing intensities or that an ensemble of 100 intense

storms is sufficient to exclude the effects of sampling in the subtle WCB features which are the

focus of this analysis. This issue is further discussed in Section 3.2.1.

The variable depth of the cloud structure in the WCB between HiGEM and the reanalysis

appears to be related to the representation of moisture and the flow within the WCB, since both

the cloud and mass distribution differ between the datasets. It is therefore likely that the location

and magnitude of latent heating in this region may differ significantly. Diabatic processes are

heavily parameterised in climate models and reanalysis. In the ECMWF reanalysis, both T and

q fields are assimilated from observations (e.g. radiosonde ascents, dropsondes, aircraft reports,

satellite retrievals) though their representation - and therefore the representation of RH and θe -

in ETCs is largely a function of the reanalysis model given the number of observations available

in the locations where many ETCs occur.

To investigate whether latent heating in composite ETCs differs between HiGEM and ERAI

the precipitation field is analysed. Precipitation can be considered a first-order column integrated
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estimate of the total latent heating in a column. Both HiGEM and ERAI have diagnostic precip-

itation schemes which further justifies this approach - a prognostic scheme might allow falling

precipitation to be advected into adjacent gridboxes, making such an assumption more tenuous.

Precipitation is not an analysed field in ERAI and the evaluation must be performed using precip-

itation accumulations from short forecasts, moving the reanalysis product further away from the

constraint of observations. As such, to evaluate both the model and reanalysis, the two datasets

can be confronted with remote sensing data in the form of the Global Precipitation Climatology

Project one-degree-daily product (GPCP-1DD, Adler et al., 2003).

The GPCP-1DD dataset allows an evaluation of the magnitude of the precipitation being

produced in both the model and the reanalysis - providing a direct evaluation of HiGEM and

constraining confidence in the precipitation estimates from ERAI. Uncertainty with respect to the

GPCP estimates will be discussed as part of this analysis (see also Section 2.6). This evaluation

is then extended by investigating the parameterisation scheme (large-scale or convection) which

produces precipitation in ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI. This partitioning may not be important

from the perspective of precipitation estimates, since this partitioning is an artefact of model pa-

rameterisation and the requirement to represent the bulk properties of sub-grid scale processes at

the grid scale. However, when one considers the column heating profile that might be typically

expected from a call to the convection scheme as compared to condensation and precipitation

occurring as a function of the large-scale cloud scheme and the PV modification and mass dis-

tribution that might be associated with these two differing heating profiles, it is entirely possible

that the evolution of ETCs might differ based on the parameterised source of precipitation. If

differences in ETC evolution are significant, this could impact on the model’s background state

(e.g. through modifying the tropopause around the WCB outflow).

This chapter addresses a number of questions:

• Do composite ETC structures differ between the ERA-40 and ERAI datasets? In particular,

are there differences in the structure of the WCB?

• How well does HiGEM compare to ERAI in representing the structure of the WCB in

composite ETCs?

• How well do composite precipitation fields in HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP compare?
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• Is the precipitation in composite ETCs produced by the same parameterisation schemes in

HiGEM and ERAI?

The first two questions are focussed on verifying that the conclusions of Catto et al. (2010)

translate from ERA-40 to ERAI with a specific focus on the WCB. The precipitation estimates

provide additional information on the horizontal location of latent heating, relative to the location

of the storm centre, and the magnitude of the column integrated heating. By comparing the source

of the precipitation in HiGEM and ERAI in terms of the parameterisation schemes, it is possible

to consider whether the vertical heating profiles may differ between the two datasets, an important

consideration in terms of the PV modification and upstream impacts that may be generated as a

result of differences in the location and magnitude of latent heating.

3.2 WCB STRUCTURE IN ERA-40 AND ERAI

As shown in Figure 1.6, ETCs classically have a WCB flowing from low levels in the warm

sector, parallel to the cold front, and rising over the warm front. The majority of the outflow

from the WCB typically turns anticyclonically at upper levels, feeding into the high pressure ridge

upstream of the ETC, with some outflow wrapping cyclonically around the storm centre. The CCB

travels rearwards (relative to the ETCs direction of propagation) at lower levels within the cold

sector, parallel to the warm front, and wraps cyclonically behind the storm centre, producing a

low level jet. Above this, dry air descends from the upper troposphere, spreading as it approaches

the surface and filling a region (the dry slot) behind the cold front which is characterised by less

extensive cloud cover.

Catto et al. (2010) showed how these features were represented in ERA-40. For this thesis,

the newer ERAI dataset is used, so an investigation of any differences in these structures and

features in ERA-40 and ERAI is worth pursuing before analysing HiGEM with respect to ERAI.

Key differences were found in the structure of the WCB between HiGEM and ERA-40, so the

representation of these features and variables are of particular interest to this study.
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3.2.1 DATA AND METHOD: ERA-40 AND ERAI

The compositing methodology outlined in Section 2.8.2 is used in this analysis, with composite

storms created at the time of maximum 850hPa relative vorticity during the lifecycle of each

storm. Within the composites, all storms are centred on the location of their 850hPa relative

vorticity maxima. At this point, a 20◦ radial cap is extracted around the feature location. The

data captured by the radial cap is rotated based on the storm’s direction of travel at the time of

maximum intensity. This is achieved through using a trajectory calculated with the identified

storm location at the immediately adjacent timesteps, which in this analysis is 6 hours before and

after the compositing timestep. For the first/last points in each track, the subsequent/previous and

present points are used to calculate the trajectory.

For ERA-40 data is extracted on 8 pressure levels between 925hPa and 200hPa for horizontal

and vertical wind (u,v,ω). For relative humidity (RH) and θe, the data is extracted on 4 pressure

levels (850,700,500,250 hPa). Catto et al. (2010) investigated sensitivity of their analysis to lo-

cating vorticity maxima at all levels and extracting radial fields based on the point identified at

each level. They found tilts to be typically only a few degrees, which, given the storms are com-

posited at the time of maximum dynamical intensity and are thus quasi-barotropic at this point

(see Chapter 1), is not surprising. The same pressure levels are used for variables extracted from

ERAI.

Catto et al. (2010) focussed on the strongest storms in the ERA-40 dataset (and HiGEM)

and it is these storms which ERAI is therefore evaluated against. They selected the 50 strongest

storms in the Atlantic (80◦W to 20◦E and 30◦ to 80◦N) and 50 strongest storms in the Pacific

(80◦W to 20◦E and 30◦ to 80◦N) from the 45 year period of the ERA-40 dataset. This choice

was justified in Catto (2009) as being a sufficient number of storms to represent the key features

whilst minimising data storage requirements. Catto (2009) produced further composites with a

greater number of storms, demonstrating that the structure and location of 700hPa vertical velocity

maxima (associated with both precipitation and frontal location) did not change with the addition

of further storms though the features were smoothed with additional storms.

The ERA-40 data used by Catto et al. (2010) covered the 1957-2002 period. ERAI began in

1979, so it is not possible to select exactly the same 100 storms. Given the number of storms in
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the composite, it might be expected that differences in the specific storms being sampled would

not make any difference to the composite structures between ERA-40 and ERAI. It might further

be expected that many of these storms will be the same (from 1979-2002). Given the interest of

this work is to analyse subtle features in composite WCBs, it is worth testing these assumptions

to assess whether the results of Catto et al. (2010) are robust when the ERAI dataset is employed

to evaluate HiGEM.

Two options are therefore available which utilise the data Catto et al. (2010) produced for

ERA-40. The first would be to composite the same number of storms from the ERAI dataset

(which would be from fewer years) or a number of storms with a comparable maximum intensity.

The second option would be to subset the storms from Catto et al.’s (2010) work on ERA-40 (the

storms in their 100 storm composite which occurred after 1979) which can be matched to those

in ERAI. The advantage of the former is to provide a greater number of storms to compare, but

would not include many of the same storms and may also be influenced by the selection criteria

given the differing number and/or intensities of storms that would be included in the composites.

Given the environments that the storms exist in may differ (e.g. SSTs, upper level winds) this

may impact on the structure of the composites. The latter approach would provide a smaller

subset of intense storms, which would likely introduce noise into the composite structures, but

given the same storms would be compared would provide a robust like-for-like evaluation. For

completeness, both approaches will be employed here with subsets of 100 storms from the whole

period of each dataset and matched storms from the 1979-2002 period composited in ERA-40 and

ERAI.

3.2.2 COMPOSITES IN ERAI AND ERA-40: 100 STORMS

The 100 storms used by Catto et al. were selected from 45 DJF seasons from 1957-2002. Here

ERAI data from 29 DJF seasons covering 1979-2008 are used for comparison to this composite.

Catto et al. composited storms based on their maximum relative vorticity(ζ, s−1), truncated to

T42 such that storms are selected based on a common grid (Figures 3.2 and 3.5 show tracks of

ETCs identified in the T42 ζ). In the Atlantic the cut-off value (which identifies the maximum

intensity of the weakest storm of the 50 storm ensemble) was 13.67x10−5s−1 and in the Pacific

this was 14.07x10−5s−1. The same procedure was applied to the ERAI data, with thresholds of
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13.49x10−5s−1 and 14.075x10−5s−1 found in the Atlantic and Pacific, respectively.
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Figure 3.1 Intensity distributions (T42 truncated relative vorticity (ζx105s−1) of (a) all ETCs iden-

tified in the ERA-40 and ERAI datasets during the period of this analysis, (b) the upper tail of the

distributions. For selected intensities the 95% confidence interval is shown.

In spite of the differing timeperiod (29 and 45 years), the threshold values which identify the

top 50 storms in each basin are similar since the intensity distribution is such that the number of

storms above a given threshold decreases rapidly around these intensities, as shown in Figure 3.1.

The total number of northern hemisphere ETCs is around 1/3 greater in ERA-40 (10997 compared

to 7663) due to the length of the two datasets. Sampling uncertainty is low, as shown by the 95%

confidence intervals, due to the large sample size. The shape of the histogram distributions at the

lower end of the distribution is a function of an intensity cut-off threshold (storms are required to

achieve a maximum intensity of at least ζ=1×10−5s−1) and the requirement for the storms to last

at least 2 days and travel 1000 km, leading to weaker and shorter lived events being filtered out.

These weaker and short lived events often do not evolve sufficiently for the features of interest to

emerge and are therefore excluded. Given this study further restricts analysis to the most intense

storms, these events would also be filtered out at this stage.

Bengtsson et al. (2009) tested sensitivity to these time/distance thresholds when compositing

large ensembles of storms and found they made little difference to the composite structure. The

storms sampled here have a very similar spatial distribution of tracks across the two datasets (Fig-

ure 3.2). It can be seen that the sustained intensity of many tracks is slightly higher, particularly

in the Pacific, in the higher resolution ERAI dataset compared to ERA-40 even though the storms

are sampled from a shorter period of time, which indicates that the composite structures may have

some dynamical differences.
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Figure 3.2 Tracks of the 100 ETCs used in this analysis from ERAI and ERA-40 in the Atlantic

(upper) and Pacific (lower). The intensity of each track (in T42 ζ, s−1) is shown with the location

of maximum intensity marked on each track. These are sampled from 4298/3365 ETCs in the

Atlantic/Pacific in ERAI and 6220/4777 in ERA-40.

Horizontal cross-sections of composite ω at 700hPa are shown in Figure 3.3, with a vertical

cross-section through the leading edge of the composite shown in Figure 3.4. The location of the

vertical cross-section has been selected to transect the key features and processes in the WCB in

both datasets. Changing the location of the transect does not, however, materially affect the results

(not shown). In Figure 3.3, the 700hPa ω structure is very similar in ERAI and ERA-40, though

ERAI has a higher maxima around the zone of maximum ascent (where the WCB ascends over

the warm front) and also has a more extended region of ascent above 18hPa hr−1 along the cold

front. Given the higher resolution and improved model physics in ERAI, this is not surprising,

though the general structure of the features indicates that the structure of composite WCBs in the

two datasets is likely to be closely comparable.

Turning to analyse the vertical cross-section in more detail (Figure 3.4), this hypothesis

largely bears out. The vertical structure in the two datasets are seen to be comparable, but with
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Figure 3.3 Composites of ω at 700hPa for the 100 ETCs for ERAI and ERA-40. The line marked

A-B is the location of the vertical cross-sections which are shown in Figure 3.4.

some differences. In the RH field, the 90% contour is focussed around the ω maxima in both

cross-sections, though this extends further into the pre-ascent region in ERA-40 compared to

ERAI. The θe contours in ERA-40 indicate steady ascent which (on the 295K contour) are at their

steepest around the ω maxima in both renanalyses. Differences in the θe field are significant at

the 95% level outside the regions of hatching in the lower panels such that away from the zone

of maximum ascent and the cold sector the two composites are distinguishable at this confidence

level. In ERAI there is a slightly unphysical appearance to the 305K contour at 480hPa around

3◦ into the northern sector of the composite. By splitting this composite between Pacific and

Atlantic storms (not shown) it becomes evident that this feature is likely a function of sampling

as it is primarily a function of the unphysical appearance of the isentropic surfaces in the Pacific

composite - the variation in the contours does not relate to the wind or relative humidity fields so

cannot be reconciled with the processes occurring in the model at this height.

Only 4 pressure levels are sampled in these composites for θe (850,700,500,250 hPa), as these

are the only levels available for ERA-40, and there is relatively high variability of θe (the standard

deviation, σ, is ∼6K in this region) relative to the gradient of the contours. This further suggests
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Figure 3.4 Composite vertical cross-sections at the location denoted on Figure 3.3 for the 100

ETCs. The upper panels show relative humidity (90% and 75% with tight/loose hatching), θe

(dotted lines, K) and ω (solid lines, hPa hr−1). The lower panels show θe (dotted lines, K), u and

v-winds (solid lines, as denoted in figure, m s−1). Stippling in the lower panels indicates where

the θe fields are not significantly different at the 95% confidence level.

that this feature may be a function of low vertical spatial sampling. It also indicates that 100

storms may not be sufficient for composite analysis of the finer scale features of the WCB that are

of interest here. There are differences in the height of the 325K θe contour. It is both lower and

has a shallower gradient in the northern sector of the cyclone (the WCB outflow region) in ERAI.

Only one pressure level is sampled above 500hPa (at 250hPa) and the plotting routine linearly

interpolates between these levels. Plotting each level shows that the differences are attributable

to the θe values in ERAI being higher at 250hPa, as they are similar at 500hPa. In this region the

differences in the composites are significant at the 99.9% level, indicating that the outflow region

of the WCB in ERAI is typically at a lower height than in ERA-40.

In the lower panels of Figure 3.4 the negative u- and positive v-winds are shown. The u-

winds, associated with the CCB flowing rearwards relative to the composite ETC’s direction

of propagation, are of similar location and structure in both reanalyses. The v-winds, which
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represent the meridional component of the WCB flow as it moves towards the surface warm front

and ascends, are similar at lower levels, but in the upper troposphere there is a more extensive

region of stronger winds (above 20 and 24m s−1) in ERAI. The 24hPa hr−1 contour in ω extends

to 375hPa in ERAI and the contours of strongest ascent have greater vertical extent, indicating that

the flow into this region is stronger both horizontally and vertically in ERAI. Given the differences

also seen in the θe contours upstream of this feature, it appears that an acceleration of the flow

in ERAI may be associated with reduced ascent in the WCB outflow region, with the θe contours

clustered more tightly in ERAI (the 305-325K contours are∼100hPa apart in ERAI in this region,

compared to a depth of over 150hPa in ERA-40).

Given the sampling uncertainty and variability in these composites, the existence and magni-

tude of some of these differences may not be confidently attributed to the analysis products rather

than being sampling artefacts. It is clear from these composites, even with the uncertainty that

has been discussed, that the key differences that Catto et al. (2010) observed between HiGEM

and ERA-40 in composite vertical cross-sections (as shown in Figure 1.8) are robust when the

ERAI composites are considered. The RH field in the WCB pre-ascent region is much shallower

in ERAI and ERA-40 than HiGEM and the θe contours in this region have a shallower gradient

than in HiGEM, indicating a more stable structure in HiGEM. One question that naturally arises

from this is about the processes during cyclone development that might lead to such different

structures, which is one question this study will go on to address.

In this work, HiGEM is run in “climate” mode, such that it is not observationally constrained.

The composites of HiGEM can therefore only be evaluated statistically against ERAI. It is there-

fore a useful exercise to subset the storms in ERAI and ERA-40 to compare tracks which appear in

both datasets. Given the uncertainty associated with the low spatial sampling of the model levels

in the composites discussed above, and the relatively small number of storms being composited,

it is not clear the extent to which differences in the two composites might be due to sampling or

are a function of real differences in the two reanalysis products.

To the extent differences in the 100 storm composites are not reflected in the composites using

matched storms, this would suggest that there may be too few storms in a 100 storm composite

to identify systematic bias in WCB features or that too few levels are being sampled in the com-

posites. If they do translate, then this indicates that 100 storms is a sufficiently large number to
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robustly composite the features in the WCB and that the differences are a real feature associated

with changes in the ECWMF reanalysis.

3.2.3 COMPOSITES IN ERAI AND ERA-40: MATCHED STORMS

By subsetting the 100 storms that are used in the Catto et al. ERA-40 composites from the 1979-

2002 period, 48 storms composed of 24 from the Atlantic and Pacific are identified which can be

compared to storms in the ERAI dataset. This is achieved through a track matching module of

the TRACK software based on separation and temporal overlap criteria. Using this technique, 48

storms are extracted from all identified storm tracks in the ERAI data which match stormtracks

in the ERA-40 data. Figure 3.5 shows these tracks. During the early development and late decay

stages of tracks, variability is more significant as the algorithm follows subtle features in the

differing analysis products. During the period of peak intensity, being analysed here, the two

datasets correspond very closely, though with ERAI producing slightly higher sustained vorticity

maxima in many of the storms.

Figure 3.6 shows composite vertical cross-sections in ERA-40 and ERAI from the 48 matched

storms. The transects are taken from the same location as in Figure 3.4. These composites contain

the same storms so any differences in the composite structures can be more confidently related to

differences in the reanalysis products.

It is clear from these vertical cross-sections that the differences between the 100 storm and

48 storm composites are relatively small. The more notable differences remain pronounced. The

separation of isentropic surfaces in the WCB outflow region is greater in ERA-40 and the two

datasets are distinguishable at the 99.9% level in this region. The area which is not significantly

different at the 95% level is more extensive than in the 100 storms composites in Figure 3.4.

This indicates that using 100 storms may not be a sufficient sample size to confidently attribute

differences in subtle features in the WCB to differences in the model processes rather than sam-

pling. The ω field, representing ascent into this region, has a very similar peak intensity in the

two datasets, though continues to have greater vertical extent in ERAI. The 305K θe surface at

this location in ERAI retains the anomalous feature seen in the 100 storm composite, though

is smoothed in this composite. Turning to the horizontal winds, the u-wind field remains very
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Figure 3.5 Tracks of the 48 ETCs used in this analysis from ERAI and ERA-40 in the Atlantic

(upper) and Pacific (lower). The intensity of each track (in T42 ζx105s−1) is shown with the

location of maximum intensity marked on each track.

closely comparable. The v-wind field at upper levels in ERAI decreases in both magnitude and

extent. This is a region of high variability across the ensemble of ETCs included in the compos-

ite. Standard deviations (σ) ≥12ms−1 in the v-wind field are seen at 350hPa 2◦ into the northern

sector of the cyclone, demonstrative of the uncertainty associated with low sampling in these

composites of intense storms. Similar σ values are found in the region of the low level v-wind

maxima at 850hPa at 0◦. The summary of this comparison is that variability associated with the

sampling (both the storm number and number of levels) introduces uncertainty in whether some

more subtle differences in the composite features are sampling artefacts, but also demonstrates

that the major differences in the WCB outflow appear robust. Using 100 storms in such compos-

ites makes it difficult to confidently attribute minor differences to the reanalysis products rather

than to sampling uncertainty.

Catto et al. (2010) hypothesised that the differences in the WCB structure between HiGEM

and ERA-40 may be associated with the convection scheme being triggered more easily in
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Figure 3.6 Composite WCB vertical cross-sections at the location denoted on Figure 3.3 for the

48 ETCs. The upper panels show relative humidity (90% and 75% with tight/loose hatching), θe

(dotted lines, K) and ω (solid lines, hPa hr−1). The lower panels show θe (dotted lines, K), u and

v-winds (solid lines, as denoted in figure, m s−1). Stippling in the lower panels indicates where

the θe fields are not significantly different at the 95% confidence level.

HiGEM. The convection scheme in ERAI is significantly modified from ERA-40. These mod-

ifications represent an improvement in the precipitation produced by the model, at least in the

tropics, with the ERAI scheme being triggered more easily and producing a greater fraction of

total global precipitation (52% against 42% in ERAI/ERA-40, Bechtold et al., 2004). Given the

structure of the RH and θe surfaces are very similar in the vertical cross-sections analysed here,

these changes do not appear to have affected the representation of the WCB in composite ETCs.

This suggests that the convection scheme in ERAI and ERA-40 may behave very differently in

WCBs of ETCs when compared to HiGEM. This will be further discussed in section 3.5, below.

This analysis makes it clear that the conclusions reached by Catto et al. (2010) and Catto

(2009) with respect to differences between the WCB structure in HiGEM and ERA-40 remain ro-
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bust for ERAI. The analysis was performed within the framework of the original research through

using the same ETCs as the Catto studies. The number of samples included in these composites

introduces some uncertainty in the conclusions reached relating to ERA-40 and ERAI. A greater

number of storms will therefore be included in composites of HiGEM and ERAI.

3.3 WCB STRUCTURE IN HIGEM AND ERAI

Catto et al. (2010) showed that in composite ETCs, HiGEM and ERA-40 exhibited notable differ-

ences in the WCB region, particularly with respect to the depth of the relative humidity field above

90% (a proxy for clouds) and θe contours upstream of the warm front. Catto (2009) showed that

sub-setting different numbers of the most intense storms (20, 100, 200, 1000) did not significantly

impact on the structure of the features which were observed in composites of ω at 700hPa but did

not go on to discuss whether this sub-setting impacted on the WCB structure. Based on the above

analysis, sampling 100 storms may be too few to produce robust statistics of WCB features. This

work will use a greater number of storms to overcome this issue. Catto (2009) also noted some

differences in the composite WCB structure between storms in the Atlantic and Pacific and here

the two regions are also split.

3.3.1 DATA AND METHOD: HIGEM AND ERAI

ETCs are extracted from the ERAI and HiGEM datasets using the tracking methodology dis-

cussed in section 3.2.1 and 2.8. For each dataset, 10 seasons of DJF data are used. For ERAI this

is 1998/1999-2007/2008. For HiGEM, this data is taken from 10 consecutive years in a control

run forced with late 20th-century radiative forcings. Data from the first 20 years of an 80-year

integration is discarded to allow for spin-up. This period is assessed by the period it takes for the

net top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation flux to stabilise (Shaffrey et al., 2009).

Given the differences in storm structure in ERAI and ERA-40 in section 3.2 which may be

partly attributable to sampling uncertainty. For this work a larger subset of storms is used for

compositing. The 200 most intense storms (defined by maxima of 850hPa ζ) from the Atlantic and

the Pacific are extracted from each 10 year dataset. Several fields were examined in composites
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of 500 and 1000 storms. This showed that the structures seen in the 200 storm composites were

robust. In the larger composites the key features were represented though were less well defined.

The storms used in the composites are shown in Figure 3.7. In the Pacific, the broad pattern of the

locations of maximum intensity are comparable, though HiGEM produces fewer storms that peak

near the North American coastline and a small number of storms reach maximum intensity to the

south of the main storm track, possibly associated with the strength of the zonal jet in HiGEM

(Shaffrey et al., 2009; Catto et al., 2010). In the Atlantic, the spatial distribution of storms in

HiGEM compares well to ERAI.
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Figure 3.7 Tracks of the ETCs used in this analysis. HiGEM and ERAI in the Atlantic (upper)

and Pacific (lower). The intensity of each track (in T42 ζ, s−1) is shown with the location of

maximum intensity marked on each track.

Histograms of the intensity of all identified storms are shown in Figure 3.8, showing the

overall distribution of intensities in HiGEM compares closely to ERAI across all storms. The

differences in intensity are not significant at the 95% level for many bins in the histogram. The

T42 relative vorticity (ζ, s−1) thresholds used to isolate the top 200 storms in each basin were

8.26x10−5 and 9.91x10−5 in the Atlantic and Pacific in ERAI and 8.46x10−5 and 10.09x10−5 in
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HiGEM. Given the variability in the samples and the size of the confidence intervals, these values

indicate the statistical distribution of storm intensities in HiGEM is robust. The storm intensities

in HiGEM are generally slightly lower than in ERAI, except for the most intense storms. It can

also be seen that in the Atlantic the most intense storms are generally slightly weaker than in

the Pacific, though there are fewer storms in the Atlantic and mean intensities for all storms are

similar in the two regions (Hodges et al., 2003). Notably, the intensities converge at the upper

end, where storm intensity is dynamically constrained. The maximum intensity a given storm

might achieve is constrained by the amount of energy available in the environment which can be

converted into kinetic energy and this effect is reflected in the convergence in the numbers of the

most intense storms in the two datasets.
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Figure 3.8 Intensity distributions (T42 truncated relative vorticity (ζx105s−1) of (a) all ETCs iden-

tified in the ERAI and HiGEM datasets during the period of this analysis, (b) the upper tail of the

distributions. Selected 95% confidence intervals are shown.

The comparability of HiGEM and ERAI across the metrics discussed here indicates that dif-

ferences in ETC structure observed in composites can be confidently attributed to differences in

the reanalysis and model, rather than differences in the sampled storm intensities. The model

levels used in the composites are 8 levels from 925hPa and 200hPa for horizontal and vertical

wind (u,v,ω). For relative humidity (RH) and θe, the data is composited on 4 pressure levels

(850,700,500,250 hPa) due to the availability of comparable data from existing integrations of

HiGEM.
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3.3.2 COMPOSITES IN HIGEM AND ERAI

In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 vertical cross-sections through composite ETCs in the Atlantic and

Pacific from HiGEM and ERAI are shown and the locations of these cross-sections relative to

700hPa ω is shown in Figure 3.9. The location of the cross-section is chosen to best represent the

WCB structure in each dataset. The differences seen between the two datasets do not materially

change if the location is offset towards/away from the composite centre (not shown). The con-

touring has been changed from the composites discussed in section 3.2 for most variables, as the

increased number of storms reduces the average intensity represented in the composites.

The structure of the RH field in the WCB pre-ascent region in HiGEM is significantly deeper

than in ERAI in both regions. In ERAI the 75% contour extends to around 750hPa compared to

over 600hPa in HiGEM. The low level RH hatching extends further to the south in ERAI which is

indicative of the warm sector being rotated further around the storm centre in ERAI than HiGEM

as the composite structure wraps around the core, as can be seen by the location of the θe surfaces

at 700hPa and 500hPa in Figure 3.12. At higher levels, in spite of this effect, HiGEM has higher

RH both in the vertical cross-sections (Figures 3.10 and 3.11) and overall at 500hPa (Figure 3.12).

From this, it is evident that the differences in the RH and θe profiles in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are

not a function of the sampling location but are representative of differing vertical structures in the

WCB. This is supported by the fact the θe contours differ at the 95% level in much of the inflow

and ascent region in the Pacific and in large parts of the inflow region in HiGEM.

In the outflow region of the WCB (above 500hPa in the northern sector beyond ∼3◦) the

isentropic surfaces in ERAI are at lower levels (higher pressure surfaces) than in HiGEM and

more closely spaced. These differences are significant at the 99.9% level (not shown). The

structure in HiGEM in the outflow region is more comparable to the structure seen in ERA-

40. The ascent in the WCB is more pronounced in ERAI (ω exceeds 26hPa hr−1 compared to

23hPa hr−1 in HiGEM in both regions) and the region of ω above 24hPa hr−1 is of greater spatial

extent. These high vertical velocities extend further around the northern side of the storm centre.

Vertical velocities around the warm front in ERAI are both more intense and have greater spatial

extent such that the vertical mass flux in this region is significantly greater than in HiGEM. The

295K θe surface is also steeper in ERAI around the region of maximum ascent. The WCB of
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Figure 3.9 Composites of ω (hPa hr−1) at 700hPa for the 200 ETCs for HiGEM and ERAI in the

Atlantic (upper) and Pacific (lower). The location of the ω maxima at radii greater than 2.5◦ from

the composite centre is shown as a solid black line. The line marked A-B is the location of the

vertical cross-sections which are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
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Figure 3.10 Composite WCB vertical cross-sections at the location denoted on Figure 3.9 for the

200 Atlantic ETCs. The upper panels show relative humidity (90% and 75% with tight/loose

hatching), θe (dotted lines, K) and ω (solid lines, hPa hr−1). The lower panels show θe (dotted

lines, K), u and v-winds (solid lines, as denoted in figure, m s−1). Stippling in the lower panels

indicates where the θe fields are not significantly different at the 95% confidence level.

HiGEM is characterised by more steady large-scale ascent from the inflow region through to the

high level outflow, which is also evident in Figure 3.9 where the 700hPa ω values are lower.

The RH and θe cross-sections are closely comparable across the two regions in each dataset as

increased sampling reduces noise in the composites. The differences in the extent and structure

of the weaker ω contours are a function of shallow gradients in this field as there is strong vertical

motion in all parts of the WCB.

Following this analysis through to the horizontal wind fields, the v-component of the upper

level winds in the ERAI vertical composite are stronger than in HiGEM. The steeper θe 295K

surface, higher magnitude ω maxima and higher w-winds are all indicative of mass convergence

and acceleration into the WCB outflow region in ERAI. In both the Atlantic and Pacific, in ERAI

the 295-325K isentropes are ∼150hPa apart, compared to a much deeper outflow in HiGEM and

lower wind maxima. Relating this back to the depth of the RH fields and processes in the WCB
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Figure 3.11 Composite WCB vertical cross-sections for the Pacific, as in Figure 3.10.

pre-ascent and inflow regions, and recalling the original hypothesis from Catto et al. (2010),

convection in the WCB prior to the zone of maximum ascent in HiGEM - leading to heavy cross-

isentropic flow - could explain these differences. If mass is consistently redistributed to higher

isentropes through diabatic processes in HiGEM, a reduction in forced ascent at the surface warm

front might be expected when considered relative to a WCB region exhibiting reduced diabatic

heating and mass remaining at low levels. In such a reduced initial ascent scenario, increased

large-scale forced ascent as the warm sector is dynamically forced over the warm front would

lead to higher maxima in the wind fields at the front. The lower level u-winds, associated with

the rearward flowing CCB and air from the warm sector over-running the cold sector, are also

stronger, which is consistent with the more wrapped up structure seen in the θe and RH fields

in Figure 3.10. These stronger winds are reflected more broadly across the composite structure

as both system and earth relative horizontal winds are stronger in ERAI compared to HiGEM

at all levels in both the Atlantic and Pacific (not shown). Using 200 storms in these composites

significantly reduces variability in the composites such that the features in the Atlantic and Pacific

are closely comparable in the individual datasets.

This analysis demonstrates that the results and conclusions of Catto (2009) and Catto et al.
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Figure 3.12 Composites of θe (K) at 700hPa and RH at 500hPa (%) for the 200 ETCs for HiGEM

and ERAI in the Atlantic (upper) and Pacific (lower).

(2010) remain robust when HiGEM is compared to ERAI. Though the WCB structure in ERAI

differs slightly to that of storms in ERA-40, the differences between ERAI and ERA-40 are sig-

nificantly less than the differences between either dataset and HiGEM. The reanalysis model has

been changed between the two versions of the ECMWF reanalysis, but these changes have rel-

atively little impact on the overall results of this comparison. The changes in the convection

scheme in ERAI do not affect these conclusions. It is therefore useful to consider the precipita-
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tion produced by ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI, given this can be considered a first-order estimate

of column integrated latent heating. Any differences in the magnitude, location or the param-

eterisation scheme producing precipitation in ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI may provide further

information on the source of the discrepancies which have been highlighted here.

3.4 PRECIPITATION IN EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES

Precipitation produced by extratropical cyclones and their associated fronts is a major component

of the precipitation climatology of the Northern Hemisphere, comprising over 2/3 of the precipita-

tion in much of Europe and North America (Hawcroft et al., 2012; Catto et al., 2012, see Chapter

6 of this thesis). The precipitation associated with the passage of a cyclone or several consecutive

cyclones can also cause flooding (e.g., de Leeuw et al., 2014). Whether a climate model produces

robust estimates of cyclone associated precipitation is important in terms of quantifying the im-

pact of any prospective changes in storm associated precipitation in the future. The amount of

precipitation produced by an individual cyclone is closely related to the column integrated latent

heat release since condensational heating associated with precipitation is one of the primary di-

abatic processes which occurs in ETCs (Joos and Wernli, 2011). Given these two properties are

closely linked, any biases in the precipitation produced by ETCs provides a first order evaluation

of the horizontal location of the latent heat release in an ETC and also the total column integrated

latent heating. Latent heating has a significant role in ETC development and intensification, for

example through modifying flow within the WCB (Martı́nez-Alvarado et al., 2013; Willison et al.,

2013). As a result, both the location and magnitude of latent heat release are important.

Evaluating the precipitation estimates of HiGEM against ERAI provides additional infor-

mation on the impact of differences in the composite WCB structure seen in Section 3.3. The

differences in flow (θe surfaces) and cloud fields (RH) in the WCB inflow and pre-ascent regions

suggest that the diabatic heating may differ in these regions and therefore also the precipitation.

Precipitation in ERAI is not an assimilated field and is produced by the forecast model. This

introduces some uncertainty into ERAI’s precipitation estimates. A remote sensing dataset, the

GPCP-1DD dataset, is incorporated into this analysis to constrain confidence in the precipitation

produced by ERAI and also as a direct evaluation of HiGEM.
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It has been hypothesised by Catto et al. (2010) that the differences in the WCB structure

observed between HiGEM and ERA-40, and which have been further observed in this study

between HiGEM and ERAI, may be related to the convection scheme in HiGEM being more

active in the WCB inflow and pre-ascent regions. The argument is that the convection scheme

may be triggered more easily in HiGEM, leading to redistribution of mass (which accounts for

the apparent stability seen in the θe contours) and moisture (which accounts for the deeper RH

field). If this is the case, then the distribution of convective and large-scale precipitation in ETC

composites from HiGEM and ERAI might differ. If so, additional precipitation may be produced

by the HiGEM convection scheme in the WCB inflow and pre-ascent regions compared to the

ERAI scheme.

Given the depth of the RH field, it might also be expected that the total precipitation (from

both convective and large-scale precipitation) will be greater in HiGEM. The partitioning between

the two schemes cannot be evaluated using GPCP, since they are a function of model parameter-

isation. In the context of latent heating this partitioning may be important. The typical column

heating profile associated with a convection scheme call, particularly where deep convection is

diagnosed, may differ substantially from the heating profile that may be associated with conden-

sation and heating from the large-scale cloud scheme. As such, when considering the impact of

latent heating on storm evolution and PV modification, the partitioning of precipitation between

these schemes may be important.

This section will proceed firstly by evaluating forecast precipitation in ERAI and issues as-

sociated with spin-up of the forecast model. Having justified the choice of data from ERAI, the

GPCP product will be discussed and composite storms in HiGEM will be evaluated using both

the ERAI and GPCP datasets. Given the daily resolution of the GPCP data, the composites which

can be used for this analysis are smoothed such that any analysis provides a constraint on the

magnitude of precipitation but not the finer scale features of its spatial distribution. Precipita-

tion data of higher temporal resolution can be evaluated in ERAI and HiGEM, allowing a more

complete analysis of structural differences in precipitation distribution in composite ETCs in the

two datasets. This analysis will include discussion of the partitioning of precipitation between the

convective and large-scale schemes. Given the impact on storm evolution that any differences in

latent heating may have, this limb of the analysis will be extended to include a fuller investigation
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of storm lifecycles than has previously been undertaken, where previously the focus has been on

composite ETCs centred on the time of maximum storm intensity.

3.4.1 PRECIPITATION IN ERAI

The ERAI reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2007) uses a 4D-Var data assimilation

system to incorporate observations over a 12-hour analysis period, with forecasts commencing at

00:00UTC and 12:00UTC and is on a reduced Gaussian TL255 grid (approximately equivalent to

0.7◦). Precipitation is not an analysed field and must therefore be taken from short-range forecast

accumulations. During the first several hours of the forecast simulation, the precipitation field

(and many other fluxes and tendencies) is affected by “spin-up” as the model adjusts from the

initialised fields, such that the estimates at the start of the forecast period are less robust than

at later lead times (see Kållberg, 2011, and Figure 3.13). Moving too far from the start of the

forecast also leads to degradation of the precipitation estimates. Given these issues, a suitable

window must be chosen for the accumulations to be used in this study. The primary constraint

on the selection of an appropriate period is the desire to use the GPCP-1DD dataset in this work.

The GPCP-1DD dataset provides daily total precipitation estimates from 00-24UTC. Further,

the ERAI forecasts are initialised every 12 hours so any accumulations must be selected from

continuous 12 or 24 hour periods in the forecast.

Figure 3.13 The effect of spin-up on the ERAI (erim) and ERA-40 (er40) globally averaged pre-

cipitation forecast fields. Gridded data from GPCP and CMAP is plotted as a benchmark. Figure

from Kållberg (2011).

Given the requirement to have daily accumulations centred on 12:00UTC, it would be pos-
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sible to use either (1) a continuous 24-hour accumulation from a single forecast for each day or

(2) two 12 hour accumulations from successive forecasts. To assess this, evaluating any spin-

up/adjustment (as the model is initialised) or model drift (as the forecast increases in length and

the model is no longer closely constrained by observations) is required. The adjustment effect

can be more readily demonstrated using shorter accumulation periods. In this analysis, given

the 12 hour or greater accumulation periods required for comparison to GPCP, 0-12, 12-24 or

24-36 hours are likely candidate lead times for analysis. Longer forecasts are likely to degrade

the quality of the estimates as the forecast model relaxes into a state which is not constrained by

observations.

In Figure 3.14 composite precipitation taken from the 200 Atlantic storms in Figure 3.7 is

shown. The results for the Pacific are not materially different. Compositing is performed at the

time of maximum dynamical intensity, which is generally several hours after the time of maximum

precipitation intensity (Bengtsson et al., 2009). For this evaluation exercise the choice of timestep

is not material since the interest is in the spin-up effect on the precipitation field. The composites

show accumulated precipitation at variable lead times from 0-3, 12-15, 24-27 and 36-39 hours

where the accumulation is from each 3 hour window.

The storm position is centred on the analysed location at the time the precipitation fields

are extracted, since to sample the forecast location would be laborious and add little value to

the analysis. As such, there is some spatial offset in the location of the maxima in the longer

lead times. This is because ETCs tend to propagate too slowly in the forecast model, giving the

impression that the precipitation maxima move closer to the storm centre as lead time increases

(see Froude et al., 2007a,b). It is clear that the 0-3 hour accumulation has lower accumulated

precipitation than the longer lead times which can be associated with the model being initialised

with no precipitation and therefore taking time to begin producing sufficient precipitation. It is

also apparent that the intensity of the precipitation maxima steadily degrades with lead times

beyond 12 hours.

This is further evident in the precipitation cross sections shown in Figure 3.15. Given the

location of the maxima changes due to the storm centring, the cross-sections are shown for a

number of locations, though the differences between the lead times remain clear. One notable

consistent feature, which can be observed in cross-sections A-C (at∼3◦ into the northern sector of
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Figure 3.14 The effect of spin-up on composite total precipitation in ERAI. The composites are

taken from the 200 Atlantic storms shown in Figure 3.7. Accumulations are shown for leadtimes

0-3, 12-15, 24-27 and 36-39 hours. All figures are expressed in mm day−1. Accumulations are

from each 3-hour window.

the composite) and in cross-section D is that the peak precipitation is located where the ω maxima

and steepest isentropic gradient are seen in Figure 3.11. This indicates that the precipitation in

this area is produced as a function of large-scale ascent rather than convective processes.

As a result of the adjustment effect in the 0-3 hour period and the steady decay observed in the

precipitation maxima and structure in the 24 and 36 hour lead times, the forecast periods utilised

in this study for comparison to GPCP are accumulations from 12 to 24 hours from forecasts

starting at 12:00UTC the previous day and 00:00UTC on the day of interest, as shown in Figure

3.16. The two forecast accumulations are combined to provide daily precipitation estimates for
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Figure 3.15 Composite total precipitation intensities in ERAI, as shown in Figure 3.14. The left

panels show a composite at 12-hour lead time, with the locations of the cross-sections in the

corresponding right hand panels overlaid. Lead times in the right hand panels are 0-3 (dotted

line), 12-15 (solid), 24-27 (long dashes) and 36-29 hours (short dashes). All figures in mm day−1.

Accumulations are from each 3-hour window.
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comparison to GPCP. The 12 to 24-hour forecast estimates have previously been found to compare

well to gridded gauge data (Simmons et al., 2010), with longer lead times degrading the quality

of the estimates (Kobold and Sušelj, 2005). Recent work indicates that this lead time offers the

best estimates available from ERAI given the daily accumulations required here (de Leeuw et al.,

2014).

Figure 3.16 ERAI precipitation accumulations used for the daily periods in this analysis. Pre-

cipitation is extracted from 12-24hours in two forecasts which are initialised at 12UTC on the

previous day (FC1) and 00UTC on the day of interest (FC2). The two accumulations are then

combined.

3.4.2 PRECIPITATION IN EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES IN HIGEM, ERAI AND

GPCP

Given the uncertainty associated with precipation produced by reanalysis, it is useful to incor-

porate remote sensing data to both investigate and verify ERAI and also directly evaluate the

performance of HiGEM. The GPCP-1DD dataset, which is explained in detail in Section 2.6,

provides global daily precipitation accumulation estimates at 1◦ resolution. GPCP uses a combi-

nation of satellites to provide a best estimate of precipitation, which is adjusted by gridded gauge

based estimates where they are available.
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3.4.2.1 DATA AND METHOD: HIGEM, ERAI AND GPCP

For this work, the storms are composited at the time of maximum precipitation intensity, rather

than maximum dynamical intensity. The reason for this is that the two peaks do not coincide.

The maxima of precipitation occurs prior to the maximum dynamical intensity as the latent heat

release associated with the precipitation acts to intensify the storm (Bengtsson et al., 2009). After

the time of maximum precipitation intensity, precipitation rates decrease rapidly as the cyclone

occludes and the forced ascent of the WCB associated with heavy precipitation decays. The

timescale between the two peaks may not coincide in ERAI and HiGEM and selecting storms at

peak precipitation ensures consistent sampling of this field. The time of maximum intensity is

selected based on the average precipitation in a 5◦ cap around the storm centre. The most intense

precipitation generally occurs as the WCB ascends over the surface warm front or along the cold

front. The location of the cold front is more variable relative to the storm centre and therefore

the precipitation along the front appears less intense in the composites. In the composites, the

most intense precipitation is therefore where the WCB ascends over the warm front and, as such,

provides a good metric for overall intensity. Sensitivity to the size of this cap was tested by

increasing the cap size to 10◦ and 15◦, which would capture precipitation more distant from the

storm centre, such as that on an extended trailing cold front. The results were not sensitive to

this increase in cap size. For these composites, the 6-hourly tracks are degraded to 24-hourly

resolution by extracting the storm locations at 12UTC each day. This ensures that the 00-24UTC

accumulations will be centred on this location and the sampling corresponds to that applied to

GPCP.

GPCP’s precipitation estimates are constrained by gauges over continental areas using the

Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC, Schneider et al., 2011) dataset. Studies have

previously shown that the gauge adjusted precipitation estimates in a number of regions perform

more robustly than the merged satellite product (Adler et al., 2003; Serreze et al., 2005; Smith

et al., 2006). It is not possible to systematically verify satellite derived estimates over the oceans

and other regions where gauge sampling is sparse (John et al., 2009). GPCP is therefore compared

to HiGEM and ERAI in both gauge adjusted and non-adjusted regions by extending the analysis

here to include composites of ETCs over land and over ocean. The algorithm which GPCP uses

to convert IR radiances (brightness temperature - Tb) to precipitation estimates is trained over
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land. The moisture which feeds ETCs is less readily available over land and peak precipitation

(and dynamical) intensities in the most intense storms are lower. As such, precipitation estimates

which are produced for ETCs over ocean based on a statistical relationship derived over land may

not be appropriate, particularly for heavily precipitating events. The physical mechanisms which

produce precipitation in the HiGEM and ERAI models are self-consistent in all regions since they

are produced by the models’ physics.

As in the above analysis, the most intense 200 storms are selected in each region. Sensitivity

of the results to expanding the composites to include 500 storms in each dataset and reducing to

50 did not change the results but magnified some of the differences found, particularly relating

to the statistical distribution of intensities. The storms here are selected based on precipitation,

rather than dynamical, intensity. Sensitivity of the results has been tested for the effects of this

and the results are not materially different. A track matching analysis shows that the majority of

the storms feature in both the ERAI and GPCP datasets. Differences in selected tracks occur in

the weakest storms which have less impact on the composite structure.

Here, in addition to the Atlantic and Pacific basins two additional regions are introduced,

Europe (10W-20E, 30-60N) and North America (260-290E, 30-70N). The North America region

is to the east of the Rockies to ameliorate the risk of the possible effects of orographic interaction

influencing the sampled storms. ETCs passing through the North America and Europe regions,

particularly the latter, may obtain their peak precipitation intensities outside the region (many

ETCs passing through Europe have peak precipitation rates in the Atlantic). As such, the two

continental composites are based on the location of peak precipitation whilst the ETC is within

the region. This may not be the time of peak precipitation during the whole lifecycle. In this

context, the aim of this analysis is to evaluate the relative precipitation rates between the three

datasets. The procedure is applied consistently, such that the sampling of the storms is consistent

in each dataset and region.

Tracks of the ETCs used for GPCP are identified in the analysed ERAI field, which represents

a best guess of the state of the atmosphere, and the precipitation fields are centred on the analysed

location at 12UTC. For ERAI, the ETCs are identified in the 12 hour lead time forecast vorticity.

The identification is based on a steepest ascent maximisation in the forecast vorticity field which is

initialised at the storm location in the analysed field (see Hodges, 1995, and references therein).
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This provides sampling consistency between the location of the storm and the location of the

associated precipitation. If the analysed field were used, there may be some spatial offset in these

fields, as discussed in section 3.4.1. In HiGEM, the model is run in climate mode, so precipitation

and vorticity are simply extracted from the model fields and are self-consistent.

The location of the maximum precipitation intensity of the ETCs used in this analysis are

shown in Figure 3.17. Many of the European storms are sampled near the western boundary of the

region since precipitation rates generally decrease as the tracks move eastwards over the continent.

In both the Atlantic and Pacific, there is clustering around the western boundary currents, where

warm SSTs provide a fertile moisture source. Differences in the GPCP and ERAI locations are

primarily due to the timestep at which the maxima of precipitation occurs since analysed and

forecast locations are generally within 2◦ of each other. In the Atlantic, a slight zonal bias in the

HiGEM storm track is evident with several storms generating peak precipitation on the southern

flank of the main axis of the storm track and no storms generating peak precipitation north of

Iceland though the distribution of storms is generally robust. The overall distributions across the

three datasets are well matched, such that any differences in composite precipitation rates can be

confidently attributed to differences in physical processes rather than artefacts of sampling.

3.4.2.2 COMPOSITE PRECIPITATION IN HIGEM, ERAI AND GPCP

In Figure 3.18 composites of precipitation in the most intensely precipitating 200 ETCs in each

region are shown and in Table 3.1 the average precipitation in these composites for 5, 10 and

20◦ radii is provided. The orientation of the composites for Europe and North America differs

from the left-to-right axis shown in the Pacific and Atlantic composites and elsewhere in this

study. This is a consequence of the method required to resample the ETC tracks for these regions

preventing their direction of propagation being taken into account during the sampling and com-

positing process. As such, the storms have not been rotated for these two regions. The method of

compositing in each region is consistent across the three datasets.

In the Atlantic, the maximum precipitation intensity in HiGEM exceeds 26mm day−1 com-

pared to maxima of 24mm day−1 in GPCP and ERAI. The area exceeding 20mm day−1 is greater

in both HiGEM and ERAI compared to GPCP and this is reflected in the higher average pre-
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Figure 3.17 The location of the ETCs in the precipitation composites in the Pacific, North Amer-

ica, Atlantic and Europe in HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP (top to bottom).

cipitation accumulations within the central 5◦ of the composite (Table 3.1). The 20◦ average

precipitation in HiGEM and GPCP compares closely, with ERAI slightly lower (4.39 and 4.42

against 4.08 mm day−1, respectively) though as this radial cap is reduced to 10 then 5◦ the GPCP

estimates become relatively weaker. Spatially, the structure in GPCP differs to HiGEM and ERAI.

Given the snapshot nature of the satellite retrievals when compared to the timestep-by-timestep

accumulations in the models, this structural difference is not surprising.

In both ERAI and HiGEM precipitation is accumulated from each 20 minute timestep of the

model as the storm moves throughout the day. The comma shaped footprint typically associated

with precipitation in the WCB (e.g. Bauer and Del Genio, 2006; Naud et al., 2006; Field and

Wood, 2007; Field et al., 2008) is smeared in these accumulations due to the movement of the

storm (it can be seen in the shorter accumulation composites in Figure 3.14 and section 3.5,
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Figure 3.18 Composite precipitation in HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP for the Atlantic, Pacific, Europe

and North America regions (top to bottom). Figures are in mm day−1.
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20 degrees

Atlantic Pacific Europe North America

HiGEM 4.39 4.99 3.22 3.63

ERAI 4.08 5.14 2.83 3.16

GPCP 4.42 5.39 3.51 3.64

10 degrees

Atlantic Pacific Europe North America

HiGEM 10.22 11.77 5.33 8.64

ERAI 9.33 11.88 5.07 7.91

GPCP 9.66 12.28 6.44 8.57

5 degrees

Atlantic Pacific Europe North America

HiGEM 18.32 20.74 8.58 15.64

ERAI 16.82 20.90 8.61 14.32

GPCP 15.38 19.43 10.58 13.44

Table 3.1 Radially weighted precipitation averages for 200 composite storms in each region (mm

day−1). The figures are shown for a 20, 10 and 5◦ radius.

below). In contrast, the GPCP daily estimate is produced based on satellite retrievals at specific

times of the day and, though there is some blurring, the GPCP composites retain more of the

typical comma structure than HiGEM and ERAI. Even with these differences in precipitation

rates and the shape of the precipitation features, there is a pattern in the spatial structure of the

precipitation in which ERAI differs to both HiGEM and GPCP. The location of the maxima in both

HiGEM and GPCP occurs on the southern flank of the direction of travel in the Pacific/Atlantic

composites which have been rotated. The location of the maxima in ERAI is slightly to the north

of this axis, focussed on the zone of maximum ascent. Referring back to Figures 3.10 and 3.11,

above, these two locations can be considered to be in line with the location of the surface warm

front (in ERAI) and closer to the pre-ascent region in HiGEM and GPCP. Given what has been

hypothesised and already observed in relation to the structure of the WCB in ERAI and HiGEM

and the processes which might generate these differences, this is a particularly interesting result

since any associated differences in the vertical and horizontal structure of the latent heating (and
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PV modification) may have an impact on the evolution of the composite structure.

The source of the difference in precipitation rates can be identified through an analysis of all

200 individual storms. This difference is a function of both the precipitation rates being lower,

particularly for the most intense precipitation, and a greater number of gridboxes being assigned

as non-precipitating in GPCP compared to ERAI and HiGEM. The storms are individually ex-

tracted and the precipitation around each storm is gridded into a 14400 point array (360x20◦ with

1/0.5◦ resolution). Statistics are then derived from these 200 arrays.

In Figure 3.19, the distribution of precipitation thresholds representing relative intensity

thresholds for each storm are provided. For example, the 90th percentile precipitation rate of

each of the 200 storms is extracted, giving an array of 200 points, which are then converted into

percentiles for the box-and-whisker plots. The median value for the 90th percentile pixel in each

individual storm is ∼17mm day−1 for GPCP and 21 and 22mm day−1 for ERAI and HiGEM,

respectively. For the four thresholds shown from the 50th percentile upwards, the intensity dis-

tributions in GPCP are lower for the median, inter-quartile range and 10th and 90th percentile

values. ERAI and HiGEM are closely comparable, with the exception of values above the median

in the 100th percentile.

In Figure 3.20, a histogram of precipitation rates over all points in the 200 storms (totalling

2.88million individual points) is shown. In the Atlantic, over 20% of all pixels in the GPCP storms

are non-precipitating, compared to ∼5% in ERAI and HiGEM. Across the whole distribution

of precipitating pixels, GPCP generally has fewer pixels in each bin with the largest relative

differences for precipitation above 32mm day−1. Analysing the points within 5◦ of each storm

centre (not shown), where much of the heaviest precipitation associated with the WCB occurs, the

proportion of pixels in GPCP with precipitation rates below 8mm day−1 is significantly greater

than in ERAI and HiGEM (52.4%, 17.5% and 18.0%) with correspondingly fewer pixels at higher

precipitation rates.

In the Pacific, the same results are evident. In the composites (Figure 3.18), the maximum

precipitation rates are higher than in the Atlantic though the relative intensities follow the same

pattern. The composite storm maxima exceed 30mm day−1 in ERAI and HiGEM compared to

a maxima of less than 28mm day−1 in GPCP. The differences in spatial structure of the precip-
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Figure 3.19 Precipitation intensities in the 200 storms in each of the Atlantic, Pacific, Europe

and North America regions. The values on the x-axis represent the percentile threshold in each

individual storm. The box and whisker plots represent the precipitation rates across the 200 storm

ensemble, such that each plot contains the nth percentile pixel from each of the 200 storms.

itation features conforms with that in the Atlantic. The maxima in HiGEM and GPCP occur on

the southern flank of the direction of travel and the precipitation enclosed by the 28mm day−1

contour in ERAI is further into the northern sector in the Pacific composite. The smearing asso-

ciated with the timestep accumulations in the two models is again evident, compared to the more

classically comma shaped precipitation footprint in GPCP, though again, even with this, the dis-

juncture between the location of the ERAI and GPCP/HiGEM maxima can be seen. The average

radial precipitation accumulations (Table 3.1) are closely comparable in HiGEM and ERAI, with

relatively weaker precipitation in the central 5◦ in GPCP.

As in the Atlantic, the source of the lower precipitation maxima in GPCP is a function of

both lower precipitation rates in GPCP (Figure 3.18) and fewer precipitating pixels (Figure 3.20).

Higher precipitation intensities are again produced in the upper end of the precipitation range

in ETCs in ERAI and HiGEM, with the median precipitation rate for the 90th percentile almost
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Figure 3.20 Distributions of precipitation intensities across all pixels in all 200 storms for a 20◦ ra-

dial cap around the ETC centres. The bin at the far left represents 0mm day−1 with the remaining

bins between the values on the x-axis. Atlantic, Pacific, Europe and North America are shown.

Note: There is no minimum threshold for precipitation in the datasets for which values below that

threshold are rounded down.

10mm day−1 higher than in GPCP. In GPCP, ∼18% of pixels are non-precipitating with compa-

rable figures of less than 4% in ERAI and HiGEM (Figure 3.20). GPCP also has far fewer pixels

precipitating at rates greater than 16mm day−1. Turning to points within 5◦ of each storm centre

(not shown), these differences are again accentuated, with precipitation rates below 8mm day−1

representing 44.0%, 12.9% and 14.9% of gridpoints in GPCP, ERAI and HiGEM, respectively.

Notably, just 27.9% of pixels in this central region in GPCP estimate rates of ≥16mm day−1

compared to 66.2% and 64.1% in ERAI and HiGEM.

As discussed above, GPCP’s precipitation estimates are adjusted where gauge data is avail-

able. Given the differences in the peak precipitation rates observed in the Atlantic and Pacific

composites and the discrepancies in the number of precipitating pixels, using storms which are

largely over land and subject to gauge adjustment provides a tool to probe confidence in the GPCP
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oceanic composites and to further evaluate ERAI and HiGEM.

For the Europe region, given the lack of rotation in the composites, the alignment of the

precipitation maxima is earth relative and reflective of the westerly/south-westerly path of many

storms passing through Europe. The magnitude of the precipitation maxima is more closely

comparable across the three datasets, with peak composite precipitation exceeding 14mm day−1

in all composites. The spatial extent of the region of peak precipitation is more extensive in

GPCP leading to higher areally averaged precipitation within the central 5◦ of the composites

(Table 3.1). This is a reversal from the composites in the Pacific and Atlantic, where both the

peak precipitation and the areally averaged values in the composite storm centres are lower in

GPCP than ERAI and HiGEM.

The source of this increase in relative intensities can be seen through an analysis of the in-

dividual storms. In Figure 3.19 it can be seen that the intensity distributions of the most heavily

precipitating points in the 200 storms in GPCP exceed those in HiGEM and ERAI (which remain

closely comparable in their distributions). The median 90th percentile intensity is over 5mm

day−1 higher in GPCP than ERAI and HiGEM. This is further reflected in Figure 3.20 where

GPCP estimates over twice as many pixels of greater than 16mm day−1 compared to ERAI and

HiGEM. The number of pixels that are non-precipitating remains much higher in GPCP (over

22% compared to less than 8% in ERAI and HiGEM) and this difference is once again accentu-

ated in the central 5◦ region (not shown).

In the North America region, the composite structures are also unrotated. Their alignment

reflects the south-westerly trajectory typical of ETCs generated in this region associated with

the Rossby waves induced by the passage of the jet stream over the Rockies (Figure 3.17). The

maximum precipitation intensities in ERAI and GPCP are closely comparable with a more intense

maxima in HiGEM. Given a greater number of these storms are located over the ocean in HiGEM

(see Figure 3.17 at∼75W, 30N), this region was reduced to include only continental storms. This

did not materially affect the results, with HiGEM still producing a higher composite precipitation

intensity than GPCP and ERAI, indicating this is not a feature of sampling a greater number of

oceanic storms.

Figure 3.19 indicates that this higher precipitation maximum is a function of the most intense
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pixels in HiGEM producing greater precipitation as the distributions from the 90th percentile

downwards are comparable across all 3 datasets. This is confirmed by Figure 3.20, where it can

be seen that HiGEM produces a greater number of pixels above 64mm day−1 but comparable

percentages in other intensity bins. In the central 5◦ region of the composites, HiGEM produces

greater than 64mm day−1 in 2.2% of pixels, compared to less than 0.75% in GPCP and ERAI. As

in other regions, the number of non-precipitating pixels in GPCP is significantly greater than in

ERAI and HiGEM (over 23% compared to less than 12% and 8%, respectively).

Synthesising this discussion, the aim of this analysis was to constrain confidence in the pre-

cipitation estimates in ERAI and HiGEM. As part of this analysis, ETCs over continental regions

have been introduced to assist in evaluating uncertainty in GPCP’s precipitation estimates. The

daily accumulations in ERAI and HIGEM are produced using timestep accumulations and the

spatial structure of composite features differs to that of GPCP. These differences are also re-

flected in the number of pixels in each storm which produce precipitation and particularly affect

the statistics relating to average precipitation near the centre of the composites where the most

intense precipitation is captured.

Though the spatial structures differ across the datasets, the magnitude of the precipitation

maxima in ERAI and HiGEM is generally consistent. In GPCP, the maxima are lower over

the ocean and are more closely comparable to ERAI and HiGEM over land. Given the GPCP

estimates are not gauge adjusted over the ocean and the unadjusted satellite product has been

found to perform less robustly than the gauge adjusted product, this introduces uncertainty into

the GPCP estimates in the Atlantic and the Pacific. It is notable that the composites in the Europe

and North America regions (where the estimates over land are gauge constrained) compare more

closely to ERAI and HiGEM, particularly ERAI, where the same ETCs are sampled in both

datasets. The differences in the North America region storms in HiGEM, where the composite

has a higher precipitation maximum, are attributable to the most intensely precipitating pixels in

storms.

The composite structures in ERAI and HiGEM produce similar intensities in the Atlantic and

Pacific, with differences in the locations of those maxima. In this context, the coincidence in

the location of the precipitation maxima in HiGEM and GPCP is intriguing given the differences

observed in WCB structure in ERAI and HiGEM (Section 3.3) and the hypothesis that this may
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be related to activity in the convection scheme, which would produce precipitation in the location

which the precipitation maximum occurs in HiGEM.

In conclusion, using the technique applied in this study and given the nature of the datasets

being compared, there are some limitations in the strength of the conclusions that can be drawn.

The structure of precipitation features differs between GPCP and ERAI/HiGEM and this influ-

ences the number of precipitating pixels. The extent to which these differences are a function

simply of GPCP’s sampling when compared to the models’ accumulations is not possible to es-

tablish. This analysis suggests that the magnitude of the (satellite only) precipitation estimates in

GPCP over the ocean may be too low given the consistency found across the datasets (particularly

ERAI and GPCP) in the continental regions. In the Atlantic and Pacific, where the atmospheric

structure of ETCs has been evaluated, HiGEM and ERAI compared closely in the magnitude of

their precipitation maxima, though with differences in the locations of these maxima. Given the

hypotheses previously discussed relating to the parameterisation of these processes, the differing

WCB structures and the heating profiles (and PV modification) which might be expected from

precipitation produced by a convection scheme rather than a large-scale scheme, evaluating the

partitioning between these schemes in the total precipitation in ERAI and HiGEM is a worthwhile

exercise, and the focus of the next section.

3.5 PRECIPITATION IN HIGEM AND ERAI: PARAMETERISATION

AND PARTITIONING

The structure of the WCB in composites of ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI differs such that the

pre-ascent region in HiGEM is characterised by a deeper region of high relative humidity and θe

contours which are more closely spaced, indicating a more stable atmospheric profile. In contrast,

the same region in ERAI has a much shallower region of high relative humidity and θe contours

which exhibit greater vertical separation. The flow around the surface warm front also differs,

with higher vertical velocities in ERAI and steeper isentropic surfaces.

These differences indicate that processes in this area associated with latent heat release may

contrast in the two datasets. Condensational heating and redistribution of mass resulting from
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changes in buoyancy induced by this heating could impact on the features in the WCB pre-ascent

and inflow regions. At the point of maximum ascent, feedback effects from condensation would

act to enhance upward motion. In Section 3.4.2, the composite precipitation features in HiGEM

and ERAI were evaluated. These composites were based on daily precipitation accumulations

and the subtleties of the features were degraded for comparison with GPCP. Even with this, in

the Atlantic and Pacific composites it was apparent that the location of the precipitation maxima

relative to the storm centre and WCB features differed. In HiGEM, the precipitation maximum

occur towards the southern sector of the storm, in the pre-ascent region. In ERAI, the maximum

was further towards the northern sector, where the surface warm front and zone of maximum

ascent is situated.

These differences in both the WCB and composite precipitation structure cohere with the

hypothesis that the convection scheme in HiGEM may be more active in the WCB than in ERAI.

To evaluate this in greater detail, it is possible to split the precipitation in the HiGEM and ERAI

composites into convective and large-scale precipitation. It is not possible to use a remote sensing

dataset in this evaluation, since the split is a function of the parameterisation schemes, though

from the analysis above, the total composite precipitation magnitudes in both datasets appear

robust. In both models, precipitation is accumulated at each timestep and the temporal resolution

of the accumulations can be increased to investigate the finer scale features of the precipitation

structure.

Any differences in the magnitude and location of precipitation, and therefore the associated

latent heating and PV modification, in an ETC may influence the evolution and propagation of

that storm. Accruing these effects across multiple storms may introduce discernible differences

in the typical evolution of storms. Given the differences in WCB and composite precipitation

already observed in this work, this section will extend evaluation of composite ETCs in HiGEM

and ERAI away from the times of maximum precipitative or dynamical intensity and consider

the evolution of storms throughout their lifecycles. In order to facilitate this, HiGEM and ERAI

were integrated to provide data at high frequency (3-hourly). This data will now be described

and the composite precipitation will be evaluated in the two datasets at high resolution, across

the lifecycle of composite storms, with a focus on the partitioning between the parameterisation

schemes that produce the precipitation in each dataset.
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3.6 PRECIPITATION PARTITIONING: DATA AND METHOD

Analysis of subtle differences in composite storms is best performed with data of high temporal

resolution, particularly when the evolution pathway of the storms is of interest. Archived inte-

grations of HiGEM do not have data at 3-hourly resolution. Further, for the work undertaken in

Chapter 4, a number of variables are required which are not available from existing integrations of

HiGEM or from the ERAI archive. Additional integrations of HiGEM were therefore performed

for 5 DJF seasons with data archived every 3-hours (both instantaneous fields and accumulations).

These were produced using initial conditions from 5 of the nominally dated years analysed above

which are forced with late 20th-century emissions.

To evaluate the composite ETCs extracted from the HiGEM integrations, short forecasts were

produced using a set-up of ERAI. These short forecasts were initialised every 12-hours from

archived ERAI analyses and were run out to 24-hours. This provides continuous 3-hourly fields

which could either be sampled from 3-12 or 15-24 hours of each forecast. Given the adjustment

effects which were discussed in Section 3.4.1, fields are extracted from 15-24 hours of consecutive

forecasts with precipitation accumulations taken from the 3 hour period prior to the time the ETC

is identified (e.g. at 03UTC, ETCs are identified in the 15 hour timestep of the forecast initialised

at 12UTC, with precipitation accumulated between 12 and 15 hours of the forecast). The cyclones

are identified in the forecast fields at each timestep (using the steepest ascent technique discussed

in Section 3.4.2.1) such that their locations are consistent with the precipitation fields.

It would have been preferable to run both HiGEM and ERAI for longer periods, but due to

both the volume of data produced and the computational expense of processing the data (partic-

ularly using the COSP simulator in Chapter 4), 5 years is used as a sufficiently long period to

provide a large enough sample of data in each dataset. For both HiGEM and ERAI, sensitivity of

the results to extracting data at hourly resolution was evaluated, with no material impact on the

composite precipitation features.

Analysis of composites of atmospheric fields from both Atlantic and Pacific storms, above,

indicates that differences in ETCs in the two datasets are consistent across both basins. Due to

lower sampling in the remote sensing data used in Chapter 4, all storms which fulfil the criteria

of existing north of 30N and having both a minimum 2-day lifetime and 1000km propagation
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Figure 3.21 Track densities in HiGEM and ERAI (top and upper middle, ETC track points per

5◦). The location of the storms at maximum precipitative intensity, as used in this analysis for

HiGEM and ERAI (lower middle and bottom).

distance are included in this analysis. Including less intense storms reduces the intensity of the

precipitation features but, as confirmed above, does not affect the key features in their structure.

Through selecting the same storms in this analysis as those in Chapter 4 and 5 the results can

be directly compared. During this period, 1943 ETCs are identified in HiGEM and 1772 ETCs
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are identified in ERAI. Track densities are shown in Figure 3.21 showing that the Atlantic and

Pacific regions generate many of the storms in the composites with additional maxima in the

Mediterranean, over the continental USA and Russia. HiGEM has a higher track density in the

main Pacific storm track genesis region. In the Atlantic, the tilt of the storm track is generally

well captured by HiGEM. It should be noted that the regions of highest track density correspond

to genesis regions with the locations of maximum intensity being more evenly distributed (Figure

3.21). These locations correspond closely in the two datasets.

3.6.1 COMPOSITE LARGE-SCALE AND CONVECTIVE PRECIPITATION

In Figure 3.22 the composite lifecycle of the ETCs in Figure 3.21 is shown for both HiGEM

and ERAI. Precipitation intensity peaks prior to the time of maximum dynamical intensity. This

is expected given the role of latent heating in modifying the PV structure of storms. This PV

modification acts to reinforce the baroclinicity of the ETC (Stoelinga, 1996) and enhances low

level flow around the cyclone (Plant et al., 2003) and has been found in ETC composites before

(Bengtsson et al., 2009). As the precipitation rate reduces, the column integrated latent heating

reduces and the storm begins to decay. It is notable that the evolution towards the peak of both

precipitation and vorticity is steeper in ERAI than HiGEM though the magnitudes of both metrics

are closely comparable.
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Figure 3.22 Composite ETC lifecycles, in vorticity and precipitation averaged within 5◦ of the

storm centre for HiGEM and ERAI (left and right). The precipitation is shown for total (including

snow), convective (CP) and large-scale (LSP) precipitation and snow. Figures are in mm hr−1 for

5◦ radially averaged precipitation and T42 ζ×10−5s−1.
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It can be seen in Figure 3.22 that the fraction of the total precipitation in HiGEM which

is produced by the convection scheme is significantly greater than in ERAI. At peak, HiGEM is

producing an areally averaged 0.2mm hr−1 compared to 0.1 mm hr−1 at peak in ERAI. In contrast,

the large-scale precipitation scheme in ERAI produces a maximum of 0.28mm hr−1 immediately

prior to the composite dynamical intensity beginning to decay. HiGEM’s large-scale precipitation

scheme does not produce accumulations exceeding 0.12mm hr−1 at any time in the lifecycle. In

ERAI, large-scale and convective snow are produced as a single diagnostic variable, so it is not

possible to split them here. In both ERAI and HiGEM, the surface snowfall accumulations are

comparable, so the focus here will be the differences in the precipitation rates.

In Figures 3.23 and 3.24 composites of total (including snow), large-scale and convective

precipitation are shown for a selected number of timesteps during the composite ETC lifecycles.

Turning first to the total precipitation, in the composites 48 hours prior to maximum dynamical

intensity it is already apparent that the location of the maximum is offset in the two datasets. The

maximum in HiGEM is located further towards the southern flank of the direction of propagation

and in ERAI the maxima is on the northern flank. This spatial offset is maintained throughout

the development phases of the ETC lifecycle with HiGEM’s precipitation maximum only moving

into the northern sector as the precipitation rates decay and the storm structure occludes. The

location of the precipitation maxima is highlighted in Figure 3.25 where normalised precipitation

is shown at 24 and 12-hours prior to maximum dynamical intensity. In the composites, each

radial degree is equivalent to ∼110km. The location of the most intense precipitation is offset

between the two datasets. In HiGEM, the most intense precipitation is situated on the axis of

propagation, offset to the zone of maximum ascent. Slightly higher precipitation maxima in

HiGEM are observed until 12 hours prior to maximum dynamical intensity when the precipitation

rates in ERAI at the location of the surface warm front continue to exceed 0.85mm hr−1. The

earlier decay of precipitation in HiGEM can be contrasted with the continued intense precipitation

in ERAI. Beyond the time of maximum intensity, precipitation in both datasets decays rapidly.
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Figure 3.23 Composite precipitation in HiGEM (mm hr−1). The time of each composite relative

to the time of maximum dynamical intensity is show on the left hand panel. Total (including

snow), large-scale and convective precipitation (left to right) are shown. Accumulations are from

the 3-hour window immediately preceeding the compositing time. Plot radii are 10◦.
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Figure 3.24 Composite precipitation in ERAI. Details as in Figure 3.23.
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The partitioning between the parameterisation schemes is starkly divergent. Dealing first with

the large-scale precipitation, the location of the maxima in the total precipitation in ERAI can be

attributed to precipitation being produced in ascent at the warm front by the large-scale scheme.

The high ω maxima and steeply sloping θe contours in this region in the cross-sections in Figure

3.11 can be directly related to this precipitation. In contrast, in HiGEM, though there is a maxima

in the precipitation produced by the large-scale scheme at the location of the warm front, the

magnitude of this precipitation is far lower with peak rates failing to exceed 0.3mm hr−1 at any

point during the composite lifecycle. The lower ω maxima and shallower θe contours in the WCB

region in HiGEM reconcile with this finding.

The convection scheme in HiGEM is significantly more active than in ERAI and produces

the majority of the total precipitation during the whole composite lifecycle. Convection occurs

in the WCB inflow region in ERAI but does not produce precipitation above 0.2mm hr−1 at any

timestep. In this context, it should be noted that the warm sector and WCB have greater spatial

variability with respect to the ETC vorticity maxima than the cloud head/zone of maximum ascent,

and this variability is related to the lower intensity precipitation observed in the warm sector

compared to the zone of maximum ascent in all composites. During the lifecycle, the location of

this maxima does not move, even as the storm begins to decay. The convection scheme in HiGEM

is active 48 hours prior to the time of maximum dynamical intensity (and earlier) and produces

precipitation in the WCB pre-ascent and inflow regions and in unstable cold air behind the cold

front. The location of the maxima in the total precipitation in HiGEM is dictated by the convective

precipitation and this peaks 24 hours prior to the time of maximum dynamical intensity. As the

ETC begins to occlude and precipitation rates reduce, the convective maxima migrates (with the

large-scale and total maxima) to the location of the surface warm front, contrasting with the

stationarity of the (weak) convective maxima in ERAI which remains in the WCB pre-ascent

region in the composites.

Referring back to GPCP, it is notable that the location of the precipitation maxima in HiGEM

corresponds more closely to that of the remotely sensed precipitation. Given precipitation in

ERAI is a forecast field and the analysed fields in ETCs may not be heavily constrained by ob-

servations, this suggests that the reanalysis may not produce a realistic precipitation structure in

composite ETCs. Given this and the observed differences in WCB structure seen in composites
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Figure 3.25 Normalised total precipitation in HiGEM and ERAI. The values are normalised (%)

by the maximum precipitation in each composite to emphasise the relative differences in location.

Plot radii are 10◦.

previously, constraining the structure of WCBs in HiGEM and ERAI using remote sensing data

provides a route to investigate these differences and quantify uncertainty in these features in both

HiGEM and ERAI.
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3.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this Chapter, the results of Catto et al. (2010) have been evaluated using the latest ECMWF

reanalysis, ERAI. A comparison of WCB structure in the ERA-40 and ERAI datasets has been

performed to confirm that the conclusions of Catto et al. apply to the ERAI dataset. Using this

more recent product, composite ETC structure in HiGEM has been investigated in both Atlantic

and Pacific ETCs. The precipitation produced in ETCs has also been evaluated in HiGEM us-

ing both ERAI and a remote sensing dataset, GPCP. This analysis extended to composites over

continental regions, where GPCP is constrained by gauge data. The partitioning of precipitation

between parameterisation schemes in ERAI and HiGEM has been considered, given the contrast-

ing latent heating profiles that might be associated with convective and large-scale precipition.

The results of this analysis are summarised by considering the questions posed at the start of this

chapter.

• Do composite ETC structures differ between the ERA-40 and ERAI datasets? In particular,

are there differences in the structure of the WCB?

Composites of WCB structure in ERA-40 and ERAI exhibit some differences but the primary

structural features are comparable in both datasets. The relative humidity (a proxy for clouds)

fields are closely comparable and within the WCB itself, the θe and horizontal and wind fields are

comparable. The most significant difference between the two datasets is found at upper levels,

particularly in the WCB outflow region, where θe contours are much more closely spaced in ERAI

and are associated with stronger winds. Given the capacity of ETCs to interact with upper level

flow, this is an interesting result.

• How well does HiGEM compare to ERAI in representing the structure of the WCB in

composite ETCs?

Composites of ETC structure have previously been evaluated using ERA-40 by Catto et al. (2010).

The conclusions reached by that study were confirmed with the newer ERAI dataset. Given uncer-

tainty associated with the lower storm sampling employed in that work, composites were extended

here to include a greater number of ETCs and were split between the Atlantic and Pacific. The
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results were robust across the two regions. WCBs in HiGEM have higher relative humidity val-

ues extending vertically through the WCB, shallower isentropic slopes and weaker horizontal and

vertical velocities. ERAI has more vigorous ascent at the warm front and a shallower structure

of high relative humidities further into the WCB pre-ascent and inflow regions. The isentropes

in this region have a shallow vertical gradient in ERAI. ERAI has more vigorous peak horizontal

and vertical velocities in the WCB.

• How well do composite precipitation fields in HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP compare?

In GPCP, uncertainty associated with precipitation over the oceans was found to be a limiting

factor in this analysis. The structure of ETC precipitation features varied between GPCP and

ERAI/HiGEM due to differences in sampling of the storms. The absolute magnitude of composite

precipitation was found to compare favourably in GPCP, HiGEM and ERAI over land. Over

ocean, this was not the case, with the GPCP estimates significantly lower. Precipitation estimates

in composite ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI have similar magnitude over the ocean. The location

of the precipitation maxima differs (in the Atlantic and Pacific, where this could be investigated),

with the maxima in ERAI situated at the location of the surface warm front. In HiGEM and GPCP,

this maxima is situated further towards the southern sector, towards the WCB pre-ascent region.

• Is the precipitation in composite ETCs produced by the same parameterisation schemes in

HiGEM and ERAI?

HiGEM and ERAI produce precipitation in composite ETCs very differently. In HiGEM, most

precipitation is produced by the convection scheme and the peak intensities are found to be spa-

tially offset to those in ERAI, occurring prior to the location that the WCB flow reaches the zone

of maximum ascent at the surface warm front. In contrast, in ERAI most precipitation is produced

by the large-scale scheme and peak intensities are situated at the warm front, on the northern flank

of the direction of travel. In ERAI, this corresponds to a region where strong vertical velocities

and high vertical mass fluxes are found. In HiGEM, ascent at the surface warm front is also re-

lated to precipitation produced by the large-scale scheme, but the magnitude of this precipitation

is considerably lower.
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ERAI and ERA-40 produce very similar composite WCB structures, meaning the conclusions

of Catto et al. (2010) are applicable using the newer reanalysis. Subtle differences in WCB

features are drawn out through comparison of these two datasets. The observational constraints

on the reanalysis model in individual ETCs are generally limited given their location, nature and

the variables of interest. As such, the production of these features is largely a function of the

model itself. Notable differences in the WCB outflow in these composites are intriguing given

the impact that dynamical differences in this region might have on the upper level flow and the

tropopause. The uncertainty in these features will be investigated in ERAI in Chapter 4 using the

ISCCP dataset and an offline radiance simulator, COSP.

The magnitude of precipitation in composite ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI compares closely,

particularly over the ocean. Satellite-only precipitation estimates from GPCP have previously

been found to be deficient in several case studies. The results here suggest that the magnitude

of the precipitation estimates produced by GPCP over the ocean, particularly for more intense

precipitation, may not be reliable. Extending this analysis to the parameterisation schemes in

HiGEM and ERAI, the source of the precipitation is very different, with HiGEM mostly produc-

ing precipitation from the convection scheme and ERAI from the large-scale scheme.

Synthesising these related results, in HiGEM the convection scheme is active in the WCB,

prior to the zone of maximum ascent. This may redistribute moisture upwards through the atmo-

sphere leading to a deeper relative humidity structure. The heating and moisture redistribution

associated with such activity would change the location of the isentropic surfaces as mass is

moved cross-isentropically, giving the appearance of a more stable WCB as instability does not

build up at lower levels. Ascent at the surface warm front is then less vigorous as moisture and

mass have been ascending prior to arrival at this location.

In ERAI, there is less precipitation in the WCB prior to the zone of maximum ascent. This

can be related to the observed shallower relative humidity structure and would be consistent with

lower levels of cross-isentropic flow. As the WCB meets the surface warm front, vigorous forced

ascent occurs with the large-scale precipitation scheme producing intense precipitation. The feed-

back effect of the latent heating which is focussed in this area may be connected to the more in-

tense ascent observed at the warm front and could act sharpen the slope of the isentropic surfaces.
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The effects of these differences in flow within the WCB can be associated with the upper

level outflow and the disparate structures observed there. The late and rapid ascent in ERAI

leads to significant mass convergence at upper levels and can be related to an acceleration of

the horizontal flow above the surface warm front. In contrast, in HiGEM mass is redistributed

through the column earlier which may be related to latent heating induced by the convection

scheme and the upper level isentropes reach higher levels. At the warm front, there is reduced

mass convergence and lower wind speeds.

The total precipitation rates in the ERAI and HiGEM are very similar, so the integrated latent

heating around the composites are likely to be closely comparable. These differences in structure

and flow may therefore be related to the location (horizontally and vertically) of the latent heating

associated with precipitation.

The differences in ERAI and HiGEM are produced as a result of heavily parameterised pro-

cesses. These features are not well constrained by observations in ERAI and the observed differ-

ences have a significant effect on the structure of the WCB. To investigate these features in greater

detail, remote sensing data will now be used to evaluate the cloud structure of WCBs in HiGEM

and ERAI in Chapter 4. Heating tendencies associated with these parameterised diabatic pro-

cesses will also be analysed in Chapter 5 to further understand not only the source, location and

magnitude of these differences but also their effect on the PV structure and evolution of composite

ETCs.
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CHAPTER 4:

USING REMOTE SENSING DATA TO

EVALUATE EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONE

STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION IN

HIGEM AND ERAI

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, composites of the WCB in HiGEM were compared to ERAI. Composite

precipitation from both datasets was evaluated against GPCP. The results of this analysis showed

that the conclusions of Catto et al. (2010), which used ERA-40 to evaluate HiGEM, remain ro-

bust when the newer ERAI reanalysis is employed. The significant differences in the WCB struc-

ture that Catto et al. observed between the ERA-40 and HiGEM still exist when ERAI is used.

The magnitude of precipitation associated with composite ETCs in the two datasets is compa-

rable though the parameterisation scheme producing the majority of the precipitation differs. In

HiGEM, the convection scheme produces much of the precipitation in the WCB. In ERAI, the

large-scale precipitation scheme produces the majority. The location of the peak precipitation

also differs between the two datasets with HiGEM producing more precipitation prior to the

WCB’s maximum ascent and ERAI’s precipitation maxima occuring around the surface warm

front where this ascent occurs.

Significant differences are observed in the relative humidity and θe profiles of composite

WCBs in HiGEM and ERAI. Composite ETC features in ERAI, as previously discussed, are

largely derived from the forecast model which reduces confidence in their fidelity. Given these

differences and the uncertainties associated with GPCP’s precipitation estimates over the ocean,
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it is instructive to introduce remote sensing data which can be employed to evaluate the cloud

structure in HiGEM and ERAI. Clouds are closely related to the representation of diabatic pro-

cesses and since, as discussed in Chapter 1, the location and magnitude of diabatic heating is

important in ETCs, evaluating the cloud fields with respect to observations provides a constraint

on the representation of these processes.

This chapter uses the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, Rossow and

Schiffer, 1991, 1999) dataset to provide estimates of cloud fraction, cloud top pressure and cloud

optical thickness (τ) for comparison with model derived quantities. The latter two fields are not

available directly from the models, so an offline radiance simulator (the CFMIP Offline Simulator

Package - COSP, Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2011) is employed to derive radiance equivalents from

HiGEM and ERAI. Preliminary results using CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002; Marchand et al.,

2008) and equivalent fields derived from COSP are also introduced in support of the results of the

ISCCP analysis. Relative humidity is often used as a proxy for cloud fields in model evaluation

and, through exploiting COSP, the analysis undertaken here allows a more direct comparison of

the atmospheric structure of composite cyclones to be made with remotely retrieved data. This

approach also provides an observational constraint on fields from the ERAI reanalysis, which is

often used as a proxy for ’observations’ in some contexts.

As in the previous chapter, this analysis will largely focus on ETC composites in order to eval-

uate the magnitude and source of biases in the model. To facilitate a more robust diagnosis of the

key processes within the WCB that are responsible for these differences, three case studies are also

undertaken of named extreme European storms - Kyrill, Emma and Max (see http://www.met.fu-

berlin.de/adopt-a-vortex/archiv/) which occurred during the period observational data is available

for comparison. The composite features present a statistical comparison between datasets and

the case studies allow questions to be posed which these aggregated structures are unable to re-

solve (e.g. might higher average precipitation in a composite be due to (1) it precipitating more

frequently, (2) more intensely or (3) a combination of the two?) even with the use of statistical

analysis of the spread of distibutions within the composites. Many NWP studies use individual

case studies to infer sources of bias in models. The approach adopted here exploits the strengths

of both case studies - where fine scale features and processes can be distilled - and composites -

where a statistical analysis of bias can be determined. In this analysis, a more recent version of
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the ECMWF model is also employed in the forecasts, which has a significantly modified convec-

tion scheme. Given the hypothesis of Catto et al. (2010) which suggests the differences in the

WCB between HiGEM and ERA-40/ERAI may be connected to the behaviour of the convection

scheme, any differences in the behaviour of ERAI and the newer version of the model may pro-

vide useful information in evaluating this hypothesis. Due to the computational cost of running

an additional model (particularly using COSP) and the large volume of data produced, it was not

possible to produce composites for this as part of this study. This is being explored as future work.

Any changes in the case study ETC structures which are observed between ERAI (Cy31r2) and

the newer version of the IFS model (Cy38r2) will be particularly interesting to note in the context

of the differences already observed between ERAI and HiGEM.

This chapter addresses one key question:

• How well do ETC cloud fields in HiGEM and ERAI compare to ISCCP?

This will be investigated through evaluating composite ETC fields from HiGEM and ERAI

against ISCCP, using radiance equivalents derived from the COSP simulator. This analysis will be

augmented by the introduction of the same fields in the case studies. In addition, the model fields

which the simulator ingests will be introduced and compared to distil the sources of difference

between HiGEM and ERAI and also to identify the processes that are responsible for any observed

biases relative to the remote sensing observations. As part of this analysis, uncertainty in both the

ISCCP and COSP simulated fields will be discussed. Through this analysis, bias in the structure

of ETC composites in HiGEM and ERAI will be investigated. Reflectivities from CloudSat will

also be discussed and compared to equivalent fields derived from HiGEM and ERAI in support

of this analysis.

4.1.1 ETC COMPOSITES: DATA AND METHOD

As discussed in Section 3.5, several diagnostics required for the COSP simulator (see Section

2.7) are not available from existing integrations of HiGEM or from the ERAI archive. Additional

integrations of HiGEM were therefore performed for 5 DJF seasons with data archived every 3-

hours (both instantaneous fields and accumulations). These were produced using initial conditions
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from 5 nominally dated years (from the model integrations used in Chapter 3 and Catto et al. 2010)

which are forced with late 20th-century emissions, SSTs and ozone (Shaffrey et al., 2009).

To evaluate the composite ETCs extracted from the HiGEM integrations, short forecasts were

produced using a set up of ERAI. Short forecasts are used as several of the fields required are

not available from the reanalysis product. These short forecasts were initialised every 12-hours

from archived ERAI analyses. Given the adjustment effects which were discussed in Section

3.4.1, fields are extracted from 12-21 hours of consecutive forecasts. Instantaneous fields are

extracted at this time. Accumulations and tendencies are taken from the 3 hour period prior to

the time the ETC is identified (e.g. at 03UTC, ETCs are identified in the 15 hour timestep of the

forecast initialised at 12UTC, with accumulations/tendencies accumulated from 12 to 15 hours of

the forecast). The cyclones are identified in the forecast fields at each timestep (using a steepest

ascent trajectory from the analysed location, see Hodges 1995 and references therein) such that

their locations are consistent with the variables being analysed.

Due to both the volume of data produced and the computational expense of processing the

data (particularly using the COSP simulator), 5 DJF seasons is considered a sufficiently long

period to provide a large sample of ETCs in each dataset whilst minimising computational cost.

Sensitivity of the results to extracting data at hourly resolution was evaluated, with no material

impact on the ETC features. For ERAI, the 5 years used in this study are DJFs 2006-07, 2007-

08, 2008-09, 2010-11 and 2012-13. The selection of these years was to maximally overlap with

the periods data is available from both the ISCCP and CloudSat datasets. The ETCs used in

the ISCCP composites are taken from 5 consecutive DJFs (2004-05 to 2008-09, inclusive). The

CloudSat data is taken from the same 5 years as ERAI.

Analysis of composites of atmospheric fields in both Atlantic and Pacific storms in Chapter 3

indicates that differences in ETC structure between HiGEM and ERAI are consistent across both

basins. In this analysis, ISCCP (and the COSP derived equivalent fields) are used during day-

light hours only as the VIS-IR adjusted data is only available during this period. In the Northern

Hemisphere winter, this reduces the sampling frequency considerably (the number of points sam-

pled in the ISCCP composites reduces by over 90% compared to a full model field and is further

discussed in Section 4.2, below). Due to this reduced sampling, all storms that fulfil the criteria

of being located north of 30N and having both a minimum 2-day lifetime and 1000km propaga-
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tion distance are included in this analysis. Including less intense storms degrades the intensity of

features but, as confirmed in Chapter 3, does not affect both the existence and location of the key

features in the composite structure.

The tracking and compositing technique employed in this analysis is as discussed in Chapters

2 and 3. ETCs are identified in the 850hPa relative vorticity field. Fields are extracted from the

data based around the identified locations and rotated for compositing into the ETC’s direction

of travel. As in the precipitation analysis in section 3.5, the lifecycle of ETCs is analysed. Here,

composites are constructed around the time of maximum dynamical intensity (based on ζ850hPa).

As such, there is a slight temporal offset between the maxima in these composites and those

evaluated in Section 3.5 (see Figure 3.22).

During the 5 DJF periods sampled here, 1943 ETCs are identified in HiGEM and 1772 ETCs

are identified in ERAI, as shown in the track densities in Figure 3.21. The ISCCP composites

include 1768 ETCs which are identified in the analysed ERAI field. The track densities and

locations for ISCCP (not shown) are very closely comparable to those for ERAI (see Figure 3.21)

given the majority of the ETCs in the composites are the same. The Atlantic and Pacific regions

generate many of the storms in the composites with additional maxima in the Mediterranean, over

the continental USA and Russia. HiGEM has a higher track density in the main Pacific storm track

genesis region. In the Atlantic, the tilt of the storm track is generally well captured by HiGEM.

It should be noted that the regions of highest track density correspond to genesis regions with the

locations of maximum intensity being more evenly distributed. The latter locations correspond

closely in the datasets and composites are constructed around this time in the lifecycle of ETCs.

4.1.2 ISCCP: D1 DATASET

The ISCCP dataset is described in Section 2.6.2. The D1 dataset, employed here, provides a

number of variables, including cloud top pressure and optical depth, that are an extension on the

original dataset. The D1 dataset is 3-hourly, global and has 280-km (equivalent to ∼2.5◦) grid

cells. Cloud estimates are provided from infrared radiances (IR) which provide estimates at all

times, with visible/near-IR (VIS) adjusted brightness temperatures (VIS-IR Tb) available during

daylight hours. The latter are more reliable and are employed here (see Rossow and Schiffer,
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1999). In this analysis, cloud fraction, cloud top pressure (ctp) and optical thickness (τ) are used

to evaluate radiance equivalent fields derived from the HiGEM and ERAI datasets using the COSP

simulator.

Cloud fraction represents the fraction of a gridbox which is filled by cloud, based on dividing

the number of cloudy pixels by the total number of pixels (which are ∼5km across) in a gridbox.

Cloud top pressures are calculated based on the retrieved cloud top temperature and are estimated

using a modelled atmospheric temperature profile. Cloud optical thicknesses are retrieved using

two different cloud microphysical models - a liquid water and ice crystal model. Optical thick-

nesses from individual pixels are averaged using a non-linear weighting that preserves average

cloud albedo. Composites of ISCCP fields are created using ETC locations extracted from the

ERAI analysed data, which provide a best guess of the atmospheric state, and the composite

fields are centred and extracted on the analysed location at each 3-hourly timestep. The data is

screened to remove retrievals which are not during daylight hours. Composites are then produced

using the 3-hourly, VIS-IR adjusted daytime-only estimates of cloud fraction, ctp and τ.

4.1.3 COSP: ISCCP SIMULATOR

The ICARUS (ISCCP) simulator (Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al., 2001) mimics the assump-

tions of the ISCCP retrieval algorithm and further detail is provided in Section 2.7.1. The purpose

of the simulator is to derive fields from model data which can be directly evaluated against IS-

CCP satellite retrievals. In composite ETCs, reanalysis fields may not be well constrained by

observations and the use of this remotely sensed data to evaluate composite cloud structure pro-

vides a tool to both directly evaluate HiGEM and also to assess uncertainty in the composite ETC

structures in ERAI. Having established uncertainty in the ERAI fields, a direct evaluation of the

possible sources of difference between HiGEM and ERAI’s structures may then be undertaken

using model fields related to clouds and their evolution, such as cloud ice and water content and

diabatic tendencies.
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4.1.4 CASESTUDIES: DATA AND METHOD

To provide additional information on sources of difference between the models, three winter case

study storms are selected which all caused significant damage in Europe and occurred during

periods where both ISCCP and CloudSat data were available - Emma, Kyrill and Max. Kyrill, for

example, caused insured losses of up to £2.7billion with economic losses thought to be at least

twice this (Pinto et al., 2012). The three storms are all fast moving, intense cyclones, so provide

a challenge to the models to reproduce their features. Tracks of Emma, Kyrill and Max (taken

from ERAI reanalysis) are shown in Figure 4.1. Due to the short temporal nature of the forecasts,

it is not possible to track the ETC positions in each forecast and the locations shown are therefore

illustrative since they are identified in the analysis product. At the end of their lifecycles, the

storms decay and meander. They are analysed during their more intense phases.

ζ<2
4<ζ<4
4<ζ<6
6<ζ<8
8<ζ<10
10<ζ

Max
Kyrill
Emma

50W 40W 30W 20W 10W 0 10E 20E 30E 40E
30N

40N

50N

60N

70N

Figure 4.1 Tracks of the three case studies used. The tracks are extracted from the ERAI analysis

and are thus illustrative of the position of the forecast storms. Points are marked at 3-hourly

intervals to indicate the speed the storms were moving. Intensity in ζ at 850hPa (x105s−1) is

overlaid on the tracks.

Forecasts are initialised from ERA-Interim reanalysis (for ERAI and the IFS) and UM NWP

startdumps which have been reconfigured to the spatial resolution of HiGEM. The case study

forecasts are initialised at times which are dictated by the desire to achieve adequate ‘spin-up’
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prior to the time of interest and the availability of startdumps (which are not widely available for

the UM before 2008). Where possible, two forecasts have been run in order to assess variability

associated with initial conditions. Start times have been kept as close as possible between HiGEM

and ERAI/IFS. Details of the casestudy forecasts are in Table 4.1.

The purpose of the forecasts is to provide qualitative information which assists in evaluating

the sources of difference in the composite storms, where a statistical evaluation of the the models

is possible. As discussed above, in this analysis a more recent version of the ECMWF model is

employed. ERAI is based on Cy31r2 of the model. It has also been possible to run these forecasts

using Cy38r2 from the same initialisation conditions as the ERAI model. The Cy38r2 forecasts

will be referred to as “the IFS” to distinguish them from the ERAI forecasts. The forecasts are run

without data assimilation and therefore any differences between ERAI and the IFS are entirely

associated with differences in the model physics. The main differences between the two cycles

are summarised in Section 2.5 and Table 2.1. For the purposes of this work, major changes to the

convection scheme between the two model cycles are of particular interest (see Bechtold et al.,

2008). Due to time and computational constraints, it is not possible to produce composites using

the IFS for this work, though they form a strand of potential future work based on this thesis (see

Chapter 7).

Storm

Kyrill Emma Max

Key dates 18-19th January 2007 29th February-2nd March 2008 24-26th November 2009

HiGEM 17/01/07 12UTC 29/02/2008 09UTC 23/11/2009 12 UTC

24/11/2009 09UTC

ERAI 17/01/07 12UTC 29/02/2008 00UTC 23/11/2009 12UTC

29/02/2008 12UTC 24/11/2009, 12UTC

IFS 17/01/07 12UTC 29/02/2008 00UTC 23/11/2009 12UTC

29/02/2008 12UTC 24/11/2009 12UTC

Table 4.1 Forecast initialisation times for the casestudies used in this study.
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4.2 EVALUATING COMPOSITE CLOUD STRUCTURE: ISCCP AND

ICARUS

The ICARUS simulator provides a number of variables which are derived from model outputs.

The simulator requires, inter alia, cloud optical depth (0.67 µm) and cloud longwave emissivity

(10.5 µm), surface emissivity (10.5 µm) and cloud amounts to be output from the models. It uses

these variables to calculate ISCCP equivalent fields for comparison to ISCCP retrievals. It has

been noted above that some uncertainty in the model derived estimates come from the inability

of the simulator to account for (1) limb darkening effects and (2) sub-pixel cloud variability in

optical depth estimates. In this study, the effect of the former is likely to be minimal, as discussed

in Chapter 2, due to the location of ETCs. The latter will be discussed further in connection with

the results. Fields derived from the ICARUS simulator from HiGEM and ERAI will be referred

to as HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP, respectively.

The ISCCP and ICARUS data is only extracted and composited during daylight hours. Given

this study is examining the mid- to high-latitudes in boreal winter, this significantly reduces sam-

pling. To overcome this, composite ETCs of the ISCCP/ICARUS fields are produced by averaging

5 adjacent timesteps during the composite storm lifecycles. This reduces sampling uncertainty in

the composites (particularly ISCCP) whilst retaining the structure and evolution of the features.

The storms are identified and composited at each timestep (e.g. at the time of maximum dynam-

ical intensity) and these composite structures are then averaged. Each composite includes five

timesteps at -6, -3, 0, +3 and +6 hours from the designated timestep. A schematic of this ap-

proach is shown in Figure 4.2, showing the technique as it would apply at the time of maximum

intensity.

The total sampling (from 1768, 1772 and 1943 storms in ISCCP, ERAI and HiGEM, respec-

tively) in the composites discussed below is shown in Figure 4.3. The lower sampling in ISCCP

is due to a combination of missing data during daylight hours and the day/night ’mask’ removing

a greater number of points around the zone of day-night transition. The latter effect occurs due

to the way gridboxes are assigned to be night and day. Within each gridbox, individual pixels

are designated ’night’ if the solar zenith angle ≥ 78.5◦. In cells which are more than half ’day’,

they are designated ’day’ and only the daylight pixels are used to calculate the statistics. In cells
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of data used in the ISCCP and ICARUS composites. The 5 timesteps are

averaged to produce the field which is shown at time=0.

which are more than half ’night’, the entire gridbox is designated as ’night’. In HiGEM and

ERAI, the day/night boundary is based on TOA incoming radiation being greater than zero and

would therefore include gridboxes with solar zenith angle ≥ 78.5◦. This sampling difference is

magnified by the resolution of ISCCP being equivalent to 2.5◦x2.5◦, so the more restrictive ‘day’

threshold removes proportionately more surface for each gridbox which is assigned ’night’ status.

The simulator treats these points as if they are at solar nadir, so this sampling difference around

the day/night boundary would not affect the cloud fraction, ctp or τ values which are produced,

but would increase the number of points included in the HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP composites.

This effect can be seen in Figure 4.15 as points north of 70N are designated ’night’ in ISCCP, but

are still ’day’ in the other datasets.

As the ISCCP, ERAI, and HiGEM datasets are transformed onto a common grid during com-

positing, this artefact leads to lower sampling in the ISCCP composites. Given the relatively high

sampling density in both the ISCCP and ICARUS composites in Figure 4.3, the lower sampling

in ISCCP does not qualitatively affect the results. Standard errors in the composites are signif-

icantly smaller than the differences between the datasets (discussed below). Sub-sampling the

cloud fraction, ctp and τ composites (not shown) also demonstrates that the conclusions drawn

below are robust for both individual years and composites taken from single timesteps (without

the averaging in Figure 4.2 applied) though such sub-sampling increases the variability within the
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composites.

4.2.1 CLOUD FRACTION

In Figure 4.7 composite cloud fraction is shown for ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP. Standard

error in these composites is less than 3% for ISCCP and 2% in HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP. This

provides an assessment of the ability of HiGEM and ERAI to produce the cloud fields around

composite ETCs in the right location. It is clear that the cloud fraction in ISCCP is significantly

greater than HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP at all times during the evolution of the composite ETCs,

indicating that ISCCP observes more cloud around observed ETCs than either of the models

produce. All three datasets have peak cloud fractions around the zone of maximum ascent, where

the WCB ascends over the surface warm front and the spatial distribution of features compare

well in the three datasets. In all datasets, higher cloud fractions are produced in the cold sector

with reduced fractions in the southern part of the warm sector.

In HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP the development of a comma shape associated with the WCB

is evident as the composites approach maximum intensity. This feature is far more subtle in

ISCCP, where it barely evolves, which is only partly be associated with the 2.5x2.5◦ resolution

of the dataset being unable to capture the fine scale nature of these features. Coarse graining

of the HiGEM/ERAI data to 2.5x2.5◦ resolution prior to compositing shows that the comma

shape feature is slightly smoothed, though largely retained, in those datasets (not shown). The

maximum cloud fraction within the composites (i.e. the pixel of highest value) at 12 hours before

maximum intensity is 93, 84 and 86% in ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP, respectively. These

are the peak values in ISCCP and ERAI during the composite lifecycles, which corresponds to

the time of maximum precipitative intensity observed in ERAI (see Figure 3.22). In HiGEM, the

peak cloud fraction maximum occurs 24 hours before the time of maximum dynamical intensity,

corresponding to the peak precipitation intensity observed in HiGEM (see Figure 3.22). Both

the average and peak values of cloud fraction within the composites are consistently lower in

HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP throughout the composite lifecycles.

The higher cloud fractions in ISCCP are also seen in Figure 4.4, which shows a scene taken

from the Emma case study. It includes data from the IFS (IFSCOSP). The features and differences
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Figure 4.3 Total number of samples within composites. The total samples are summed over the 5

timesteps in each composite, as shown in Figure 4.2. Composites are shown as hours relative to

the time of maximum vorticity. Plot radii are 20◦.
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seen here are typical of all the case studies. The coarser ISCCP data does not capture the structure

of the cloud features which are well replicated in the model forecasts when compared to a visible

satellite retrieval in Figure 4.5. The higher cloud fraction in the composites can also be related

to the cloud fractions seen in the Emma case study, with ISCCP ascribing cloud to areas where

clear sky is diagnosed in the models. This can also be seen in Figure 4.6, where the percentage

of cloud free gridboxes in the vicinity of the Emma ETC is significantly lower in ISCCP than

HiGEM, ERAI and the IFS. ISCCP also produces a higher fraction of gridboxes with 40-90%

cloud fraction than the three other datasets. Given the coarser spatial resolution of ISCCP, it is

less likely that entire gridcells would be filled with cloudy pixels, which may well contribute to the

lower fraction of gridboxes above 90% cloud fraction. In HiGEM, significantly more gridboxes

have cloud fractions greater than 90% than the other datasets, with correspondingly lower values

for cloud fractions between 30-90%. The IFS produces slightly lower cloud fractions than ERAI

and more cloud free pixels. Other studies (see Zhang et al., 2005; Kay et al., 2012, and references

therein) have shown that climate models typically underestimate total cloud amounts, which is

consistent with these results.

Even with the uncertainties relating to absolute cloud amounts, the location of the cloud frac-

tion maxima in HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP can be evaluated. The structure of the features, with

the comma cloud head evolving towards maximum intensity, corresponds with the location of

maximum precipitation produced in composite ETCs (Figures 3.23 and 3.24). The location of

the precipitation maximum in HiGEM is towards the southern flank of the composite direction of

travel and is on the northern flank in ERAI, corresponding to the locations which are prior to and

at the location of maximum ascent in each dataset. Analysing plots of difference in cloud frac-

tion (not shown) these subtle locational differences are again observed, with peak cloud fraction

in HiGEM consistently occurring at a location further south than in ERAI. When both datasets

are compared to the ISCCP composites, the location of the maxima in ERAI (around the zone

of maximum ascent) corresponds more closely to that in ISCCP. In HiGEM, the location of the

maxima is to the south of the maxima in ISCCP. It has previously been discussed that the convec-

tion scheme in HiGEM may be too active in this region and precipitation composites of HiGEM

and ERAI showed a clear difference in the distribution of precipitation in the WCB. This re-

sult suggests that the location of the precipitation and cloud fraction maxima in HiGEM may be

displaced. To further evaluate the cloud structure, ctp and τ are now considered.
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Figure 4.4 Cloud fraction (%)on 1st March 2008 at 12UTC from ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP, ERAICOSP

and IFSCOSP. The plots are in the native resolution of each dataset. The forecast lead time, as

shown, is 27 hours for HiGEM and 36 hours for ERAI and the IFS.
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Figure 4.5 AVHRR Channel 1 VIS retrieval on 1st March 2008 centred on 1207UTC. Image

from Dundee Satellite Receiving Station. Surface pressure (hPa) with the location of the fronts is

shown at 6am. Image from DWD.
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Figure 4.6 Histogram of cloud fraction for gridboxes between 30E-30W,30-70N from 15UTC

29th February-15UTC 1st March 2008 during the passage of the Emma ETC. To the left of the

0% cloud fraction is the bin containing the CF=0% gridboxes.

4.2.2 CLOUD TOP PRESSURE

In Figure 4.9 composite ctp in ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP are shown. The mean grid-

point standard error in these composites is less than 18hPa in ISCCP and 10hPa in HiGEMCOSP

and ERAICOSP. In these composites, the values are derived as being the average ctp where cloud

occurs. The cloud fraction composites indicate where cloud occurs and these composites indicate

the ctp in those locations.

One striking difference is the consistent high cloud bias (lower ctp) in HiGEMCOSP throughout

much of the composite, particularly in the warm sector, where the WCB is situated. Around the

zone of maximum ascent, the ctp in HiGEMCOSP and ISCCP is more closely comparable. In

ERAICOSP, the ctp is lower than HiGEMCOSP throughout the composite. The differences in ctp in

ERAI and HiGEM are consistent with the results of Catto et al. (2010) and Chapter 3 (see Figures
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Figure 4.7 Composite cloud fraction from ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP (%). Composites

are shown as hours relative to the time of maximum vorticity. Plot radii are 20◦.
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3.10 and 3.11) where relative humidity was used as a proxy for clouds - in HiGEM, the cloud

field extends to higher altitudes away from the zone of maximum ascent. Cloud tops are at lower

levels in ERAI in the pre-ascent and WCB inflow regions. At the zone of maximum ascent, the

cloud tops/90% relative humidity contours in HiGEM are at higher levels than ERAI.

When these plots are normalised against the lowest pressure in each figure (which occurs at

the zone of maximum ascent near the surface warm front), the normalised structure (Figure 4.10)

shows that the gradients of cloud top pressure in HiGEMCOSP are significantly shallower than

ISCCP throughout the warm sector (the area where cloud tops are within 60hPa of the lowest

pressure extends around the southern flank of the composite centre), with less significant dif-

ferences for ERAICOSP (for example, the 100hPa contour has similar structure to ISCCP). The

gradient from the zone of maximum ascent into the region of lowest ctp in the cold sector (along

the axis of the composite’s propagation) shows that in HiGEMCOSP the pressure gradient is much

shallower than in ISCCP and ERAICOSP.

The absolute differences in the ctp values in the composites show that in ERAICOSP clouds are

situated at lower levels (at higher pressure) than in ISCCP though the relative structure is more

closely comparable to ISCCP than HiGEMCOSP. These differences in the relative ctp suggest that

the behaviour of the large-scale cloud and/or convective schemes are not the same in ERAI and

HiGEM, consistent with the precipitation composites in Chapter 3 where precipitation was seen to

be mostly produced by the large-scale/convection schemes in ERAI/HiGEM. The absolute cloud

top pressures may be at least partly controlled by the environments the storms are evolving in, but

the relative structures suggest the behaviour of the cloud schemes has a role in these structural

differences.

The case studies provide some additional information, though the scale of the features and

their complexity (the storms are fast moving, intense and interact with the orography differently

in the models) means the features are not always typical of the composites. In Figure 4.8 ctp

is shown for the same scene as in Figure 4.4. The minimum ctp is lowest in ISCCP, indicating

higher cloud within the WCB, which is typical of the case studies, though the finer features of the

cyclone structures are not as well represented as in the three model forecasts, as seen in Figures 4.4

and 4.5. HiGEMCOSP produces higher cloud tops than both ERAICOSP and IFSCOSP. ERAICOSP

and IFSCOSP are generally closely comparable, though it is notable that IFSCOSP produces more
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extensive high cloud (lower pressure) in the WCB, particularly around the outflow region (around

30E, 55N here). The extended ctp feature in the WCB region in HiGEMCOSP is again typical of

the case studies as is the lower ctp in the IFSCOSP when compared to ERAICOSP. These features

can be related to the composite structures. In Figure 4.9, the small region of high cloud at the

region of maximum ascent can be seen in ISCCP, with a sharp gradient in pressure away from

this point. Lower pressures with shallow pressure gradients are seen in ERAI. In HiGEM, higher

cloud tops are produced relative to ERAI, though not ISCCP. This latter feature may be a function

of these particularly intense storms not being adequately captured by the models since this does

not reconcile with the composite structures.

Differences are seen in the absolute ctp and the cloud top structure of the features in HiGEM

and ERAI when compared to ISCCP. These differences would be consistent with the cloud

schemes performing deficiently in both HiGEM and ERAI. A comparison of τ provides addi-

tional information on cloud structure.

4.2.3 OPTICAL DEPTH

In Figure 4.11 composite τ is shown. In both HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP, τ is greater than in

ISCCP throughout the warm sector. Around the zone of maximum ascent, which also coincides

with the most intense precipitation (Figures 3.23 and 3.24), these values exceed 50 in ERAI and

35 in HiGEM 12 hours prior to maximum intensity. In ISCCP, the maximum value of τ does not

exceed 20 at any point. This suggests that the cloud in both ERAI and HiGEM is too thick in the

WCB. In HiGEM, the cloud extends to greater depth (Figure 4.9) for a comparable, or lower, τ

than in ERAI. In ERAI, the ctp are lower than HiGEM and ISCCP with higher τ. Mean standard

errors are less than 1.1 for ISCCP and 0.9 in HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP.

The simulator operates using physical assumptions that are consistent with both models and

are the same across the two models (e.g. cloud overlap). Differences in these fields in ERAICOSP

and HiGEMCOSP can therefore be directly related to model variables since the simulator operates

on the inputs from both models in the same way. In order to consider how the differences in

the simulated τ are generated in HiGEM and ERAI, a summary of the key terms of the cloud

parameterisations in the two models will be provided in Section 4.2.3.1, before these differences
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Figure 4.8 Cloud top pressure (hPa) on 1st March 2008 at 12UTC from ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP,

ERAICOSP and IFSCOSP. The plots are in the native resolution of each dataset. The forecast lead

time, as shown, is 27hours for HiGEM and 36 hours for ERAI and the IFS.
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Figure 4.9 Composite cloud top pressure (hPa) from ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP. Com-

posites are shown as hours relative to the time of maximum vorticity. Plot radii are 20◦. The

regions enclosed by a contour and labelled ’<95%’ in the composites at 12-hours prior to max-

imum intensity are where HiGEM/ERAI are not significantly different to ISCCP at the 95%

confidence level. Page 143
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Figure 4.10 Normalised cloud top pressure (hPa) from ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP at 12

hours prior to maximum vorticity. In each composite, the pressures are rebased to the lowest

cloud top pressure in that composite. Plot radii are 20◦.

are related to simulated τ in Section 4.2.3.2.

4.2.3.1 CLOUD PARAMETERISATION

One important difference between the two models which is relevant for this evaluation is the way

the radiation schemes and large-scale cloud/precipitation schemes handle cloud ice.

In HiGEM, the prognostic variable that is advected in the large-scale scheme includes aggre-

gates. When the large-scale scheme is called, a diagnostic split is performed as follows

fagg = 1− exp(−0.0384(T −TCT )qc f ∗10000) (4.1)

where (T −TCT ) is the temperature difference from the cloud top and fagg is the fraction of

cloud ice (qc f , kg kg−1) that is apportioned to the aggregate part of the particle size distribution.

The remainder - qc f *(1- fagg) - is treated as ice crystals. The microphysical transfers shown in

Figure 2.2 are performed, in addition to sedimentation (i.e. precipitation) of both species, using

this split. At the end of the call to the large-scale scheme, they are combined. It is the combined

field that the radiation scheme sees (the radiation scheme is called prior to the large-scale scheme
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Figure 4.11 Composite τ from ISCCP, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP. Composites are shown as

hours relative to the time of maximum vorticity. Plot radii are 20◦.
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being called at each step, though the radiation is only updated every 3 hours) and the optical

depth and emissivity values for each column are calculated using the prognostic (crystals and

aggregates) variable. A recent observational campaign has shown that fagg produced in Equation

4.1 is too low and that the crystal content is over estimated in mid-latitude cirrus using this formula

(Cotton et al., 2013).

In ERAI, the prognostic ice is akin to the crystal field in HiGEM. The snow is not radiatively

active and is diagnosed at each timestep and removed from the column (though can interact with

lower levels as it falls). As such, where qc f is present in HiGEM, the τ value is likely to be greater

than would be seen by the simulator for an equivalent scene in ERAI since the qc f includes frozen

water associated with aggregates which would not be seen by the radiation scheme in ERAI. The

effect of this difference cannot be easily distilled since it is a function of inconsistencies in the

model parameterisations. Li et al. (2014a) have shown in a recent version of the IFS that excluding

the radiative effects of snow can lead to biases in radiative fluxes and heating which can influence

circulation patterns.

In Figure 4.12 cross-sections of cloud liquid water (qcl) and ice (qc f ) are shown at 12-hours

prior to maximum intensity. This timestep is reflective of the composites throughout their life-

cycle. For both datasets, the field shown is a combination of both the convective and large-scale

fields (in ERAI, convective cloud is entrained into the large-scale cloud for radiative purposes so

this cannot be split). The qc f and qcl associated with the convection scheme in HiGEM is a minor

term relative to the large-scale (maxima of the two terms are 7.2 and 1.8 kg kg−1 *10−6) and the

qc f ,conv does not include aggregates. The differences in the cross-sections can be related to the τ

and ctp fields.

In ERAI, effective radii of water droplets are treated as being 10-45µm as a function of tem-

perature (ECMWF, 2006). The effective radius of ice varies in accordance with the scheme of

Ebert and Curry (1992), again as a function of temperature. The effective radius of qc f in ERAI

is allowed to vary from 13-100µm. In the temperature range of the qc f in the composites (230-

245K) the full range of this spectrum exists, but is heavily weighted towards smaller particles (see

Heymsfield and Platt, 1984). In HiGEM, liquid effective radius varies between 1.5-50µm (based

on Rockel et al., 1991). The radiation scheme uses the model of Edwards et al. (2007), which

includes a parameterisation (Yang and Liou, 1996) for aggregates based on temperature. In the
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range 233-273K this would provide effective radii (half the calculated effective dimension with

a single effective radius used at each temperature) of 25-80µm between these lower and upper

temperature boundaries.

4.2.3.2 CLOUD PARAMETERISATION: IMPACT ON SIMULATED OPTICAL DEPTH

When considering qcl and qc f , the result of these derivations is that for a given mixing ratio,

qcl has higher τ than qc f due to the number of smaller droplets associated with a given mixing

ratio having a larger cross-sectional area. This is accentuated by the extinction cross-section of a

particle being approximately equal to twice a particle’s physical cross-section (Qext ∼2) for the

radii being considered (λ = 0.67µm in both models, see Petty 2006).

The mixing ratios are expressed in kg kg−1 and qc f is optically thinner than qcl for the same

mass of liquid/frozen water in a given mass of air in the temperature ranges being considered (at

very low temperatures, ice particles would be smaller). In HiGEM, the WCB is dominated by qc f

at higher levels with relatively little qcl . The combined effect of these two factors (the ice/liquid

distributions and their relative optical depths) mean the τ is lower in HiGEM. In contrast, in ERAI,

qcl values are much greater at lower levels (peak values are 89 and 47 kg kg−1 *10−6, respectively

in the cross-sections for HiGEM and ERAI) with significantly less qc f .

It should be noted that in HiGEM and ERAI the bounds of the effective radius distributions

for ice are broadly comparable. In HiGEM the qc f which the radiation scheme sees (and controls

the relevant input fields for COSP) includes aggregates. In ERAI, it does not. This inconsistency

increases/decreases the τice in HiGEM/ERAI relative to each other for a given scene. Even if one

assumes the effective radius treatment in the radiation schemes is consistent with the content of

the prognostic qc f within each model, the absolute values of τ produced by the simulator are not

directly comparable.

Peak τ in HiGEM is related to the qc f maxima and in ERAI is related to the qcl maxima. It

can be seen in Figure 4.12 that the higher ctp in HiGEM is related to both the qc f and qcl as the

vertical extent of both exceeds that in ERAI.

The more upright structure of the qc f in HiGEM and higher values of qc f at 2◦ north of centre,
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when compared to the sloped shape of the maxima in ERAI, can be seen to be related to the fact

falling snow (aggregates) are contained in this field. In Figure 4.13 the snow (which in HiGEM

is the flux of both the aggregates and crystals contained in the prognostic ice field but is heavily

weighted towards aggregates due to their higher fallspeed) and rain in the WCB is shown. The

fluxes are not directly comparable in magnitude due to the differing fallspeed parameterisations

(discussed in further detail later), but it can be seen that the presence of aggregates in the HiGEM

qc f has an impact on both the τ and ctp - the maxima of qc f coincides with the maximum snow flux

and this field extends to the level of the simulated ctp. The maxima of qc f in ERAI is consistent

with moisture being forced upwards as large-scale flow following θ contours (see Figures 3.10

and 3.11). In HiGEM, the structure of the fields does not correspond with such an explanation

since it includes aggregates (snow) which are falling through the front.

In summary, and referring back to the question this chapter is seeking to answer, there are

clear biases in the structure of the cloud fields around the WCB in both HiGEM and ERAI. In

HiGEM, there is a high cloud top bias within the WCB and high optical depth relative to ISCCP,

with the optical depth largely associated with cloud ice. In ERAI, the cloud tops are lower within

the WCB than ISCCP though the optical depth is higher than ISCCP. The optical depth is largely

a function of cloud liquid water, which is situated at low levels in the WCB. Comparing HiGEM

and ERAI, the differences in cloud top can be related to the differences in cloud ice and liquid

content.
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Figure 4.12 Composite cloud ice, qc f , and cloud liquid water, qcl , mixing ratios (upper and lower

panels, kg kg−1 *106) for HiGEM and ERAI 12-hours prior to maximum intensity. The black

line shows the COSP simulated ctp and the dashed line shows τ. The left/right axes are pres-

sure/optical depth. Upper panels are qc f and lower panels are qcl . The location of the cross-

sections are shown on Figure 4.14 at the same timestep.
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Figure 4.13 Composite snow and rain fluxes (upper and lower panels, kg m−2 s−1 *106) for

HiGEM and ERAI 12-hours prior to maximum intensity. The black line shows the COSP sim-

ulated ctp and the dashed line shows τ. The plots are the total from both the convection and

large-scale schemes. The location of the cross-sections are shown on Figure 4.17 at the same

timestep.
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In Figure 4.14 further evidence is available in support of these arguments, with the τ maxima

in HiGEM and ERAI colocated with the peaks in low level (850hPa) qcl and mid-level (550hPa)

qc f , respectively. It can also be seen from these composites that the spatial extent of the fields is

consistent with a hypothesis that the convection scheme is more active in the HiGEM, leading to

the vertical redistribution of moisture to higher levels (as suggested by Webb et al. 2001 and Field

et al. 2008), with a less active scheme in ERAI meaning this vertical redistribution of moisture

does not occur. As such, low level qcl values in the warm sector are higher in ERAI in the WCB

inflow region. This flow continues at low levels before being forced by large-scale ascent at the

surface warm front. In contrast, in HiGEM, low level moisture may be lifted cross-isentropically

by the convection scheme prior to reaching the warm front, leading to a vertical redistribution of

moisture in the column and an increase in high level cloud, reflected by the higher values of qc f

at 550hPa and higher cloud tops, as seen in the ctp contours in Figures 4.9 and 4.14. The cloud

tops in both datasets are at their highest on the leading edge of the outflow region, associated with

anticyclonic flow in the WCB feeding into the high pressure ridge in front of the ETC.

It has previously been discussed (Section 2.7.1) that the ICARUS simulator performs well at

simulating ctp but that simulations of τ are less reliable. Mace et al. (2011) found τ estimates from

ISCCP were on average 10% lower than those simulated by ICARUS from their ARM data and

the fraction of optically thick cloud (τ≥ 23) was 25% lower in ISCCP. Their results are consistent

with the differences seen in these composites, with lower τ in ISCCP throughout the composites.

Based on typical subpixel τ, Mace et al. estimate that for an actual τ of 60(30), the bias introduced

by using pixel-mean radiances (as in the simulator) could be on the order of 15(9)% of the actual

value. Even if such a bias is assumed, the τ values for both HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP remain

significantly greater than those retrieved by ISCCP. It is not possible to quantitatively decompose

the extent to which these differences might be attributable to the models producing cloud that

is too thick and the ICARUS simulator causing this apparent bias. Figure 4.15 shows the same

scene as Figures 4.4 and 4.8, with the lower τ values in ISCCP particularly notable. ISCCP also

produces a structure which is poorly defined in the case studies, even relative to the cloud fraction

and ctp features in ISCCP itself.
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Figure 4.14 Composite cloud ice, qc f , and cloud liquid water, qcl , mixing ratios (kg kg−1 *106)

for HiGEM and ERAI 12-hours prior to maximum intensity. Cloud ice is shown in the upper

panels at 550hPa and cloud liquid in the lower panels at 850hPa. The black line shows the COSP

simulated ctp (contours at 500 and 450hPa - 500hPa is seen in ERAI) and the dashed line shows

τ (contours at 20,30 and 40). Plot radii are 20◦.
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Figure 4.15 ISCCP optical depth on 1st March 2008 at 12UTC with HiGEMCOSP, ERAICOSP and

IFSCOSP. The plots are in the native resolution of each dataset. The forecast lead time, as shown,

is 27 hours for HiGEM and 36 hours for ERAI and the IFS.
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There is significant uncertainty in the magnitude of the differences in composite τ values and

preliminary results using the CloudSat simulator are useful to consider given this high uncertainty.

CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002; Marchand et al., 2008) is a polar orbiting satellite in the A-train

constellation and features a 94-GHz cloud profiling radar (CPR) which measures backscatter

from clouds as a function of their distance from the radar. Within a compositing framework, it

therefore provides a full 3-dimensional retrieval of cloud properties, not available from ISCCP,

though spatial and temporal coverage is limited by the polar orbiting nature of the satellite and

narrow swath of the CPR.

4.2.4 CLOUDSAT

CloudSat and the CloudSat simulator are discussed in Chapter 2. CloudSat composites are created

using the same 5 DJF seasons of data as ERAI, so the same ETCs are being sampled (excluding

times when the satellite was not operational). The 2B-GEOPROF dataset is used here (Marchand

et al., 2008). The CPR has a cross track width of 1.4km. The narrow cross track resolution

and orbiting nature of the satellite means sampling is low, particularly given overpasses need to

coincide with the passage of an ETC to be included in this analysis.

Composites are created using in-cloud reflectivities (cloud mask ≥20, giving an estimated

false detection rate of less than 5%, Marchand et al., 2008) which have been regridded onto a

1◦x1◦ lon-lat grid before being composited using ERAI analysed storm locations. Data which is

less than 1200m from the surface is removed due to the effects of ground clutter (see Mace, 2007,

Figure 2) and sensitivity to this threshold has been tested to maximise sampling whilst removing

clutter effects. Data is regridded at 3-hourly intervals to correspond with the analysis times and is

then composited. Sampling to the radial grid during the compositing process is performed using

a nearest neighbour interpolation due to the sparsity of the data. CPR retrievals are extracted in

a 3-hour window around each analysis time, such that the greatest mismatch between the actual

time of the retrieval and the analysed time is 90 minutes. This window has been used in other

model evaluation work using offline radiance simulators (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Di Michele

et al., 2012) and the sampling window has also been extended to include data from up to 6-hours

away from the time of compositing (Field et al., 2011). Extending this window was investigated

and led to smoothing of the composite features associated with movement of ETCs between the
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time of the retrieval and the analysis timesteps.

The analysis included here is preliminary since uncertainties associated with sampling of the

CloudSat data and the microphysical assumptions used in the simulator (see Bodas-Salcedo et al.,

2008; Di Michele et al., 2012; Johnston et al., 2012) are the subject of ongoing investigation.

However, based on work already undertaken and the results of other studies, these uncertainties

are not expected to change the qualitative differences in the composite features. The CloudSat

simulator is independent of the ISCCP simulator within COSP, both in terms of its development

and the key fields which are ingested by the simulator to generate the radiance and reflectivity

equivalent fields. The composite plots, as for ISCCP, include data from 5 consecutive timesteps

as in Figure 4.2. Retrievals below -30dBZ are removed from all data as this is the minimum

detectable reflectivity for CloudSat (Tanelli et al., 2008).

Figure 4.16 displays a horizontal slice through the composite ETCs from CloudSat,

HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP showing these preliminary results. In CloudSat, though the com-

posite is noisy due to the relative low sampling and non-linear nature of dBZ, the typical comma

cloud feature is evident around the zone of maximum ascent with reflectivities exceeding 3dBZ at

their maximum. A band of lower reflectivities extends along the front/WCB inflow region, though

with reduced reflectivities. A similar structure can be seen in HiGEM, where a comma feature

is also produced and a lower reflectivity band into the frontal/WCB inflow region. In contract,

in ERAI a continuous band of reflectivities above 0dBZ is seen which extends through the WCB

inflow region to the trailing edge of the composite.

The Unified Model (of which HiGEM is one formulation) has previously been evaluated

using CloudSat composites and the COSP simulator (Field et al., 2011). The model was used in

a forecast configuration at N320 L50, which is approximately 40km in the mid-latitudes. Figure

4.16 is comparable to those results, though has improved structural detail in both the CloudSat

and COSP composites, with the comma cloudhead shape more clearly defined in the composites

in Figure 4.16 than in Field et al.’s work. The present work uses a longer period of data from a

single season (Field et al. use data from June 2006-January 2008), identified in a different field

by a different tracking algorithm (Field et al. use MSLP). Here the composites are also rotated

and during compositing data is interpolated onto a finer grid. This work also only composites

data around the time of maximum intensity, rather than throughout the whole lifecycle of ETCs.
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The composites are shown for the same timestep as the cloud fields in Figures 4.12 and 4.14.

Sampling frequency decreases at times away from maximum intensity due to the variable lifetime

of the ETCs included in the analysis. This has the effect of increasing the standard deviations

(σ) in the composites which reduces the signal to noise ratio in the CloudSat data. Figure 4.16

includes a plot of the number of samples in the CloudSat composite at this height for this timestep.

The sampling decreases at higher altitudes and σ increases significantly as a result. The standard

errors in the CloudSat dBZ composite shown are less than 2dBZ and are significantly lower in

HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP due to the much larger sampling size (typically less than 0.1dBZ).

Though the CloudSat composites relate in part to different variables (reflectivities are strongly

influenced by rain and snow given their larger particle size), the results are consistent with that of

τ and the cloud fields (Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.14) and this can be demonstrating by considering

the model fields and processes which govern the reflectivities and radiances.

4.2.5 CONNECTING MODEL FIELDS, REFLECTIVITY AND OPTICAL DEPTH

The reflectivities shown in Figure 4.16 are strongly influenced by the presence of larger hydrom-

eteors. Reflectivity is non-linear with respect to particle size and can be expressed as

Z =
Z DMax

0
N(D)D6dD, (4.2)

where D is the droplet diameter and N the droplet number. COSP uses mixing ratios of hy-

drometeors to calculate reflectivity. As such, the mixing ratios of rain and snow are particularly

important to consider when comparing HiGEM and ERAI and how and why they differ from

CloudSat. In doing so, it is possible to link the biases seen in ERAI and HiGEM in the Cloud-

Sat composites to those seen in τ through a consideration of the model fields that the simulated

reflectivity/τ are derived from. Given the uncertainties associated with the simulated τ fields, this

evaluation assists in enhancing confidence in the results in Section 4.2.3.

Rain and snow are output from the two models as fluxes. In ERAI, in the large-scale scheme

a constant fallspeed of 4ms−1 is assumed for rain and 1ms−1 for snow from which mixing ra-

tios can be derived. In HiGEM, fallspeeds are calculated based on the particle size and density
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Figure 4.16 Composites of reflectivity for CloudSat, HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP (dBZ). The com-

posites are horizontal slices taken at 1.57km, 1.62km and 1.74km, respectively. The number of

samples in the CloudSat composite is also shown (upper right). The composites are at 12-hours

prior to maximum intensity and include 5 composite timesteps, as for ISCCP and shown in Figure

4.2. Plot radii are 20◦.
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distributions of the hydrometeor species (see Wilkinson et al., 2010). In the ERAI convection

scheme, the fallspeed of snow and rain is diagnosed as a function of the precipitation (rain and

snow) in the updraughts (see ECMWF, 2006). This rate is further weighted in the mixed phase

region between 250.16K ≤ T ≤ 273.16K and many storms have temperatures in this range with

the WCB. A mixing ratio cannot be derived which is consistent with the assumptions used in the

model given the data available. In HiGEM’s convection scheme, precipitation fallout rates vary

as a function of the updraught massflux (see Gregory and Inness, 1995).

Mixing ratios have been calculated for the large-scale fields using assumptions consistent

with the models and compared to the fluxes. They do not have a material effect on the nature of

the features which are of interest for this study - both fields are illustrative of the location and

magnitude of precipitation. As such, the fluxes are shown here.

Snow and rain fluxes are shown in Figure 4.17 at 850hPa (and can be related to the WCB

cross-sections in Figure 4.13). The spatial structure of the features at 850hPa corresponds to the

locations and magnitudes of the qc f and qcl fields. The qc f and qcl fields indicate the location

of the clouds, with the fluxes representing the precipitation being produced by those clouds. The

reflectivities shown in Figure 4.16 are at similar height to the 850hPa pressure surface in Figures

4.11, 4.14 and 4.17. In ERAI, the more extensive low level qcl and associated rain (Figure 4.17)

in the warm sector can be related to the spatial structure of the τ and reflectivities, where higher

values extend into the WCB inflow region in both fields compared to HiGEM. In HiGEM, the

balance of cloud ice/liquid is towards qc f and snow at higher levels and decreased low level qcl

and rain in the warm sector. This can be related to the lower τ in HiGEM compared to ERAI. The

cloud field and τ structures can be seen in the lower reflectivities in HiGEM at 1.6km/850hPa,

where the decreased reflectivities can be associated with lower hydrometeor fluxes (or mixing

ratios as the simulator would see them) at that level and higher rates of attenuation from the

overlying high level cloud (the algorithm does not correct for attenuation).

The CloudSat data has very high spatial resolution relative to the models and captures intense

features which are too fine scale to be represented at the gridbox scale. In contrast, ISCCP is a

coarser resolution dataset than the models. CloudSat therefore provides additional information

both through its 3-dimensional in-cloud retrievals and its high resolution. CloudSat swaths inter-

sected all of the case study storms and transects through the cloud features during those events
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Figure 4.17 Composite snow and rain fluxes (kg m−2 s−1 *10e6) for HiGEM and ERAI 12-hours

prior to maximum intensity. Snow (large-scale and convective) is shown in the upper panels and

rain (large-scale and convective) in the lower panels. Both fields are at 850hPa. Plot radii are 20◦.
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have been evaluated (not shown). The case studies provide additional information that assists in

explaining some of the observed differences in the composite reflectivities.

The fields used in the ISCCP simulator are produced using the assumptions of the models’

radiation schemes. For the CloudSat simulator, assumptions consistent with the cloud micro-

physics are used. In ERAI and the IFS, convective cloud is entrained into large-scale cloud for

the purposes of the radiation scheme. It is therefore not possible to analyse the partitioning of

the cloud fields between the two schemes and their impact on simulated τ. The three-dimensional

precipitation fluxes which are used in the CloudSat simulator are available for both schemes in all

three models. As noted above, the fall speed parameterisations in the models differ and as such,

the absolute magnitude of the fluxes should not be compared though their locations and structures

are reflective of the cloud processes in the models.

An example of these fields is in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 where convective and large-scale snow

and rain fluxes are displayed from ETC Kyrill. The timestep shown is 33-hours into the forecasts

of each model and a satellite retrieval from shortly prior to this time is provided in Figure 4.20

for comparison, indicating that even at this lead time the models are capturing the location and

structure of the key features of Kyrill. It should be noted that the fluxes are instantaneous values

so display features produced at a single timestep, though in relation to the three most relevant

issues discussed here, the nature of the features is typical of the three casestudies.

In ERAI and the IFS, a convective band can be seen over Germany and the convection scheme

has been called in many adjacent gridboxes. The convective band happens to be less well formed

in HiGEM at this time, though the first notable aspect of the inter-model comparison is that

convective activity is less aggregated in HiGEM across the whole region (see in particular the

second row of panels showing the lower troposphere).

In the case studies, when the CloudSat retrievals are interpolated to the model grids, the peak

reflectivities remain higher than in either HiGEM or ERAI, as any small scale features with sig-

nificant snow, rain or graupel (which is not represented in the models) skew the gridbox means.

This artefact may be related to the generally higher reflectivities in the CloudSat composite when

compared to the model simulated reflectivities as small (sub-grid) scale, intense features could

have a significant impact on the composite mean value. Notably, in the case studies, in ERAI the
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in-cloud variability of features is much lower than in HiGEM, where localised bands of higher

reflectivity associated with convection are produced. Compared to ERAI, the swaths produced

from HiGEM are more similar to those from CloudSat in terms of their inhomogeneous reflec-

tivity structure. This variability, associated with the convection scheme, is not present in the

same way in ERAI and the IFS. In the case studies it can be seen that convective activity is more

aggregated in ERAI/the IFS, leading to smoother features. As already discussed, there is some

uncertainty related to the results using CloudSat and the COSP-CloudSat simulator, though the

source of these differences can again be related to the model fields.

The second feature of interest is that when the convection scheme in HiGEM is called, greater

precipitation (snow or rain) is generally produced compared to ERAI, which results in higher

precipitation at the surface (Figure 4.21). Given precipitation is a first order column integrated

sum of the latent heating, for the purposes of this study and the hypothesis that differences in

the convection scheme may be responsible for the different precipitation composite structures

observed in Chapter 3, this is particularly notable.

When considering the IFS, which is a more recent formulation of the ECMWF model, it can

be seen that where convective activity occurs, there is a tendency for the vertical profile of the

convective precipitation to reach higher altitudes and to produce a higher magnitude precipitation

flux than ERAI, which is the third point of particular interest. The top two panels in Figures 4.18

and 4.19 show these fluxes above and below 700hPa. This level is specifically chosen as it is

slightly above the level of 75% RH which was used as a proxy for cloud in Catto et al. (2010).

This is also the upper level of the 75% RH seen in WCB pre-ascent region in the ERAI composites

in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 but is below the upper level of that contour in the HiGEM composites.

In both HiGEM and the IFS, more precipitation is produced above this level than in ERAI and

this is highly typical of the case studies - where the convection schemes are called, column profiles

in HiGEM and the IFS show precipitation at higher levels, suggesting that the vertical profile of

latent heating differs between ERAI and these two models. The large-scale precipitation (Figure

4.19) fluxes show that some of the additional convective precipitation in the IFS compared to

ERAI is a difference in partitioning between the two schemes, but that the total precipitation

being produced is greater in IFS at certain points, particularly around the WCB inflow region,

as seen in Figure 4.21 and elsewhere in the case studies. Here, a single timestep of one case
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Figure 4.18 Convective snow and rain at 2100UTC on 18th January 2007. The upper two rows

show the average (1) snow and (2) combined snow and rain for 700-300hPa and below 700hPa,

respectively, in each column. The lower two rows show a cross-section through the WCB region

of (1) snow and (2) rain which is denoted with a black line on the upper panels. The WCB fields

are the mean fields of five latitudinal grixboxes centred on the line (e.g. 48-52N). The forecast

lead time is 33 hours for all models. The plots are in the native resolution of each model. The

fields are expressed in kg m−2 s−1 *1e5 and are instantaneous values.
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Figure 4.19 Large-scale snow and rain, as in Figure 4.18

study is shown, though with respect to (1) the aggregation of convection in ERAI and IFS when

compared to HiGEM, (2) the precipitation rates associated with convective activity and (3) the

vertical profile of the fluxes, the differences observed here are consistent across the case studies.
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Figure 4.20 AVHRR Channel 4 IR retrieval on 18th January 2007 centred on 2028UTC. Image

from Dundee Satellite Receiving Station. Surface pressure is shown at 00UTC on 19th January

2007. Image from Met Office.
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Figure 4.21 Surface precipitation at 2100UTC. Precipitation is accumulated between 1800-

2100UTC and expressed in mm hr−1. Total precipitation includes snow. Convective and large-

scale precipitation is rain only.
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Both the CloudSat and ISCCP simulators introduce uncertainty into the simulated retrievals

though the results shown here have been reconciled through analysis of the model fields. The

results in the two simulated fields, τ and reflectivity, can be mapped onto the cloud fields and

fluxes/mixing ratios of the hydrometeor species which they are derived from. It is more challeng-

ing to relate the simulated fields to the satellite retrievals.

4.3 DISCUSSION

An evaluation of simulated ISCCP equivalent fields has been performed here. Simulated CloudSat

fields have been used in support of this analysis. The frequency of cloud occurrence, as repre-

sented by cloud fraction, within composite ETCs is lower in HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP than in

ISCCP. As the composites evolve through the lifecycle, the comma feature observed in composite

precipitation fields is evident in both the HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP composites. This feature is

less well defined in ISCCP, which may be a function of the resolution of that dataset.

The ctp in HiGEMCOSP within the WCB is at consistently higher levels (lower pressure) than

in ERAICOSP, which reconciles with the findings in Chapter 3 and Catto et al. (2010) where

relative humidity was used as a proxy for cloud. The ctp in ISCCP is slightly lower (at higher

altitude) than ERAICOSP, though the relative structure of the field in the area around the WCB

is closely comparable to ISCCP. With high confidence in both the simulated and retrieved ctp

pressures (Mace et al., 2011) and low standard errors in the composites, bias in both ERAI and

HiGEM is evident. This indicates that certain processes within the clouds may be inadequately

represented in both datasets, particularly HiGEM. In HiGEM, the height of the WCB across the

whole of the WCB inflow region is significantly higher than retrieved by ISCCP. In addition, the

gradient from the zone of maximum ascent to the pre-ascent and inflow regions is significantly

shallower than both ISCCP and ERAI, indicating that cloud is produced at higher altitudes too

far from the zone of maximum ascent in HiGEM. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis

of Catto et al. (2010) and the work in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The convection scheme in HiGEM

produces precipitation prior to the zone of maximum ascent. Too much convective activity in this

region could lead to the vertical redistribution of moisture prior to the zone of maximum ascent

resulting in the observed higher cloud tops in the HiGEM composites.
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The ERAI data analysed here is from short forecasts. It is therefore constrained by the obser-

vations used to generate the analysed fields in the startdump of each forecast. Differences which

are evident in the composites are as a result of model errors evolving in the first 24 hours of the

forecasts or from biases introduced by the COSP simulator (which are thought to be low). The

cloud structure seen in ERAI may not have fully adjusted to any errors associated with deficien-

cies in the model at the time of this analysis. In contrast, in HiGEM, the model is run without

observational constraint so any biases and errors in the model will be reflected in the composite

structures.

Turning to τ, there is greater uncertainty in the simulator. The intra-model differences ob-

served in the composites can be reconciled with reference to specific fields (the location of cloud

ice and water) in the models. Without performing sensitivity analyses it is not possible to separate

the extent to which differences in cloud structure which are seen between ERAI and HiGEM are

associated with differences in model physics or due to the fact the ERAI data is more closely

constrained by observations. The ctp in the ERAI composites is more closely comparable to IS-

CCP than HiGEM, which is not the case for τ. Clouds are parameterised in models. It is possible

that the dynamical constraints on the ERAI composites, which are produced from short forecasts,

constrain the ctp more closely than the τ.

The introduction of CloudSat and the related simulator also provides evidence which supports

the findings using the ISCCP simulator and the conclusions drawn with respect to the model fields.

It is clear that in ERAI there is too much low level moisture in the WCB inflow region. A possible

explanation for this may be that insufficent vertical redistribution of this moisture occurs due to a

lack of convective activity in this region.

In the Atlantic and Pacific stormtrack regions, where the majority of the ETCs in this study

are situated (Figure 3.21), Li et al. (2014b) have shown that in ERAI, liquid water path is overesti-

mated relative to observations (CloudSat/MODIS). Li et al. (2012) previously evaluated cloud ice

water using a similar framework and found that in the stormtrack regions, too little cloud ice was

produced in ERAI and the ice that was produced was at lower altitudes than the observations. In

the stormtrack regions in DJF, gridpoints are within the influence of an ETC over 70% of the time

and over 80% in much of the Pacific (see Section 6.3.1.1 and Hawcroft et al. 2012 - Figure S2

for justification of these values). As such, the majority of cloud liquid/ice water in these regions
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is associated with ETCs. This enhances confidence in the results of this study and those of Li et

al. The discovery of this low level cloud bias around ETCs is an important finding given ERAI is

often used as a proxy for observations in many model studies.

In HiGEM, the inclusion of aggregates in the qc f increases the τ relative to ERAI, particularly

since the effective radii that are applied within the radiation scheme provide some consistency

with the content of the prognostic cloud ice field. The structure of τ is more closely comparable

to that of ISCCP, though with higher absolute values. The τ field is not influenced as strongly by

the presence of high level, optically thinner qc f (likely associated with convective activity) in the

WCB pre-ascent and inflow regions as the ctp. The latter field demonstrates that the WCB height

in HiGEM is overestimated relative to ISCCP.

Martin et al. (2006) found that in the northern hemisphere stormtracks, HadGAM1 (which

HiGAM is based on) produced a higher fraction of optically thick high cloud than ISCCP, which

is consistent with the results found here. They also found that the climatological total cloud

amount was lower, which is again consistent with the findings here. Lin and Zhang (2004) found

similar results for the CAM2 model for the North Pacific stormtrack, with an overestimate of

high, optically thick clouds and lower total cloud coverage. Excessive high, optically thick cloud

was also found within the WCB and warm sector in ETC composites in the CAM3 model (Field

et al., 2008), where mid and low-level clouds were also found to have optical thicknesses higher

than the MODIS satellite retrievals they were evaluated against. This bias has since been reduced

in CAM5 (Kay et al., 2012).

Using an earlier version of both the UM and ECMWF models, Webb et al. (2001) evaluated

the same region as Lin and Zhang (2004), also finding some overestimate of high, thick cloud,

but noting that the cloud top pressures tended to be lower in (an older version of) the ECMWF

model - as found here using a more recent formulation of that model (and further indicated by the

casestudy results of the IFS). Low cloud fraction and overestimation of optically thick cloud are

typical climate model biases (e.g., Zhang et al., 2005).

Webb et al. (2001) suggest that convective paramaterisation could be one source of such bias,

with mass flux schemes leading to increased cloud amounts at high altitudes. An experiment

turning off the convective scheme undertaken by Field et al. (2008) - using a model, CAM3, of
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similar resolution to HiGEM - found this lead to lower cloud fractions.

Another source of bias in the simulated results relates to the ability of the simulator to capture

artefacts relating to sub-pixel variability in retrievals. Optical thickness in partly cloudy pixels is a

problematic field - at a small enough horizontal scale of cloud, 3D radiative effects are important

(Rossow et al., 2002) which are not captured by the simulator (Pincus et al., 2012) - as is the

effect of sub-pixel scale variability within fully cloudy pixels (Mace et al., 2011). Partly cloudy

pixels and pixels with high sub-pixel variability are likely to occur frequently given the mesoscale

features embedded within ETCs. The CloudSat retrievals being used in this work show variability

embedded within clouds on scales smaller than the ISCCP pixel sizes and can also be seen in the

satellite images in Figures 4.5 and 4.20. The effect of these artefacts would be to increase the

relative optical thickness of the simulated clouds when compared to the ISCCP retrievals. It is

outside the scope of this project to investigate these issues in more detail, though the differences

observed in composite τ between ISCCP and HiGEMCOSP and ERAICOSP may be magnified by

these issues.

There are some uncertainties relating to the ability of the simulator in this analysis, though

the biases in the ctp in ERAI and HiGEM are clear. Whether the 3D structure of the clouds is

robust is less certain given the uncertainties introduced by the ICARUS simulator. The ongoing

analysis of CloudSat, the comparison to the IFS in the case studies and other consistently similar

findings in the literature suggest the results are robust.

In both models, the absolute magnitude of the τ biases produced as a function of the model

- rather than the simulator - are not possible to distil. However, the structure of the features and

their relation to the model fields indicates that in ERAI, τ is too great due to an excess of low level

qcl . In HiGEM, the lower τ levels may be related to the convection scheme redistributing moisture

vertically within the WCB, but the reason for the higher correspondence with ISCCP may relate

to deficiencies in the convection scheme (as seen in the ctp) rather than being demonstrative of

the model outperforming the reanalysis.

It has been shown as part of this analysis that differences between the models can be related

to the cloud fields which are ingested by the simulators. There are clear differences in the repre-

sentation of convective and large-scale cloud, snow and rain, and these differences are maintained
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during the whole lifecycle of the ETCs (though not shown here, they are also retained beyond the

time of maximum intensity as the ETCs decay). These fields are directly linked to processes as-

sociated with latent heating. Biases in the location and magnitude of latent heating within storms

may introduce errors in their evolution and also control the redistribution of moisture and cloud

within WCBs which are the source of the biases observed here. It is these processes which will

be investigated in Chapter 5.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has used the ISCCP dataset and the COSP simulator to relate the results of Catto et al.

(2010) and the work undertaken in Chapter 3 to the cloud structure of composite ETCs. The aim

of this work was to evaluate the ability of both HiGEM and ERAI to reproduce the observed cloud

structure around ETCs using remote sensing data. In doing so, it has found that both HiGEM and

ERAI exhibit biases in their representation of the WCB in composite ETCs. The model fields

that control these biases have been probed to identify the underlying deficiencies in the models’

parameterisations. This evaluation was augmented by the introduction of the CloudSat dataset

and equivalent data from the COSP simulator to assist in evaluating uncertainties relating the

fidelity of the ICARUS(ISCCP) simulator.

The key issues dealt with here can be summarised by revisiting the question posed at the start

of the chapter.

• How well do ETC cloud fields in HiGEM and ERAI compare to ISCCP?

Three diagnostics were considered in this study - cloud fraction, cloud top pressure and optical

depth.

The location of clouds around composite ETCs in ERAI and HiGEM was found to compare

well to ISCCP, though the absolute cloud fraction produced by both datasets was found to be

lower than ISCCP. Peak values are found to be 9/7% lower in HiGEM/ERAI than ISCCP. IS-

CCP is a coarser resolution dataset and the details of the composite cloud structure are less well

resolved, with the typical comma cloud head structure less well defined in ISCCP. Coarse grain-
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ing HiGEM/ERAI prior to compositing degrades the composite structures marginally in those

datasets, though the comma feature is still retained.

Cloud top pressure in both models - in absolute terms and in considering the structure of

the cloud top pressure field around composite ETCs - exhibits biases with respect to ISCCP. In

HiGEM, a consistent high cloud bias is found throughout the WCB. In ERAI, the cloud tops

are found to be lower than both HiGEM and ISCCP, though correspond more closely to ISCCP

than HiGEM does. The difference between HiGEM and ERAI can be related to the results in

Chapter 3, where relative humidity was used as a proxy for the cloud fields, and also to Catto et

al.’s (2010) work using ERA40 where similar differences in relative humidity were found. The

relative structure of the fields in HiGEM also differs to ISCCP. In ISCCP, a steep gradient in

cloud top pressure is found from the zone of maximum ascent towards the WCB inflow region.

In HiGEM, the gradient is much shallower than the satellite retrievals as high clouds are present

throughout this region. In ERAI, the relative structure of the field corresponds more closely to that

in ISCCP, though the gradient within the WCB is stiller shallower than in ISCCP. High confidence

can be placed in the fidelity of the COSP simulator in replicating the ISCCP cloud top pressure

field.

The optical depth estimates produced by both models of the WCB are significantly greater

than in ISCCP. At maximum, they are 75/150% higher in HiGEM/ERAI than ISCCP. There is

greater uncertainty in the ability of the COSP simulator to reproduce this field, which makes

attributing difference to model (rather than simulator) bias more challenging. In ERAI, optical

depths were found to be particularly high and are related to the amount of low level cloud liquid

in the WCB. In HiGEM, the optical depth was more closely related to the cloud ice field. Incon-

sistencies in the radiation and large-scale cloud/precipitation parameterisations in the two models

makes evaluating the models with respect to each other difficult and introduces intra-model un-

certainty in comparing fields.

The CloudSat dataset was introduced to assist in evaluating the veracity of the ISCCP results

and supports the argument that the low level cloud liquid water field in ERAI is larger than ob-

served. In HiGEM, the amounts of low level cloud liquid water are much lower. It is hypothesised

that this may be related to the levels of convective activity in each model, with the low level liquid

(seen in ERAI) being redistributed to higher levels where it becomes cloud ice or is precipitated
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out in HiGEM. Such a hypothesis reconciles with the precipitation and relative humidity fields

evaluated in Chapter 3. The findings with respect to ERAI are particularly important given it is

often used as a proxy for observations in model evaluation studies.
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CHAPTER 5:

DIABATIC PROCESSES AND

POTENTIAL VORTICITY IN

EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES IN

HIGEM AND ERAI

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Classical theory of extratropical cyclone evolution uses arguments relating to baroclinic insta-

bility to describe their growth and decay (see Section 1.2), though the role of latent heating in

the evolution of baroclinic eddies is well established (see Section 1.4). Latent heating generates

potential vorticity (PV) anomalies which can act to intensify ETCs. At upper levels, this can al-

ter the large scale flow they are situated in, for example through enhancing downstream ridging

(Davis et al., 1993). Low level amplification through PV modification can also induce a positive

feedback, where the ETC strengthens, leading to greater ascent, more condensation and precipi-

tation and further latent heat release and dynamic enhancement (e.g. Willison et al., 2013). It is

therefore important for models to be able to capture both the location and magnitude of processes

relating to latent heating in ETCs in order to simulate the evolution and structure of their features.

It has been shown that the structure of the WCB in composite ETCs differs between HiGEM

and ERAI. Notably, the flow and cloud structure in the WCB in HiGEM exhibits steadier ascent

and apparently greater stability (derived from the θe contours) and deeper clouds (derived from

relative humidity) than ERAI. Using GPCP, it has been shown that the magnitude of the precip-

itation in the two datasets is comparable. This suggests that the column integrated latent heat

release in both models may be well constrained. However, it has also been shown that the pa-
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rameterisation scheme which generates much of the precipitation in each dataset differs, with the

convection/large-scale scheme dominating in HiGEM/ERAI and that the location of the maxima

is slightly offset, with the maxima in ERAI focussed on the zone of maximum ascent and that of

HiGEM further away from the surface warm front.

Using the ISCCP dataset, the higher cloud tops in HiGEM have been shown to be in error,

with the cloud top pressure in ERAI more closely comparable to observations. In both datasets,

the optical depth of the clouds in the WCB appears to be greater than observations and the struc-

ture of the features can be related to particular fields and processes in the models. These biases

are consistent throughout the lifecycle of composite ETCs and investigating their source within

HiGEM and ERAI provides the possibility of improving the relevant parameterisation scheme(s)

and the overall performance of the models. The higher cloud tops in HiGEM are consistent with

an argument that the convection scheme may be too active in the model, leading to the vertical re-

distribution of moisture to higher levels (as suggested by Webb et al., 2001 and Field et al., 2008),

with a less active scheme in ERAI meaning this vertical redistribution would not occur, resulting

in lower cloud top pressures and higher optical depths. The cloud fields and precipitation fluxes

which have been introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 are consistent with such arguments.

It is likely that the vertical profiles of diabatic tendencies associated with precipitation pro-

duced by a call to a convection scheme rather than large-scale scheme will differ. Such heating

tendencies may be related to the contrasting relative humidity and θe profiles and parameterised

precipitation sources seen in Chapter 3. It is possible to evaluate these tendencies in HiGEM

and ERAI to diagnose the sources of the observed differences in the structure of the WCB. This

analysis can be extended to consider how these structural contrasts might impact on the evolution

of ETCs and any possible influence on the environment the storms evolve in, through, for ex-

ample, modifying the tropopause height and steering flow. Through an analysis of latent heating

tendencies associated with, inter alia, the convection and large-scale cloud schemes this Chapter

will explore the extent to which the location of precipitation, diabatic heating and PV modifica-

tion within the WCB may have the capacity to influence the evolution of the composite cyclone

structures in HiGEM and ERAI.

This chapter addresses two questions:
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• Does the horizontal and vertical structure of diabatic heating in the WCB in HiGEM and

ERAI differ?

• To the extent diabatic heating in composite WCBs in HiGEM and ERAI differs, does the PV

modification associated with this impact on the evolution of ETCs and their environment?

These questions will be investigated through an evaluation of the location and magnitude

of latent heating in ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI. This analysis links the precipitation evaluation

in Chapter 3 and the evaluation of the COSP simulated fields through identifying the processes

which are responsible for differences between ERAI and HiGEM. Latent heating often plays a

key role in the evolution of ETCs and any biases related to latent heating can be linked to the PV

structure of the storms. Through connecting latent heating and PV modification, this Chapter will

investigate the extent to which any failure to adequately represent latent heating may influence

the evolution of the composite ETCs and their impact on the environment.

The data and method used in this Chapter is the same as for Chapter 4 (see Section 4.1.1) and

compositing is performed using the same ETCs. As in Chapter 4, where tendencies/accumulations

are being evaluated, they are extracted from the 3 hour period prior to the time the ETC is iden-

tified. Full fields are employed at all timesteps, providing 1772 and 1943 storms in ERAI and

HiGEM, respectively, at maximum intensity.

5.2 HEATING TENDENCIES IN HIGEM AND ERAI

Total temperature tendencies at any given timestep can be expressed as a function of the sum of

the individual parameterisations in the following terms:

∂T
∂t

=
∂Tadv

∂t
+

∂Tls

∂t
+

∂Tconv

∂t
+

∂Tother

∂t
+R (5.1)

with the advection(adv), large-scale(ls) and convective(conv) precipitation schemes denoted.

These schemes are in both ERAI and HiGEM, though are formulated differently, as discussed in

Chapter 2 for the two cloud schemes. The total of the individual schemes do not sum exactly to
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∂T /∂t as adjustments (R, a residual term) are made to the total tendency to conserve energy in the

models. In addition to the cloud schemes, the other primary contributor to Equation 5.1 at each

3-hourly timestep is the advective term. This is because during each 3-hour period the tendencies

are summed at each gridbox. Cyclones are moving relative to the system co-ordinates during the

accumulation period and the advective term therefore represents displacement of the cyclones.

Several other parameterisation schemes are grouped as other, some appearing in both models and

some in only one. In HiGEM this term composes of temperature increments from the radiation,

diffusion and damping and the boundary layer schemes. In ERAI, the schemes are radiation and

the vertical diffusion and gravity wave drag schemes. The magnitude of both the other and R

terms is generally small enough to be less than ±0.2K hr−1 and is primarily composed of the

radiative term. The focus of this study is on diabatic processes in extratropical cyclones. The

processes, such as condensation and evaporation, which are relevant are contained in the large-

scale and convective cloud schemes and the radiation schemes. Chagnon et al. (2012) showed

frictional generation of PV at the surface can have effects up to the tropopause level by using PV

tracing techniques, though these effects were primarily focussed at lower levels. It is not possible

to consider the non-local effects of boundary layer processes within the framework of this study.

The radiation schemes, via longwave cooling and shortwave and longwave heating, have di-

abatic effects, particularly at cloudtop where longwave cooling dominates. The net effect of

shortwave heating and longwave cooling largely offset each other in the composites and their net

effect is slightly negative (longwave cooling being the dominant term) through the column within

the composites. In the WCB the net heating rates are on the order of -0.04K hr−1 in the mid-

troposphere with higher magnitude cooling in the WCB outflow where the cloudtops are at their

highest (up to -0.2K hr−1) in ERAI. The large-scale and convective cloud schemes are of greater

interest given they produce the processes and effects of most interest within the WCB.

The radiation schemes in both models are updated every 3 hours, with the calculated heating

terms applied to gridboxes in the intermediate steps. It is the processes in the large-scale and

convection schemes which influence, to a first order, the cloud structure and flow within the WCB

through modification of the isentropic surfaces. The radiation scheme sees the clouds that have

been produced and/or modified by these two schemes and is applied to them.

Martı́nez-Alvarado and Plant (2013), using a limited area configuration of the UM (v7.3) to
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model a case study ETC, found that radiative cooling was, as here, weaker and more evenly dis-

tributed throughout the WCB when compared to large-scale and convective effects. They found

a similar peak associated with longwave cooling at cloudtop. They also find that the relation-

ship between heating and ascent in the WCB is “almost completely” explained by water phase

transitions governed by the large-scale and convection schemes. In the case study of Chagnon

et al. (2012), the strongest long wave effects were around the tropopause with heating/cooling

above/below. The PV modification associated with long-wave cooling was associated with the lo-

cal effect of radiation on clouds (and PV anomalies) which were generated by the large-scale and

convection schemes and advected into the WCB outflow. As such, from a dynamical perspective,

the long-wave effects were of a secondary nature.

In Figure 5.1 the terms of particular interest for this study, ∂Tls/∂t and ∂Tconv/∂t , are shown for

a horizontal slice at 700hPa and in Figure 5.2 for a vertical transect through the WCB region. In

Figure 5.3 the sum of the two schemes is shown. All plots are for 12-hours prior to maximum

intensity, though the differences seen are consistent throughout the evolution of the composite

lifecyles. The contribution of the convection and large-scale schemes to the total diabatic heating

tendencies is starkly contrasting, with convective heating dominating in HiGEM and large-scale

heating in ERAI. This is not surprising given these schemes produce the majority of the precipi-

tation in each model, as discussed in Chapter 3.

In Figure 5.2 a cross-section through a slice of the warm conveyor belt is shown, intersecting

the warm front (at the same location as the cross-sections elsewhere in this thesis and in the

composites of Catto et al. 2010). The most intense total latent heating in ERAI is focussed on the

zone of maximum ascent where the large-scale scheme produces heating rates of up to 0.31Khr−1.

The convective heating does not exceed 0.15Khr−1 at any point. In HiGEM, maximum convective

heating rates exceed 0.6Khr−1 24 hours before maximum intensity. Large-scale heating rates do

not exceed 0.16Khr−1 at any point. Maximum total heating rates (from both schemes) in HiGEM

are over 1/3 higher than ERAI 24 hours prior to maximum intensity in the vertical transect shown

in Figure 5.2.

In both Figure 5.1 and 5.2, the location of the heating in the large-scale scheme is spatially

offset to the heating associated with the convection scheme in HiGEM. The only significant large-

scale heating occurs where ascent has already taken place at the warm front. In ERAI, in contrast,
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Figure 5.1 Composite large-scale and convective (upper and lower panels, K hr−1) heating ten-

dencies for HiGEM and ERAI at 700hPa at 12 hours prior to maximum vorticity. The tendencies

are accumulated during the 3-hour interval prior to the denoted time.
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Figure 5.2 Composite large-scale and convective (upper and lower panels, K hr−1) heating ten-

dencies for HiGEM and ERAI in a transect shown in Figure 5.1. The tendencies are accumulated

during the 3-hour interval prior to the denoted time. Temperatures (K) are overlaid with the key

thresholds for the mixed phase in each model denoted.

a small amount of convective heating occurs prior to the zone of maximum ascent with significant

large-scale heating then occurring as air ascends on isentropic surfaces at the warm front.
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Figure 5.3 Total heating tendencies from the sum of the large-scale and convection schemes in

HiGEM and ERAI (K hr−1). Composites are shown at 700hPa and for a vertical transect, which

is labelled on the horizontal composites. Temperatures (K) are overlaid on the vertical transects

with the key thresholds for the mixed phase in each model denoted.
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Figure 5.4 Column integrated heating tendencies from both the large-scale and convection

schemes in HiGEM and ERAI (top and bottom, K hr−1) at 12 hours prior to maximum vorticity.

Composites are shown for heating integrated between 950-300hPa, 950-700hPa and 650-300hPa

(left to right). Plot radii are 20◦.

The differences in heating are not simply functions of partitioning, as can be seen in Figure

5.3, where the total heating from the two terms is shown. In HiGEM, the total heating reaches

maxima of 0.6Khr−1 in all timesteps from -48 to -12 hours, with peak rates of 0.65Khr−1 coin-

ciding with the time of peak precipitation seen in Chapter 3. In ERAI, the maximum does not

exceed 0.41Khr−1. The vertical profile of the heating also differs, with deeper heating profiles in

HiGEM, which are associated with the convection scheme. The effect of the convective heating

can be seen in Figure 5.4 where the integrated column heating is shown, for the whole column

up to 300hPa and for levels above and below 700hPa (as Figures 4.18 and 4.19). This shows

that much of the difference in the column integrated heating can be associated with heating above

700hPa, which can be traced to the convection scheme in HiGEM.
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5.3 HEATING TENDENCIES: SOURCES OF DIFFERENCE

There are clear contrasts between the heating profiles and the paramaterisation scheme that pro-

vides the majority of the latent heating in composite WCBs in HiGEM and ERAI. In order to

improve the performance of a model, it is necessary to evaluate sensitivity of the model climate

to the formulation of the particular physical processes that are believed to be responsible for any

biases. Such experimentation is beyond the scope of this study, though is discussed in Chapter 7

as a possible avenue of future work. Here, the possible sources of difference in heating profiles

between HiGEM and ERAI are discussed with a view to identifying the most likely sources of

the observed divergence in heating profiles and cloud structure in the two datasets.

One possibility is that the differences in the heating profiles are primarily a function of par-

titioning between the convection and large-scale schemes. If the order the schemes are called

during the physics routine in the two models differs, then this might be one reason for the signif-

icant contrasts in the source of heating/precipitation. In HiGEM, the full large-scale scheme is

called prior to the convection scheme. In ERAI, an initial call is made to the large-scale to cal-

culate cloud fraction, before the full convection scheme is called, followed by the full call to the

large-scale scheme. In this context, the dearth of latent heating in HiGEM’s large-scale scheme is

particularly notable when compared to ERAI, where the convection scheme acts on each gridbox

prior to any modification by the large-scale scheme. If differences in the parameterisation scheme

providing the majority of the heating (and precipitation) were simply a function of partitioning,

this would result in greater heating being produced by the large-scale scheme in HiGEM and

convection scheme in ERAI. Here, the reverse is seen.

If the convection scheme in HiGEM is triggered more frequently than the scheme in ERAI,

this is another possible reason for the observed difference in behaviour. In the case studies it

could, however, be seen that more gridboxes were typically diagnosed as have convective activity

in ERAI. This can be seen in Figure 5.5 for all storms in the composites. Figure 5.5 indicates

where the convection scheme is active in a gridbox (as a fraction of all storms in the composite).

Counter-intuitively, the convection scheme is active more frequently in ERAI than HiGEM. Given

the partitioning of heating in ERAI/HiGEM, it might be expected that the convection scheme in

HiGEM would be active more frequently. This suggests that the differences in heating profiles are
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less likely to be associated with differences in the formulation of the triggering of the convection

schemes (since ERAI is triggering more frequently, but produces less integrated heating) but the

formulation of the physics which describe the plume once the scheme is triggered.

Figure 5.5 Frequency of occurrence of convection in HiGEM and ERAI (%) at 12 hours prior to

maximum vorticity.

One other possibility for the differential heating profiles associated with the convection

schemes is the CAPE closure timescale in each model. In ERAI, this timescale is fixed at 60

minutes. In HiGEM, it is able to vary between 60 and 5 minutes, based on the gridbox rela-

tive humidity at cloud base. The timescale is linearly reduced between 60% (60min) and 100%

(5min). In HiGEM, where the convection scheme is called in a region of high relative humidity

(which is typical of the WCB, as seen in the cross-sections discussed in Chapter 3 such as Figure

3.10), the energy dissipated by the model at a given timestep may well be greater.

The differences may also be associated with the specific formulation of the microphysics in

each model, in particular the mixed phase given the temperature ranges observed in the compos-

ites. This study is particularly interested in evaluating HiGEM, though biases are also found in

ERAI. In HiGEM, the convection scheme provides significantly more heating than the large-scale

scheme. The large-scale scheme has a mixed phase between 233.16K≤ T≤ 273.16K with trans-
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fers between hydrometeor species, and associated latent heating/cooling, dealt with explicitly (see

Figure 2.2 and Wilson and Ballard 1999). In ERAI, both the large-scale and convection schemes

have a simplified temperature dependent treatment of the mixed phase between 250.16K ≤ T ≤

273.16K. Between these thresholds cloud liquid/rain is steadily converted to cloud ice/snow. In

contrast, the HiGEM convection scheme exists between 263.16K ≤ T ≤ 273.16K and exhibits

two step functions in the treatment of water. In the mixed phase, all condensate is treated as

liquid, but all precipitation is snow. As such, for any precipitation formation in the mixed phase,

a phase change would occur, leading to latent heating. This would not be the case above/below

273.16K/263.16K. In addition, all condensate is frozen at 263.16K, providing a step function

in the treatment of any condensate ascending in the updraught. This threshold does not have a

physical basis. Within the updraught some condensate, lmin, is conserved up to a value of 10−3

kg kg−1 or the local saturation specific humidity if this is less (lmin is intended to represent the

effects of aerosols in warm phase clouds). As parcels ascend and cool, the saturation specific hu-

midity decreases. To the extent existing condensate is above lmin, this would lead to latent heating

occurring as it is converted into precipitation and snow forms.

Figure 5.6 Tendencies of temperature and specific humidity from the convection scheme in

HiGEM. Left: Temperature tendencies (K hr−1, colours) and specific humidity (kg kg−1

hr−1*105, with contours labelled), on a cross-section through the WCB as in previous plots. In the

centre and right hand plots, data is interpolated onto temperature (K) levels for (centre) ∂Tconv/∂t

and (right) ∂qconv/∂t . The key thresholds of 273.16K and 263.16K in the convection scheme are

marked. Composites are shown at 12-hours prior to maximum dynamical intensity. The temper-

atures sampled may be below the 925hPa lower bound of the conventional WCB cross-sections.

In the composites there is high variability in the temperature profiles (standard deviations are
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∼10K throughout the vertical cross-sections), making an examination of the possible impact of

these processes difficult when considering data on pressure levels. Convective heating tendencies

are shown in the left hand panel of Figure 5.6 for a single, representative timestep. Figure 5.6

also includes cross-sections where ∂Tconv/∂t and ∂qconv/∂t have been interpolated onto the tempera-

ture field. This assists in highlighting behaviour around the mixed phase thresholds of 273.16K

and 263.16K. At 273K, the latent heat of fusion at standard pressure is 0.33x106 J kg−1 and of

condensation is 2.5x106 J kg−1 (see Ambaum, 2010). As such, for a given mass of water, conden-

sation/evaporation provides stronger heating/cooling than freezing/melting. Where falling snow

crosses the freezing point and melts, latent cooling would occur, though if vapour is also con-

densing in that environment, the net latent heating term may still be positive. For a hypothetical

mass of vapour of 1x10−6 kg, Lcond=2.5J and Lcond+ L f rz=2.83J. If the majority of latent heating

in these cross-sections was based on the condensation (and freezing) of vapour into rain/snow, the

contours of the heating tendency might be expected to scale based on this relationship (i.e. slightly

more heating above 273.16K). The gradients of the ∂Tconv/∂t and ∂qconv/∂t across the freezing level

do not scale based on such a relationship. This suggests the treatment of existing condensate may

contribute significantly to the latent heating at/above 273.16K.

∂qconv/∂t in Figure 5.6 peaks at -2x10−5 kg kg−1 hr−1. lmin, may exist up to a value of 10−3 kg

kg−1. Given their relative magnitudes, adjustments to lmin may have significantly greater influence

on ∂Tconv/∂t than condensation (and freezing) of vapour. In order to investigate whether the specific

formulation of the HiGEM convection scheme - particularly the mixed phase - plays a significant

role in the observed behaviour of the model, sensitivity experiments would need to be performed

and are discussed in Chapter 7.

5.4 DIABATIC PROCESSES: DISCUSSION

In HiGEM significantly more latent heating from the two cloud schemes occurs in the WCB

between 900 and 300hPa than in ERAI, with maximum heating rates up to 1/3 higher in HiGEM in

cross-sections through the WCB. It has been suggested here that the behaviour of the convection

scheme in HiGEM could be related to the representation of processes in the mixed phase. In

ERAI, the convection scheme is called more frequently than in HiGEM, but the heating profiles
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associated with convective activity in ERAI are of lower magnitude and do not extend to high

altitude. This is not to suggest that the performance of ERAI is more robust - in previous sections

it has been shown that too much low level qcl exists in ERAI, which is a known problem (Forbes,

pers. comm.) and is related to the simplified diagnostic treatment of the mixed phase in the

model. Both of the models therefore exhibit biases in latent heating with the WCB. To confirm

whether the behaviour of the models is controlled by the specific formulation of the schemes in

the manner suggested here, or another difference between the schemes, such as the diagnosis of

shallow/mid/deep convection or the CAPE closure timescale, sensitivity experiments would need

to be performed. These are discussed in Chapter 7.

In the recent case study of Martı́nez-Alvarado and Plant (2013), using a formulation of the

UM at ∼12km resolution with the same version of the convection scheme as in this study, large-

scale heating was found to be the dominant term in the WCB around the warm front, associated

with forced ascent, but that further down the WCB the convection scheme played a more signif-

icant role, dominating the diabatic heating around 500hPa in the region of interest within their

experiment. They went on to perform an experiment using reduced convection by greatly increas-

ing the CAPE closure timescale. This had the effect of reducing convection along the cold front

but also lead to enhanced ascent at a point equivalent to the region of maximum ascent in this

work. Parallels can be drawn to the juxtaposition of processes in HiGEM and ERAI in this work.

It is well known that latent heating can play a significant role in the evolution of ETCs (e.g.,

Manabe, 1956; Sanders and Gyakum, 1980; Davis et al., 1993; Zhu and Newell, 1994; Stoelinga,

1996; Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000) though this can vary significantly on a case-to-case basis (e.g.,

Kuo and Low-Nam, 1990; Hoskins and Berrisford, 1988; Smith, 2000; Wernli et al., 2002; Plant

et al., 2003; Posselt and Martin, 2004; Dacre and Gray, 2009; Fink et al., 2012). As such, the poor

representation of latent heating can have a significant influence on the evolution of ETCs. Booth

et al. (2013a), investigating fields around composite warm fronts around ETCs in a GISS GCM,

found that convection occurred too frequently prior to the warm front. This excessive convective

activity was linked to weaker vertical velocities at the warm front as convective updraughts took

the place of resolved upward motion. They suggest that parameterisation choices which were

made based on a desire to improve model performance in the subtropics may not work well in

extratropical frontal regions. Their results, using a different approach and model, are comparable
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to the results of this study and emphasise that the specific formulation of parameterisations may

have significant effects on the ability of a model to adequately represent diabatic processes around

ETCs.

The location and magnitude of latent heating is important for its role in generating of poten-

tial vorticity anomalies (e.g., Hoskins et al., 1985; Hertenstein and Schubert, 1991; Pomroy and

Thorpe, 2000; Smith, 2000; Rogers and Fritsch, 2001; Beare et al., 2003; Methven, 2013). The

sensitivity of cyclones to latent heating can also vary depending on the environment in which they

form (Dacre and Gray, 2013). The generation of such anomalies can impact the flow within the

WCB and have wider effects on the evolution of cyclones. Given the significant differences in

both the location and magnitude of latent heating in HiGEM and ERAI, the evolution of potential

vorticity in the composite ETCs will now be evaluated. This will allow some insight into whether

the identified differences in latent heating may have a substantive impact on ETC evolution in the

two datasets.

5.5 PV EVOLUTION AND MODIFICATION

The relationship between latent heating and potential vorticity (PV) has already been outlined in

Chapter 1. Latent heat release generates PV anomalies below (positive/cyclonic) and above (neg-

ative/anticyclonic) the location of heating. It has been seen in this Chapter that both the location

and magnitude of the latent heating in composite ETCs differs between HiGEM and ERAI. Other

work has shown that suppressing latent heating in ETCs can produce weaker cyclones than ‘full

physics’ control simulations (e.g., Kuo et al., 1991, 1995; Wernli et al., 2002) as enhancement of

the low level positive PV anomaly associated with latent heating is removed. At upper levels, PV

modification through latent heating has been shown to help maintain tilt, prolonging the evolution

of ETCs (Stoelinga, 1996; Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000) and can also enhance downstream ridging

(Davis et al., 1993). Willison et al. (2013) found reducing latent heating in ETCs reduced the

intensity of the Atlantic stormtrack in a series of idealised experiments. These results all support

a hypothesis that the differences in latent heating observed between ERAI and HiGEM may have

effects on flow both within the WCB and also on the environment downstream of ETCs.

In this study, ETCs are evaluated in a semi-Lagrangian framework. Though the features are
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analysed relative to the position of the storm at each timestep, the tendencies are accumulated

over a 3-hourly period at each point. As mass and PV are advected during each of these periods,

tendencies of PV (like temperature, as discussed above) are strongly related to the propagation of

the storm. It is not possible to evaluate the role of surface friction in modifying the evolution of

the composite structures and how this might vary between the two models as it is not possible to

isolate its effects in each model. It is beyond the scope of this study to quantitatively decompose

the source of PV or tendencies of PV directly as has been the approach in many mesoscale mod-

elling studies (e.g., Joos and Wernli, 2011; Chagnon et al., 2012), though strong inferences can

be made as to the role of latent heating with respect to PV modification in the two models in spite

of these caveats.

In Figures 5.7 and 5.8, cross-sections of PV through composite ETCs in ERAI and HiGEM

are shown. Dealing first with Figure 5.7, the heating contours in HiGEM can be related to the low

level PV anomaly that builds throughout the lifecycle of the composite. This can be constrasted

with the magnitude of the anomaly in ERAI. Though it is not possible to attribute causality within

the framework of this study, a strengthened low level PV anomaly has been shown to induce

stronger low level flow within WCBs (Plant et al., 2003). The effect of such enhancement provides

a positive feedback to the latent heating. The gradient of the θ contours in ERAI are slightly

steeper than in HiGEM, such that the PV modification associated with equivalent rates of heating

would have greater effect. The relative magnitude of the heating, however, means the low level

PV modification in HiGEM is far greater (up to ∼0.5PVU at maximum).

Above the heating maxima, the evolution of the leading edge of the tropopause fold can also

be contrasted in Figure 5.7. In HiGEM, persistent diabatic heating can be associated with lower

PV above and to the front (at 8◦) of the WCB heating maxima. This has clear implications for the

interaction of ETCs in HiGEM with the upper-level trough and the jet. In ERAI, the tropopause

fold has a smoother structure as the negative PV anomaly above the heating maxima is of lower

magnitude.

In both Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the decay of the ETC is closely related to the reduction in latent

heating - the defined tilt present during the development phase is lost as the storms reach max-

imum dynamical intensity. Latent heating and the PV anomalies associated with it can clearly

be related to the coupling between the surface and upper-level trough, with the effect that the
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the composites quickly become barotropic and decay simultaneous with the reduction of heat-

ing. Sensivity to latent heating has been found in other studies of ETCs (e.g., Reed et al., 1993;

Stoelinga, 1996; Martı́nez-Alvarado and Plant, 2013). Latent heating may therefore play a role

in driving the evolution of the storms, rather than being a consequence of a baroclinically forced

cycle. Decay occurs rapidly after the time of maximum intensity (not shown).

In Figure 5.8, contrasting values of low level PV can again be seen. The θe surfaces in

HiGEM are modified during the evolution of the composite (note the 300K surface) as latent

heating from convective activity above 300hPa throughout the warm sector acts to alter the flow

in the composites (see Figure 5.4). The isentropic level which airmasses reach within the WCB

is important since PV anomalies are generated by the heating associated with this ascent and can

lead to modification of the tropopause (e.g., Grams et al., 2011; Joos and Wernli, 2011; Martı́nez-

Alvarado et al., 2013; Methven, 2013; Martı́nez-Alvarado and Plant, 2013). In ERAI, subtle PV

modification can be seen in the WCB outflow region associated with heating occurring in a region

of steep θ gradients. As the storms decay, the signature of the trough overrunning the low level

maxima can be seen as higher value PV surfaces reach lower levels at the storm centre.

In Figures 5.9 and 5.10 the implications for the PV modification associated with the differen-

tial latent heating in the two storms can be considered. In Figure 5.9 PV is shown at the 450hPa

level which provides verification of the effects seen in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. In HiGEM, lower

PV air can be seen in the WCB outflow region suggesting the PV modification by latent heating

within the WCB has downstream effects. The gradient across the tropopause is steeper and this

lower PV intrusion is seen to extend significantly into the north east quadrant of the composite.

This can be contrasted with ERAI, where the less intense latent heating in the WCB has less dra-

matic effects on the PV structure. In Figure 5.10 PV is plotted on the θ=315K surface and the

2PVU level can be treated as the tropopause. In θ terms, the tropopause slopes downwards as one

moves north, such that high PV stratospheric air can be seen at this surface in the north of the

composite and lower PV tropospheric air in the south.
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Figure 5.7 PV (PVU, 1PVU = 10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1, colours) in HiGEM and ERAI in a cross-

section denoted as C-D in the top panels of Figure 5.9. Total latent heating tendency (convection

plus large-scale) is shown as closed contours at 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 (K hr−1). θ is shown with wide

dashed lines and θe is shown with narrowly dashed lines with contours as labelled (K). Time

denoted as hours relative to maximum dynamical intensity.
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Figure 5.8 PV in HiGEM and ERAI in a cross-section denoted as A-B in the top panels of Figure

5.9. Details as in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.9 PV (PVU, 1PVU = 10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1) on the 450hPa pressure level in HiGEM and

ERAI. Time denoted as hours relative to maximum dynamical intensity. The regions within the

enclosed contours on the -12 hours ERAI plot denote regions where the differences between the

datasets are not significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Figure 5.10 PV (PVU, 1PVU = 10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1) on the 315K θ surface in HiGEM and

ERAI. The 2PVU contour, denoting the tropopause, is marked as a black line. The region within

the dotted lines on the -12 hours ERAI plot and denoted ’<95%’ indicates where the differences

between the two datasets are not significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Tracing the structure of these features through the composites, they are similar at 48-hours

prior to maximum intensity. Even at this time (and before) a slight ridging feature can be seen

in HiGEM associated with the anticyclonic WCB outflow. As the composites evolve, this feature

becomes more pronounced in HiGEM with a clear wave structure emerging at the leading edge

of the cyclone. This can be contrasted with ERAI, where the feature is less pronounced. Relating

this to processes in the WCB, in Figure 5.7 the tropopause fold structures can be contrasted with

the clear implication that the PV modification from latent heating plays a role in the divergent

evolution of the PV on 315K. The difference in the level of the θ surfaces that can be seen in

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 does not alter the materiality of this result - plotting PV on several lower θ

surfaces shows comparable differences in structure between HiGEM and ERAI.

5.6 PV: DISCUSSION

These results relate the differences in latent heating within the WCB to the structure and evolution

of the PV field both within the WCB and downstream of the location of maximum latent heat-

ing. PV modification in the WCB in HiGEM can be related to upper level PV anomalies which

influence the evolution of the high pressure ridge in the region the ETC is propagating towards.

A clear wave structure evolves on the tropopause which is significantly less pronounced in ERAI.

This has implications for the interaction of ETCs in HiGEM with their environment. Ongoing

work suggests the flow of the jet around ETCs in HiGEM and ERAI differs, with the jet recurving

further north in the HiGEM composites, which may be related to the tropopause wave induced by

latent heating in the WCB.

ETCs are capable of inducing Rossby wave-breaking (Gómara et al., 2013) which can in turn

have more wide reaching effects, such as steering the North Atlantic Oscillation phase which

alters the position of the storm track (e.g., Feldstein, 2003; Benedict et al., 2004; Strong and

Magnusdottir, 2008b,a). Climate models typically underestimate blocking frequency (Matsueda

et al., 2009). ETCs exert a momentum forcing which can act to reinforce blocking patterns (e.g.,

Shutts, 1983; Nakamura and Wallace, 1993). The representation of ETCs has been linked to

blocking in a recent modelling study, with better blocking related to an improvement in transient

eddy climatology (Berckmans et al., 2013). Other work has found that positive latent heating
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anomalies in the WCB can enhance downstream ridging (e.g., Davis et al., 1993) and can also

influence the activity of the whole storm track (e.g., Willison et al., 2013).

These findings are therefore significant, for both HiGEM and ERAI, since the structure of

the cloud fields in the WCB is found to be deficient in both models and the latent heating has

been directly related to these fields in this work. In ERAI, the data here is taken from short

forecasts. As such, though ERAI has been shown to have significant biases in the structure of

features within the WCB (as the ISCCP and CloudSat evaluation shows), it is not clear whether

these biases might have such pronounced effects at the level of the tropopause and above, since

they would need to propagate to the tropopause and modify the flow at this level within 24-hours

of forecast initialisation. The quality of the data assimilation model (with simplified but similar

physics to the full model) and availability of observations would influence the fidelity of the initial

conditions and evaluating the way these features may ’spin-up’ at longer forecast lead times would

be an interesting avenue of future work.

5.7 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has considered how the representation of cloud features evaluated in Chapters 3 and 4

are connected to latent heating in HiGEM and ERAI. Significant differences were found between

HiGEM and ERAI. The total latent heating in composite WCBs in HiGEM is greater than ERAI,

is located away from the zone of maximum ascent and is largely produced by the convection

scheme. In ERAI, the latent heating is largely produced by the large-scale scheme. Through

evaluating in detail the formulation of the relevant parameterisation schemes, then connecting

this to the latent heating, the model cloud fields, the remote sensing data and the precipitation

fields, the mechanisms through which WCBs evolve in the two datasets was decomposed.

The chapter moved on to consider the PV modification associated with latent heating. The

significant differences in the magnitude of latent heating (and also differences in the location)

were shown to be related to the evolution of the WCB in each model but, importantly, that this

could be connected to the evolution of features downstream of the WCB and, in particular, the

structure of the tropopause. Both models are considered to have deficiencies in representing cloud

fields and the processes associated with them, including latent heating. As such, it is not suggested
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that the evolution of ETCs in HiGEM is biased relative to ERAI, but that both models have clear

deficiencies in their ability to simulate cloud processes in the WCB. The impact on the tropopause

structure in HiGEM can be related to the WCB biases. The extent to which the evolution of the

tropopause in ERAI is determined, at the forecast lead times being considered, by the model or

the initial conditions, is less clear.

The key issues dealt with here can be summarised by revisiting the two questions posed at the

start of the chapter.

• Does the horizontal and vertical structure of diabatic heating in the WCB in HiGEM and

ERAI differ?

The biases found in the cloud fields are present throughout the lifecycle of the composite

ETCs and can be directly related to latent heating processes associated with phase changes. As

discussed in Chapter 3, the precipitation produced by the two models is largely from different

parameterisation schemes. In HiGEM, the convection scheme is responsible for the majority of

precipitation in ETCs. In ERAI, it is the large-scale scheme. This result translates into the same

pattern in the heating tendencies in the two models.

In HiGEM, the total heating from the two schemes is greater in the WCB. Precipitation is

largely produced by the convection scheme, which is the source of the majority of the latent

heating. Aspects of the formulation of the scheme were investigated and the heating maximum

is found to closely correspond to temperatures where the mixed phase (liquid and ice) exists.

In particular, treatment of supercooled liquid is identified as a likely source of significant - and

unphysical - heating within the WCB. This heating is not directly related to the amount of precip-

itation being produced as it appears to be associated with temperature dependent phase changes

which do not have a physical basis. Such behaviour is an artefact of the formulation of the con-

vection scheme. The large-scale scheme in HiGEM provides a relatively small contribution to the

total latent heating in the WCB and much of this can be related to mixed phase processes. The

representation of the mixed phase in the large-scale scheme has a stronger grounding in observa-

tions than the representation of the mixed phase in the convection scheme. To confirm whether

the behaviour of the convection scheme is determined by the mixed phase treatment, as suggested

here, sensitivity experiments would need to be performed.
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In ERAI, the convection scheme does not provide significant latent heating in the WCB, with

the majority associated with large scale processes which occur at the warm front in the zone

of maximum ascent. The parameterisation of the mixed phase is consistent in both schemes,

though heavily simplified relative to the large-scale scheme in HiGEM. The inactivity of the

convection scheme may be related to this. Any instabilities which initialise the convection scheme

would not be magnified relative to the large-scale scheme as a result of the consistent treatment

of phase changes across the two schemes. In addition, the convection scheme detrains liquid to

the large-scale scheme directly, such that any forced ascent in the large-scale scheme and related

condensation/heating could act to further suppress convective activity. Excessive low level cloud

liquid water in the WCB in ERAI is not removed prior to the zone of maximum ascent and, as this

warm cloud is forced upwards, the large-scale scheme produces precipitation and latent heating

at the warm front. Evaluation of the IFS in the case studies conducted here indicate that this bias

may be reduced by increased vertical redistribution of moisture through an improvement in the

formulation of the scheme. The mixed phase in ERAI operates in a narrower band than HiGEM,

so precipitation formation is largely constrained to a narrower temperature band, which may be

related to the lower cloud tops in the outflow region.

• To the extent diabatic heating in WCBs in HiGEM and ERAI differs, does the PV modifi-

cation associated with this impact on the evolution of ETCs and their environment?

Within the framework of this study, it is not possible to quantatively decompose the role of

individual parameterisation schemes and processes to the evolution of the PV field. In spite of this

constraint, it is clear that the differential latent heating within the WCB seen in HiGEM and ERAI

can be related to the PV evolution of the composites. At low levels, the higher rates of heating

in HiGEM are connected to a stronger positive PV anomaly than ERAI, with implications for the

low level flow. Above this heating maxima, a strong negative anomaly is generated in HiGEM.

This is not present in ERAI.

In HiGEM, the latent heating in the WCB can also be related to the evolution of the tropopause

around the ETC composite. The PV modification associated with this heating reduces PV in the

WCB outflow and a ridge forms downstream of the WCB. This can be constrasted with ERAI. In

the absence of a negative PV anomaly evolving at upper levels in the WCB and the outflow, the
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tropopause trough is deeper (and may be related back to the cloud top pressures seen in ISCCP)

and the strong ridge which forms in HiGEM is significantly less pronounced. It should be noted,

with respect to ERAI, in the short forecast framework employed here, that the structure of the

tropopause and the cloud top pressures (in ISCCP) may not be as strongly determined by the cloud

physics as the low level features. Such a hypothesis could be further evaluated by investigating

whether a ’spin-up’ effect is present in these features by looking at a range of forecast lead times.

The potential for upscale effects of these processes in HiGEM is particularly interesting. The

diabatic tendencies in the WCB are largely produced by the convection scheme and certain details

of the scheme’s formulation have been identified as likely causes of intense rates of heating seen

in the composite WCBs in HiGEM. This heating has been connected to the evolution of the PV

in the WCB. The PV modification can then be associated with the evolution of the tropopause

upstream of the storm centre. A pronounced ridge forms as it is filled by anticyclonic outflow

from the WCB. Seeking to connect this to the jet would be of particular value, since this provides

a more direct relationship to the large scale flow.

In reanalysis and forecast models, the ability to identify and attribute biases to model formu-

lation is limited within this analysis framework. Forecasts are initialised from observations. The

model is then integrated over the forecast period. As such, the model cannot fully relax back

towards any climatological biases on the timescale of forecast model runs. Biases in the represen-

tation of the stormtrack are pronounced in many GCMs. When a model is run in climate mode,

there are no observations constraining the evolution of the model climate. Whether the poor rep-

resentation of small scale, heavily parameterised processes within ETCs and WCBs in particular

could contribute to such regional scale biases is an open, yet extremely compelling question. The

results of this research suggest that this influence may be non-negligible.
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CHAPTER 6:

HOW MUCH NORTHERN HEMISPHERE

PRECIPITATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH

EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES?

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Extratropical cyclones play a key role in modulating precipitation in the mid and high-latitudes.

The importance of these systems to the precipitation of the extratropics has long been known (e.g.,

Bjerknes, 1919; Bjerknes and Solberg, 1922). Precipitation in the extratropics is associated with

a variety of phenomena, including extratropical cyclones, convection and orographic uplift. It is

not clear that these phenomena will respond to climate change in the same way (e.g. the response

of extratropical cyclones may be largely associated with changes in the meridional temperature

gradient, whereas convection may be more sensitive to local temperature changes). Decomposing

the contribution of each to the total precipitation climatology therefore provides insight into the

potential impact that any changes in the intensity or spatial and temporal distribution of these pre-

cipitation producing events might have in the future. This is particularly important in light of the

current uncertainty in how extratropical cyclones will respond to a change in the background cli-

mate ((Bengtsson et al., 2006, 2009; Pinto et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Zappa et al., 2013a,b).

How any changes in the frequency, intensity and location of these cyclones will impact on water

supply will be directly related to two things. Firstly, how important these cyclones are to the

regions where their greatest frequency and intensity is currently observed and also the impact of

increased precipitation in any regions they may migrate to in the future.

In addition to providing an important contribution to the total climatological precipitation,

extratropical cyclones are often associated with extreme precipitation and strong winds which
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can have major socio-economic impacts (Ulbrich et al., 2003; Pitt, 2008; Sibley, 2010). In many

regions of the extratropics the majority of extreme precipitation events are associated with the

passage of an ETC (Pfahl and Wernli, 2012) or the passage of fronts associated with an ETC (Catto

and Pfahl, 2013). Quantifying the contribution of the most intensely precipitating cyclones to the

total climatology provides information on both the current temporal distribution of precipitation

in a location and the importance of any possible change in the most intense events under climate

change ((Meehl et al., 2005; Finnis et al., 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2009; Champion et al., 2011).

Previous studies have produced climatologies of both the fronts associated with extratropical

cyclones (e.g., Berry et al., 2011; Simmonds et al., 2011) and frontal precipitation (Catto et al.,

2012). Catto et al. (2012) found that up to 90% of precipitation is associated with fronts in certain

regions. The work in this Chapter (published in part as Hawcroft et al. 2012) complements the

work of Catto et al. (2012) through using a different approach to investigate storm associated

precipitation, in addition to using multiple datasets and a longer study period. This study adopts

a broader approach to characterising extratropical cyclone associated precipitation, which may

not be included in an analysis focused on frontal precipitation. For example, frontal detection

may also not capture occlusions, and the precipitation associated with the occlusion (Schultz and

Vaughan, 2011), or fronts where the potential temperature gradient is weak (Naud et al., 2010).

The importance of the most heavily precipitating events is also considered, thereby providing

further information on storm associated precipitation.

In the context of this thesis, the work in this Chapter directly relates to Chapters 3-5 in two

aspects. Firstly, in more extreme events it was found that the estimates of precipitation around

composite ETCs over the ocean were lower in GPCP than ERAI and HiGEM. This was found

to be a function of both the precipitation rates being lower and a greater number of gridboxes

being assigned as non-precipitating in GPCP compared to ERAI and HiGEM. Many of the most

heavily precipitating ETCs occur over the Atlantic and Pacific. Evaluating whether the contribu-

tion of ETCs to the total precipitation differs between GPCP and ERAI and the extent to which

any differences in this contribution influences the total precipitation makes it possible to establish

whether any biases (in either dataset) associated with precipitation estimated in intensely precip-

itating ETCs impacts on their climatologies. If these climatologies are closely comparable, then

high confidence may be taken in these fields as benchmarks for model evaluation.
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The second aspect of this work that relates to the compositing analysis is that to the extent

the two datasets - ERAI and GPCP - provide corresponding estimates of both the total and storm

associated precipitation, a strong evaluation tool is then available to investigate the storm associ-

ated and total precipitation climatology of HiGEM, and indeed any other GCM. Differences have

been observed in the precipitation around composite ETCs between HiGEM and GPCP in more

intense storms and the structure of ETCs has been shown to differ between HiGEM and ERAI

in Chapters 3-5. Other studies have shown that a poor representation of latent heating in ETCs

may impact on the stormtrack (e.g Willison et al., 2013). If biases are found in the climatological

precipitation associated with ETCs in HiGEM, this would provide stimulus to warrant further in-

vestigation of whether the poor representation of certain processes associated with precipitation

in ETCs might have a wider impact on the precipitation climatology of HiGEM.

In this chapter the following questions will be addressed:

• What is the contribution of ETCs to the total precipitation climatology in the Northern

Hemisphere?

• How closely do the estimates of storm associated precipitation from ERAI and GPCP com-

pare?

• Does HiGEM adequately represent the contribution of ETCs to the total precipitation cli-

matology in the Northern Hemisphere?

• What is the contribution of the most intensely precipitating cyclones to the storm associated

precipitation climatology and is this well represented by HiGEM?

The first two questions are closely related and seek to investigate the contributions of ETCs

to the climatology. Given the differences seen in composite ETCs between ERAI and GPCP, in-

vestigating whether any differences in the total or storm associated precipitation climatologies are

observed assists in quantifying uncertainty in these metrics. To the extent the two datasets provide

comparable estimates, they can then be used to evaluate the ability of HiGEM to reproduce the

climatological contribution of ETCs to the total precipitation climatology, thereby answering the

third question. The final question seeks to probe the statistical distribution of these events in terms

of their intensity. In the context of ERAI and GPCP, the differences observed in composites of
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heavily precipitating ETCs suggests these distributions may not be closely comparable. Further,

if HiGEM is not able to adequately capture this distribution - within the bounds of any obser-

vational uncertainty associated with differences in ERAI and GPCP - then confidence in future

projections of the change in ETC associated precipitation and extreme precipitation events in the

extratropics more generally which might be derived from HiGEM is reduced.

6.2 DATA AND METHOD

This study uses precipitation estimates from the GPCP merged rain gauge and satellite dataset

and the ERAI reanalysis dataset. There remains uncertainty in the precipitation estimates derived

from satellite observations (Kummerow et al., 2006; Field and Wood, 2007; Stephens et al., 2010)

and from reanalysis (Hou et al., 2001). Neither the GPCP or ERAI datasets provide estimates of

uncertainty for precipitation, thus the use of both datasets allows us to explore the uncertainty

in our estimates of how much precipitation is associated with extratropical cyclones. As already

discussed in Chapter 3 and Section 6.1, some of the differences seen between the most intensely

precipitating composite ETCs may be a function of underestimates in GPCP rather than biases in

ERAI and HiGEM.

The GPCP, ERAI and HiGEM datasets are described more fully in Chapter 2. A summary is

provided here and the method for associated precipitation with extratropical cyclones is described

in Section 6.2.4. For all datasets, the longest period available has been used for these climatologies

given the processing and data storage limitations associated with the compositing analysis in

Chapters 3-5 do not apply here.

6.2.1 GPCP

The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) daily precipitation dataset (Huffman et al.,

2001; Adler et al., 2003) is a 1◦x1◦ gridded dataset that combines satellite estimates and rain

gauge data to produce daily accumulations centred on 12:00UTC. The GPCP data used in this

Chapter is the longest period available, from December 1996 to August 2009. The estimates are

adjusted where gauge data is available.
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6.2.2 ERAI

The ERAI reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2007) uses a 4D-Var data assimilation sys-

tem to incorporate observations over a 12-hour period, with forecasts commencing at 00:00UTC

and 12:00UTC and has spectral resolution T255 (approximately equivalent to 0.7◦). Precipitation

is not an analysed field and is therefore taken from short-range forecast accumulations. During

the first several hours of the forecast simulation, the precipitation field is affected by spin-up

(see Kållberg, 2011, and Chapter 3 of this thesis). The forecast periods utilised in this study are

accumulations from 12 to 24-hours from forecasts starting at 12:00UTC the previous day and

00:00UTC on the day of interest. They are combined as shown in Figure 3.16 to provide daily

precipitation estimates. The ERAI data used in this study is from March 1979 to February 2011.

The analysis has been repeated on the 1996-2009 period of GPCP to assess uncertainty which

may arise from decadal variability and the results were not materially different.

6.2.3 HIGEM

The precipitation from HiGEM is accumulated, as in Chapter 3, during a 24-hour period centred

on 12:00UTC. Data is available for 80 consecutive years in a control run forced with late 20th-

century radiative forcings. Data from the first 20 years of the integration is thought to be affected

by spin-up effects since this is the period it takes for the net top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation

flux to stabilise (Shaffrey et al., 2009). Analysis of decadal variability within the 80 year period

indicates that decadal variability is low - including during the first 20 years - and the whole 80

year period is used in this work. Decadal variability is further discussed in Section 6.3.1.2 where

individual decades from this 80 year climatology are evaluated.

6.2.4 METHOD

Using the objective feature tracking technique (e.g., Hodges, 1994, 1995, 1999) outlined in Chap-

ters 2 and 3, Northern Hemisphere ETCs are identified as features exceeding 1x10−5s−1 truncated

to T42 in the ERAI and HiGEM 850hPa relative vorticity field. Cyclones with a lifetime of at least

2 days and which travel at least 1000km are retained as extratropical cyclones and included in the
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analysis. The sensitivity of the results to these thresholds has been assessed through investigating

the impact of a relaxation of either the time or distance criteria. The results are not materially

sensitive to changing these thresholds. The feature tracking identifies on average 375/284 storms

per DJF/JJA season in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics (30-90N) in ERAI and 372/252 per

DJF/JJA season in HiGEM.

In order to calculate the storm associated precipitation climatology (i.e. all precipitation as-

sociated with the passage of an ETC), the position of all ETCs at 12UTC are identified and the

precipitation within a radial cap of the ETC centre is extracted. The daily storm associated precip-

itation estimates are averaged over the period of analysis to create storm associated precipitation

climatologies. The sensitivity of the results to the size of this cap has been assessed and for

DJF/JJA a cap of 12/10◦ is selected given the observed variation in typical storm precipitation

footprints (further discussed in Section 6.2.4.1).

To assess the contribution of the most extreme storms to the storm associated precipitation cli-

matology, ETCs were filtered by their maximum precipitation intensity (based on 5◦ areal average

precipitation around the ETC centre, which is the location of the peak precipitation, as discussed

in Chapter 3). The same methodology was then used to create climatologies with the precipita-

tion associated with, for example, the most intensely precipitating 10% of storms. Sensitivity to

subsetting the storms using a larger cap to assess intensity (e.g. a 10 or 15◦ areal average) was

tested and did not materially influence the results, as was also found in Chapter 3 for the compos-

ite analysis. All four seasons were analysed. The JJA and DJF seasons are presented here. The

results of the MAM and SON seasons reside between JJA and DJF for the metrics discussed.

6.2.4.1 STORM PRECIPITATION FOOTPRINTS AND SAMPLING CAP

The sensitivity of these results to the size of the ETC precipitation footprints was investigated in

detail before an appropriate cap size was selected for each season. One difficulty with selecting a

suitable radius for the cap around the ETC centres is that the typical size of an ETC precipitation

footprint varies with both the location and intensity of the ETC and also the stage in the ETC

lifecycle. For example, typically, intense ETCs in the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks, which

provide a significant contribution to the total storm associated precipitation in those regions, may
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often have longer trailing fronts and larger precipitation footprints than may be observed else-

where.

Composites of precipitation taken from all ETCs in this Chapter are shown in Figure 6.1.

The ETCs are sampled at the time of maximum precipitation intensity, based on the average

precipitation in a 5◦ cap around the ETC centre. The precipitation is from a 24-hour accumulation

so the familiar ’comma’ footprint seen in composites from shorter accumulations (e.g., Bengtsson

et al., 2007, and as discussed in Chapter 3) is smeared in these composites. The composites

provide a highly smoothed field, with several thousand individual ETC footprints averaged in

each composite. The precipitation footprints of the individual ETCs are highly heterogeneous

and the composites represent the average extent of the ETCs’ influence (see Dacre et al., 2012).

It is notable from this analysis that the average precipitation associated with a JJA ETC at

maximum intensity is greater than DJF, which can be related to warmer temperatures in the NH

during this season with peak DJF values of 9.85/10.1/8.24 mm day−1 for HiGEM/ERAI/GPCP. In

JJA, the peak values are 14.5/15.2/12.5 mm day−1 for HiGEM/ERAI/GPCP. This can be related to

the results seen in Chapter 3 (notably Figure 3.23) where the precipitation intensities in GPCP for

oceanic storms (in the Atlantic and Pacific) were found to be lower than for HiGEM and ERAI.

In that analysis, the most intense 200 ETCs from a 10 year period were used. Here, a longer

period is analysed using all ETCs in the Northern Hemisphere. In this climatology, the majority

of sampled cyclone points are over the ocean (see Figure 3.21) and, as such, the signal is likely to

be dominated by differences in the more intensely precipitating oceanic ETCs.

The aim of the sampling cap was to capture 95% of precipitation associated with ETCs over

the course of the ETCs’ lifetimes. In Figure 6.1 the background precipitation can be observed

around the edge of the 20◦ radial cap. The background precipitation is essentially randomly

sampled precipitation in the vicinity of the ETCs, so may comprise precipitation associated with

other ETCs, convective events and other non-storm associated precipitation. The footprint of

the ETCs are clearly visible as an oval shape lying in the centre of the field. The background

precipitation level is higher in the JJA fields, but the footprint attributable to the storms clearly

has greater spatial extent in the DJF composites.

Figure 6.2 demonstrates the regional variation that is embedded within the Northern Hemi-
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Figure 6.1 Composite precipitation (mm day−1) from all extratropical cyclones included in this

study from HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP (left to right) in DJF and JJA (upper and lower). Com-

posites are of the storms at the time of maximum precipitation intensity. Plot radii are 20◦. The

dotted lines situated within the composites show the 12/10◦ radial caps applied to create the storm

associated precipitation climatologies.

sphere composite in Figure 6.1 using the Pacific and Europe as examples (similar analysis of

the Atlantic and USA is not shown, though produces similar conclusions). In the Pacific, the

size and intensity of the precipitation footprint of the storms at maximum precipitation intensity

is greater, particularly in DJF. As seen in Figure 6.1, Chapter 3 and discussed above, in GPCP

the oceanic ETCs have lower precipitation intensities than in ERAI and HiGEM. In Europe a

smaller precipitation footprint is associated with the ETCs and the estimates in GPCP are more

closely comparable to HiGEM and particularly ERAI. Given the differing size of the precipitation

footprints, in Europe, using a radial cap which is based on ETCs in the main stormtrack region

may associate precipitation that is not actively part of the storm system within such a cap, thus

increasing the storm associated precipitation climatology in this region.
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The ETCs are identified in the 850hPa relative vorticity field and their inclusion in this anal-

ysis is therefore not premised on the production of precipitation. Some of the continental storms

have very little precipitation associated with them, which dampens the observed maxima in the

European composites (discussed further below). When one considers Figures 6.1 and 6.2 in the

context of Figure 3.21 and also Figure 6.7, below, it is clear that the most dense populations of

ETCs primarily occur in the two main stormtrack regions - particularly the Pacific. As such, us-

ing a radial cap size that captures the precipitation associated with these larger and more heavily

precipitating ETCs is important.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 only show precipitation extracted at the time of maximum intensity and

this study seeks to use precipitation during the entire lifecycle of ETCs. For a single sampling

cap size to be appropriate, the areal footprint of storm associated precipitation should remain

broadly consistent throughout the lifecycle - if this changes significantly, it would indicate that

a cap of variable size would be more appropriate. Figure 6.3 shows the average precipitation

as distance increases from the storm centre throughout the lifecycle of the ETCs in this study.

It can be seen that in JJA, the areal extent of the more intense storm associated precipitation

remains closely comparable throughout the lifecycle of the composites, even though the intensity

of the precipitation maxima varies. Based on this analysis, a 10◦ cap is selected to capture storm

associated precipitation in JJA.

For DJF, the spatial extent of the precipitation footprint evolves less homegeneously. Pre-

cipitation is largely produced in timesteps close to the time of peak precipitation. At maximum

intensity, the footprint of the storm associated precipitation is clearly of greater areal extent than

in JJA. At timesteps 3 or 4 days distant from maximum intensity, significantly less precipitation

is being produced and is more closely comparable to the ’background’ precipitation levels which

are observed towards the outer edge of the composite. As such, given the primary contribution

to total precipitation is from timesteps closer to maximum intensity - and that this distribution is

skewed towards the maxima when compared to JJA - a larger radius of 12◦ is selected.

The size of the cap has been selected to best represent the storm associated precipitation in

different seasons. A more nuanced method might be to vary the cap individually for each storm

and each timestep, based on an arbitrary background precipitation threshold or a cap size selected

for each timestep during processing based on an estimate of the background precipitation rate
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Figure 6.2 As in Figure 6.1, but for storms which reach their 5◦ areally averaged precipitation

maxima in the Pacific and Europe (upper and lower). The Pacific is defined as 140-240E,30-60N

and Europe as 350-30E,30-60N for these purposes.
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Figure 6.3 Radially averaged precipitation from the composites in Figure 6.1 and at daily

timesteps before/after maximum intensity, as labelled, for HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP for both

JJA and DJF. All plots are mm day−1. Precipitation is averaged within each 0.5◦ radial band

without areal weighting (the area of the outer radii is significantly greater).
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from sampling the region around the storm at that timestep. Neither method would be capable of

sampling all storm associated precipitation exactly due to the spatially inhomogenous nature of

both the storm associated precipitation and the non-storm associated precipitation on each day.

The approach used in this study uses a readily reproducable technique which produces a robust

first estimate of Northern Hemisphere storm associated precipitation.

6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 CLIMATOLOGY

In Figure 6.4 the total precipitation climatology of the Northern Hemisphere is shown. In both

seasons there is good agreement between ERAI and GPCP of the spatial distribution of total

precipitation. The seasonal cycle is clearly visible, with the greatest precipitation in the storm

tracks in DJF. Across the seasons, the location of the most intense precipitation does not vary

greatly, though the magnitude does. The precipitation within the primary Atlantic and Pacific

storm tracks reaches 7mm day−1 in DJF and 6mm day−1 in JJA in both datasets. In HiGEM, the

seasonal cycle in the storm tracks regions is greater than in ERAI and GPCP, with more intense

precipitation in the winter (peaking at 10mm day−1 in the Pacific). In JJA, the spatial extent of

precipitation intensities above 5mm day−1 is far less extensive than in ERAI and GPCP. In the

Atlantic, the total precipitation barely exceeds 3mm day−1 at maxima, compared to values in

excess of 6 mm day−1 in ERAI and GPCP.

In Figure 6.5 the storm associated precipitation climatologies are shown. The greatest precip-

itation is in the oceanic storm track regions, with storm associated precipitation contributing up to

5mm day−1 in DJF in both the Atlantic and Pacific and up to 4mm day−1 in the Pacific and over

3mm day−1 in the Atlantic in JJA in ERAI and GPCP. The spatial distribution of the storm asso-

ciated precipitation is closely comparable in the Atlantic across both seasons in ERAI and GPCP.

In contrast, in the Pacific, the storm track is zonal in DJF but has a stronger southwest-northeast

tilt in JJA. Local differences in precipitation rates are observed in, for example, the Alps, but the

climatologies generally compare well. The precipitation which is not associated with storms is

less than 1mm day−1 in most regions (not shown), though in the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks
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Figure 6.4 Climatological precipitation (mm day−1) from HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP for DJF and

JJA.

it can reach over 2mm day−1 in DJF. Considerable precipitation is observed over the Rockies and

Norway in DJF - though this precipitation is associated with the passage of a cyclone, ‘orographic

effects’ (see Houze Jr, 2012) may enhance the magnitude of the precipitation. In JJA, few regions

in the extratropics exceed 1mm day−1 of non-storm associated precipitation.

In contrast to the close agreement seen between ERAI and GPCP, HiGEM produces signif-

icantly more storm associated precipitation in DJF. In the Pacific, the peak precipitation reaches

8mm day−1 compared to 5mm day−1 in ERAI/GPCP. In the Atlantic, peak precipitation in excess

of 6mm day−1 can again be contrasted with the 4mm day−1 maxima in ERAI/GPCP. The spatial

distribution of the storm associated precipitation is, however, robust, with the precipitation peak

in the storm track and the structure of the stormtrack comparing well to ERAI/GPCP. In JJA, the

estimates are more robust. Some underestimate of storm associated precipitation is observed in

the Atlantic. In the Pacific, the storm associated precipitation estimates are slightly lower than

ERAI/GPCP, but follow the same pattern.
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Figure 6.5 Climatological storm associated precipitation (mm day−1) from HiGEM, ERAI and

GPCP for DJF and JJA.

To illustrate the importance of ETCs to the total precipitation in each location, Figure 6.6

shows the percentage of the total precipitation climatology which is contributed by ETCs. In

almost all regions, extratropical cyclones contribute over 50% of total precipitation. In ERAI and

GPCP, this figure exceeds 80/70% in DJF/JJA in the storm track regions, much of North America

and parts of Europe. In some locations, such as around Japan, this contribution can exceed 90% in

DJF. These figures are comparable in MAM and SON (not shown), demonstrating the importance

of extratropical cyclones to total annual precipitation. These storms contribute the majority of

total precipitation in many regions, not just where the storm tracks are centred, demonstrating how

important the precipitation associated with these events is to much of the Northern Hemisphere.

This analysis shows that the differences in the composite precipitation intensities observed in this

Chapter, and in Chapter 3 for more intense ETCs, do not translate to a significant difference

It is notable that the contribution of ETCs to the total precipitation in HiGEM is more closely

comparable to ERAI and GPCP than for both the total and storm associated precipitation. In DJF,

this indicates that though there may be too much precipitation in some locations, particularly in
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the main two stormtracks, the fraction of this precipitation produced by ETCs is robust. Given the

small discrepancies between ERAI and GPCP across the Northern Hemisphere, in many locations,

this contribution can be considered to be within the bounds of observational uncertainty. A similar

pattern can be seen in JJA where, in spite of discrepancies in the absolute precipitation amounts,

the contribution of ETCs in HiGEM compares well with ERAI and GPCP.
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Figure 6.6 Contribution of storm associated precipitation to the total precipitation (%) from

HiGEM, ERAI and GPCP derived from the data in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The masked and stippled

areas are where the total climatological precipitation (Figure 6.4) is less than 1mm day−1.

6.3.1.1 CLIMATOLOGY: SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

The total storm associated precipitation is highly sensitive to the size of the radial cap which is se-

lected, as discussed in Section 6.2.4.1. For example, in DJF in the North Atlantic/Europe the per-

centage contribution to the total precipitation climatology for 10/12/14◦ radial caps is 54/71/81%

and 58/73/83%, respectively, in GPCP. Given the observed regional variation in average storm

precipitation footprint sizes, this generates some uncertainty in the estimates, particularly in those
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regions with the largest/smallest storm sizes due to the possible exclusion of storm associated

precipitation/inclusion of non-storm associated precipitation within the radial cap. The results

could also be affected by how cyclones are identified (Raible et al., 2008; Ulbrich et al., 2009).

A further verification of the method is undertaken to confirm that the contribution of the storm

associated precipitation shown in Figure 6.5 was in fact attributable to precipitation from ETCs

rather than simply a function of sampling. At each timestep, a mask is created with a 12/10◦ ra-

dius in DJF/JJA around the centre of each ETC. Through analysing the fraction of the time during

the study period that each gridpoint is covered by a cap and comparing this to Figure 6.5 it can be

determined whether the fractional contribution of the storm associated precipitation to the total is

likely a function simply of sampling. If the distributions of cap coverage and percentage contri-

bution (Figure 6.5) are closely comparable this would suggest the results were simply a function

of the sampling technique rather than being attributable to storm associated precipitation being

adequately identified. Figure 6.7 shows the result of this analysis. If the percentage of storm asso-

ciated precipitation was directly proportional to the frequency of cap coverage it could be argued

that the storm associated precipitation is simply a function of sampling, rather than identifying

precipitation associated with ETCs. Though, naturally, the proportion of time a gridpoint within

the storm tracks is covered by a cap is significant, the distribution is not closely comparable to the

results in Figure 6.5 and enhances confidence in the results of the study.

6.3.1.2 DECADAL VARIABILITY IN HIGEM

As discussed in Section 6.2.3, an 80 year climatology is used in HiGEM. Across the eight decades

available for analysis, mean storm associated precipitation across the Northern Hemisphere (30-

90N) is 1.70/1.56 mm day−1 and varies by less than 0.037/0.018 mm day−1 in DJF/JJA, trans-

lating to σ across the eight decades of less than 2.5/1% of the climatological storm associated

precipitation in DJF/JJA.

Locally, the differences for individual decades relative to the climatology are more variable.

The percentage of total precipitation associated with ETCs for each decade is shown in Figure

6.8, using the same approach as in Figure 6.6.

In DJF, some decadal variability in storm associated precipitation is observed in the two main
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Figure 6.7 Frequency of cap coverage. The plot shows the frequency that each grid point is

included within a 12/10◦ cap in DJF/JJA in the study. A value of 1 would indicate that a given

location is always within a cap during the period of analysis.

stormtracks though this, with the exception of spatially limited anomalies in certain decades,

remains less than 5% of the total storm associated precipitation where the stormtracks are at their

most active. In JJA, at lower latitudes there are regions of higher variability associated with

tropical convection in the formation regions of the two main stormtracks, particularly south of

Japan, where differences to the climatology are up to 2 mm day−1/30% in JJA in some decades

and may be related to tropical cyclones undergoing extratropical transition. These pockets are

isolated and in the locations where the majority of ETCs occur the values are generally less than

10%. The pattern of variability is highly heterogeneous compared to DJF as the absolute amount

of precipitation is lower. As such, small variations in the location of the storm track lead to greater

variability in the relative amount of storm associated precipitation.

In summary, the patterns of decadal variability relative to the total storm associated precipita-

tion are minor with the large scale pattern remaining closely comparable across the eight decades

available for analysis.
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Figure 6.8 Contribution of storm associated precipitation to the total precipitation (%) from

HiGEM in DJF and JJA (left and right). Each panel is derived from one decade of nominally

dated data from a control run forced with late 20th-century radiative forcings.
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6.3.2 THE CONTRIBUTION OF HEAVILY PRECIPITATING CYCLONES TO THE TO-

TAL STORM ASSOCIATED PRECIPITATION

Given the differences in precipitation intensity found in the composite ETCs in Chapter 3, the rel-

ative contribution from the most heavily precipitating storms to the storm associated precipitation

in Figure 6.5 is also investigated. It has been shown that these differences in maximum intensity

do not significantly influence the climatology since ERAI and GPCP are closely comparable in

this analysis. If the distribution of storm associated precipitation from heavily/lightly precipitat-

ing events differs (e.g. much precipitation coming from a small number of heavy events rather

than a larger number of light events) this has implications for the temporal distribution of pre-

cipitation at any given location, which is important for flooding, droughts and agriculture and the

veracity of future projections of any change in such events that might be derived from integrations

of HiGEM. This is particularly important given extreme precipitation events are often associated

with the passage of ETCs and their associated fronts (e.g., Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Catto et al.,

2012) and the fact that it is expected that the precipitation intensity of the most severe ETCs will

increase (Held, 1993; Trenberth, 1999) in a warmer climate.

Figure 6.9 shows the total precipitation contribution of ETCs throughout their lifecycle as a

function of each ETC’s maximum precipitation intensity. By construction, it is expected that the

storms which have heaviest peak precipitation will have a greater contribution to the climatology

than those with low precipitation maxima, but quantifying this is useful given the association of

ETCs with extremes and their expected response to a warming climate. The impact on climate

change on the intensity and frequency of the ’average’ ETC will change is less certain (see Section

1.5). The more important the most intensely precipitating storms are to climatology, the greater

impact projected changes in their intensity are likely to have on water management strategies.

In Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 it has already been seen that the average precipitation in all North-

ern Hemisphere ETCs (particularly associated with differences in the ocean stormtracks) exhibit

some differences in their intensities, though this does not have a significant impact on the cli-

matology. Given the importance of the frequency and intensity of precipitation to water security

and agriculture, this analysis decomposes the total storm associated precipitation by intensity to

provide additional information on HiGEM’s ability to reproduce an appropriate distribution of
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ETC precipitation intensities.
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Figure 6.9 Contribution to storm associated precipitation based on the maximum precipitation

intensity of storms. The datasets and seasons are denoted in the Figure. Maximum intensity is

derived from a 5◦ areal average around the storm centre at the time of peak precipitation. The

precipitation associated with storms over their lifetime is then accumulated to derive the impor-

tance of storms - based on their maximum intensity - to the total climatological storm associated

precipitation. Intensity values are percentiles of all storms in the study period with the contri-

bution shown as a cumulative contribution of all storms below a given percentile threshold. The

black dotted line demonstrates the relationship that would exist if all storms contributed equally

and demonstrates the importance to the overall climatology of storms of different maximum pre-

cipitation intensity. Error bars show the standard deviation of interannual variability for GPCP

and ERAI (from 14 and 32 years, respectively). The shading shows the standard deviation for

HiGEM (80 years).

In DJF, the storms with the highest peak precipitation contribute a relatively greater percent-

age of the total storm associated precipation over their lifecycles - the most heavily precipitating

10% of ETCs contribute over 20% of total storm associated precipitation. In contrast, the weak-

est 20% of storms identified in this study contribute less than 4% of the total storm associated

precipitation. In HiGEM, the relative contribution of the most intense storms is greater. In DJF,
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over 4.5% more of the total precipitation is associated with the most intense 10% of ETCs. As a

result, significantly less precipitation is produced by weaker ETCs. Greater differences are seen

between ERAI and GPCP lower down the intensity spectrum, though the contribution of weaker

ETCs in HiGEM lies significantly outside the bounds of uncertainty between ERAI and GPCP.

The variability at the upper end (based on the standard deviations) is greater, since there are rel-

atively fewer storms contributing to the total and those storms are the most intense. The error

bars of GPCP/ERAI are largely separable from those of HiGEM below the 80& percentile of

storm intensities. For the weakest 50% of ETCs, HiGEM/ERAI/GPCP produce a contributions

of 20.8/26.5/31.1%, respectively.

The total number of ETCs per season in HiGEM is closely comparable to ERAI and therefore

GPCP (372 ETCs per season compared to 375) in DJF as is their frequency in the key stormtrack

regions (Figure 6.7). Both the total precipitation and total storm associated precipitation are

overestimated in the main stormtrack regions, suggesting that it is not the number or distribution

of ETCs which is problematic in DJF but the precipitation produced by them, in particular, the

most intense ETCs. Further investigation of this issue is outside the scope of the initial evaluation

of the total contribution of ETCs to the climatology being pursued here, though this evidence

suggests that the biases in the intensity distributions and the climatologies are linked.

In contrast to the DJF storms, the contribution of the most intensely precipitating storms in

JJA is smaller, with the most intensely precipitating 10% of storms contributing less than 15% of

total storm associated precipitation. As for DJF, HiGEM again associates significantly more of the

total storm associated precipitation to these heavily precipitating ETCs. As for DJF, the error bars

on the ERAI/GPGP contributions are separable below the 80% percentile of intensities, which

enhances confidence in the results. The total number of ETCs per season in HiGEM is lower (252

ETCs per season compared to 284) with fewer ETCs in the main stormtrack regions (particularly

the Pacific, see Figure 6.7). The climatological and total storm associated precipitation is less

than in ERAI and GPCP in the main stormtrack regions in HiGEM in JJA.

Given ETCs contribute approximately 60% of all precipitation north of 30N, future changes

in the most intense cyclones may therefore have a material impact on the total precipitation cli-

matology. In HiGEM, the contribution of the most intensely precipitating ETCs to the total storm

associated precipitation is significantly overestimated in both JJA and DJF. This may have impli-
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cations for the reliability of any projections of extreme extratropical precipitation events or the

frequency of precipitation derived from HiGEM using idealised future scenarios.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

This Chapter has investigated the contribution of extratropical cyclones to the total precipitation

climatology of the Northern Hemisphere. Decomposing how important different phenomena are

to the total precipitation climatology provides valuable insight into understanding how precipita-

tion may respond to climate change. Using an objective feature tracking algorithm, extratropical

cyclones have been identified in the Northern Hemisphere. The precipitation associated with these

cyclones has been assessed in order to provide an estimate of how important the contribution of

these cyclones is to the total precipitation climatology in GPCP and ERAI. Using the estimates

from these two datasets, HiGEM has then been evaluated to assess how robust the model’s rep-

resentation of ETC associated precipitation is. The results of this analysis can be summarised by

considering the questions posed at the start of the Chapter.

• What is the contribution of ETCs to the total precipitation climatology in the Northern

Hemisphere?

The regions which are identified as having the greatest absolute storm associated precipitation

are in the storm tracks of the Atlantic and the Pacific. It is also shown that in many regions, in-

cluding parts of Europe and much of North America, over 70% of total precipitation is associated

with the passage of an extratropical cyclone. The ERAI data is analysed for over 30 years and

when compared to the shorter period of GPCP data is remarkably similar, suggesting that decadal

variability does not strongly affect the contribution of ETCs to total precipitation in the Northern

Hemisphere.

• How closely do the estimates of storm associated precipitation from ERAI and GPCP com-

pare?
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ERAI and GPCP provide comparable values for the metrics analysed here, including when

the longer period of data from ERAI is used. It is notable that even though differences in intensity

are seen in composites of precipitation at maximum intensity between the two datasets - for both

the whole Northern Hemisphere and in the two main ocean stormtrack regions of the Atlantic

and Pacific - these differences do not materially impact on the total storm associated precipitation

produced by either dataset or the fractional contribution of ETCs to the precipitation climatology.

• Does HiGEM adequately represent the contribution of ETCs to the total precipitation cli-

matology in the Northern Hemisphere?

HiGEM is found to produce too much precipitation in the main stormtrack regions of the

Atlantic and Pacific during DJF and too little in the summer. The percentage contribution of storm

associated precipitation to the total precipitation in those regions (and across the whole analysed

domain) is found to be comparable to ERAI and GPCP. The higher total precipitation in DJF is a

function of both too much storm associated and non-storm associated (residual) precipitation. In

summer, the total precipitation in the main stormtrack regions is lower in HiGEM, with a similar

underestimate for the storm associated precipitation. As for DJF, this difference is a function

of both storm and non-storm associated precipitation changes since the fractional contribution

of ETCs to the total climatology compares well to ERAI and GPCP. The typical precipitation

footprint of ETCs in HiGEM is found to be comparable to ERAI and GPCP and the average

intensity of ETCs is not significantly different, so the lower frequency of ETCs in JJA may be an

important driver of this difference. As was found for ERAI and GPCP, an evaluation of decadal

variability in HiGEM found that the results were not materially changed by evaluating individual

decades.

• What is the contribution of the most intensely precipitating cyclones to the storm associated

precipitation climatology and is this well represented by HiGEM?

HiGEM is found to associate too much of its total storm associated precipitation to the most

intensely precipitating ETCs. In HiGEM, over 20% of the total storm associated precipitation is

produced by the most heavily precipitating 10% of ETCs in DJF, which is over 4.5% higher than
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the estimates from ERAI and GPCP. HiGEM also, resultantly, associates less of the total storm

associated precipitation to more weakly precipitating ETCs.

Few model studies consider the impact of the projected increase in the precipitation intensity

of the most severe cyclones (Held, 1993; Trenberth, 1999) on total storm associated precipitation.

Champion et al. (2011) found an increase in the magnitude of extreme cyclone associated precip-

itation in the 21st-century and Zappa et al. (2013a) found an increase in the number of strongly

precipitating cyclones in DJF in the North Atlantic. These studies indicate that the importance of

these intensely precipitating cyclones to total precipitation may increase, particularly when con-

sidered in relation to a likely decrease in the total number of cyclones (Lambert and Fyfe, 2006;

Ulbrich et al., 2009). Any changes in the location or pattern of these storms may have major

socio-economic impacts, particularly given the importance of cyclone associated precipitation to

many regions that has been demonstrated by this Chapter. In the Mediterranean, for example,

precipitation is expected to decline (e.g., Mariotti et al., 2008; Seager et al., 2014) and in this con-

text the frequency of ETCs and their associated precipitation (and its intensity) is an important

consideration for water security (see Zappa et al., accepted, Clim. Dyn.)

Finnis et al. (2007) have shown that changes in the intensity of ETCs in the main storm-

tracks in the CCSM3 model is responsible for the observed total increase in mid- to high-latitude

precipitation. In the context of this finding, given the bias found in HiGEM with respect to the

representation of more intensely precipitating ETCs, this suggests the fidelity of future projec-

tions of ETC associated precipitation, total precipitation and extreme precipitation events in the

extratropics more generally may be less reliable.

It has already been seen in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 that the structure of ETCs in HiGEM and

ERAI differs and it is evident from the evaluation using ISCCP and CloudSat that biases exist

in the representation of processes associated with latent heating in ETCs in HiGEM. Diabatic

processes are closely related to precipitation. It has been shown in this Chapter that in the main

stormtrack regions in particular, too much precipitation is produced by HiGEM and the total storm

associated precipitation is overestimated. It has also been shown that the statistical distribution of

storm associated precipitation in HiGEM is biased, with too much of the total storm associated

precipitation produced by events at the higher end of the intensity distribution. It is not within

the scope of this work to investigate whether the biases in storm associated precipitation and
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ETC structure are related, though would be an intriguing avenue of further research, particularly

in the context of Finnis et al.’s findings and other work evaluating the role of latent heating in

stormtracks, such as the study by Willison et al (2013).

The technique that has been used in this evaluation is sensitive to the choice of radius which is

selected and those choices have been justified through regional evaluation and sensitivity analysis.

Though there are regional differences associated with the approaches and differing methodolo-

gies, the results of this work are comparable to Catto et al. (2012), which evaluated precipitation

associated with fronts in the Northern Hemisphere. Here, an additional dataset, ERAI, has been

incorporated and a longer period of data has been used. As such, the agreement found between

the two studies enhances confidence in the results of both and the validity of the techniques em-

ployed.
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CHAPTER 7:

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Extratropical cyclones (ETCs) play a major role in the day-to-day weather of the mid-latitudes.

They also have the potential to have significant socioeconomic impacts, particularly through wind

damage and flooding. As the climate changes, the response of ETCs will be of particular impor-

tance, both in terms of their location and frequency and the intensity of the most damaging storms.

It is therefore critical that the climate models that are used to derive projections of future climate

are able to adequately represent ETCs and their effects. These climate models must be able to

capture the key processes which govern the evolution and intensification of extratropical cyclones.

One such process is latent heat release. Both the magnitude and location of latent heat release

relative to the cyclone structure is important, since latent heating modifies the potential vorticity

(PV) structure of ETCs.

This thesis has investigated the ability of HiGEM, a high resolution global climate model

(Shaffrey et al., 2009), to represent latent heating in ETCs. The thesis was motivated in part by

the work of Catto et al. (2010), who found that large scale features in composite ETCs were well

represented in HiGEM, but found differences in the finer scale representation of those features

relative to the ERA-40 reanalysis. One such difference was in the structure of the WCB, where

much latent heating occurs in ETCs. ERA-40 is a reanalysis product and at the scale of ETCs,

reanalyses may not be well constrained by observations. As such, this thesis has utilised remote

sensing data and a more recently available reanalysis, ERAI, to evaluate HiGEM. The remote

sensing data has also been employed to constrain confidence in the structure of ETCs in ERAI.

By employing both remote sensing data and reanalysis it has been possible to consider the nature

and magnitude of any biases in HiGEM’s ability to represent latent heating in ETCs and also

consider the source of these biases in terms of the parameterisations which produce latent heating

in HiGEM.

To evaluate the structure of ETCs, a tracking and compositing methodology has been em-
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ployed, as described in Chapter 2. This approach makes it possible to undertake a statistical

investigation of composite ETC structure and bias across the datasets employed in this study.

This makes it possible to probe systematic biases in both the model and the reanalysis and in-

vestigate the source of such biases. This approach has been augmented by introducing three case

study ETCs and a newer version of the ECMWF model which assisted in decomposing the source

and nature of differences between HiGEM and ERAI.

Three remote sensing datasets have been used here. GPCP-1DD is a global, daily precipitation

dataset. Precipitation can be considered a first order estimate of column integrated latent heating,

so provides a constraint on the horizontal location of latent heating relative to the cyclone centre.

Both the vertical and horizontal location of latent heating is important. As such, the structure of

clouds in HiGEM (and ERAI) have also been evaluated using the ISCCP dataset. This work has

been supported by prelimary results using the CloudSat dataset. This work has provided a strong

constraint on biases in cloud structure in both ERAI and HiGEM. Model and reanalysis data can-

not be directly compared to ISCCP and CloudSat retrievals. As such, to afford direct comparison

to those datasets, an offline radiance simulator has been used, COSP, which converts these model

fields into radiance/reflectivity equivalents. Latent heating in HiGEM was then directly evaluated

against ERAI, where heating tendencies can be directly compared. A particular focus of this work

was on the formulation of the relevant parameterisation schemes. The impact of differences in

latent heating was then considered by evaluated the PV structure of composite ETCs throughout

their lifecycle.

Finally, this thesis went on to consider the role of ETCs in the precipitation climatology of

the northern hemisphere and the ability of HiGEM to reproduce the spatial structure of ETC

associated precipitation in the extratropics.

7.1 SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

This investigation has been undertaken through posing and answering four primary questions in

Chapters 3 to 6 using a series of subsidiary questions. These primary questions are revisited here

to summarise the key findings of this study.
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(1) Is precipitation associated with ETCs well represented in HiGEM?

HiGEM was evaluated with respect to both ERAI and GPCP. It was found that the location and

magnitude of precipitation produced in ETCs in HiGEM is well represented when compared to

GPCP, the remote sensing dataset. HiGEM also compared well to ERAI. Differences were found

in the magnitude of composite precipitation between HiGEM/ERAI and GPCP when composites

of ETCs which precipitate heavily in the two main stormtrack regions, the Atlantic and the Pacific,

were compared. In these regions, the estimates of GPCP were lower than both HiGEM and ERAI.

Composites of heavily precipitating ETCs over continental areas were found to compare more

closely. Over the ocean, GPCP’s satellite estimates are not constrained by gauge data as they

are over land. Other studies have found that the unadjusted satellite estimates do not compare

favourably to the gauge adjusted estimates when evaluated against in-situ measurements. It is

therefore possible that these differences are attributable to deficiencies in the GPCP dataset rather

than HiGEM and ERAI. When composites are produced including a greater number of ETCs,

including less heavily precipitating ETCs, the three datasets were found to compare closely.

In HiGEM and ERAI precipitation is produced by either the large-scale precipitation scheme

or the convection scheme. The typical profile of latent heating that might be expected from

precipitation produced in an ETC for each scheme is not necessarily the same. It was found that

the majority of precipitation produced in ETCs in HiGEM is from the convection scheme. In

ERAI, the majority of the precipitation is produced by the large-scale precipitation scheme. The

location of the most intense precipitation also differs between the two datasets. In ERAI, the

most intense precipitation is situated directly over the zone of maximum ascent where the WCB

ascends over the surface warm front. At this location, the isentropic surfaces which govern the

large-scale flow are at their steepest. In HiGEM, the precipitation maxima is slightly offset to the

location in ERAI, occurring in the WCB prior to flow reaching the zone of maximum ascent.

(2) Are the structural features of ETCs which are closely associated with diabatic pro-

cesses, particularly within the warm conveyor belt, well resolved in HiGEM?

The COSP simulator was employed to provide fields that could be evaluated directly against

ISCCP. It was found that the cloud fraction in both HiGEM and ERAI around composite ETCs

was lower than ISCCP. The cloud tops in the WCB of composite ETCs in HiGEM was found
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to be significantly higher (at lower pressure) than in ISCCP and also ERAI. The structure of the

cloud tops in this region was also found to exhibit a significantly flatter structure in HiGEM than

in ISCCP and also ERAI. This result reconciles with those of Catto et al. (2010) where HiGEM

was compared to ERA-40. The optical depth of composite ETCs was found to be overestimated

in HiGEM in comparison to ISCCP in the region where the most intense precipitation occurs

in composite ETCs (at and near the zone of maximum ascent). This was also true for ERAI.

Some uncertainty is introduced through deficiencies in the simulator, particularly for optical depth

estimates where the assumptions the simulator uses may increase the estimates relative to ISCCP

retrievals. Preliminary results using the CloudSat dataset and COSP-CloudSat simulator were

therefore introduced. These enhanced confidence in the results using ISCCP/the COSP-ISCCP

simulator. In HiGEM, it was found that the optical depth field was largely associated with cloud

ice, particularly around the zone of maximum ascent. In ERAI, in contrast, low level cloud liquid

water was found to be the primary control on the optical depth in the WCB region.

These results indicate that in HiGEM the structural features in composite ETCs which are

closely associated with diabatic processes are not well represented in the WCB, with cloud tops

being too high and optical depth being overestimated in the areas where most intense precipitation

(and latent heat release) occur. This work also indicate that biases exist in ERAI, which is a

particularly important wider finding, since ERAI is often used in model validation studies as a

form of ’truth’.

(3) Are the processes associated with latent heating in ETCs well represented in

HiGEM?

The structure of the WCB was found to have biases in HiGEM and biases in latent heating

in the WCB were also found. Through an investigation of the parameterisation schemes which

control latent heating in HiGEM, the convection scheme was found to produce the majority of

latent heating in composite WCBs (consistent with the precipitation field).

The specific formulation of the convection scheme was discussed with a view to diagnosing

the source of the observed behaviour. Though the conclusions of this analysis are confined to

speculation without further sensitivity analysis, the treatment of mixed phase processes was iden-

tified as the likely source of this behaviour. In contrast, in ERAI, the majority of latent heating in
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composite WCBs was found to be produced by the large-scale precipitation scheme, with very lit-

tle latent heating associated with the convection scheme. Notably, the convection scheme in ERAI

is called more frequently around ETCs than in HiGEM though does not produce as much latent

heating. Case studies using a more recent formulation of the ECMWF model show increased

convective heating around ETCs with greater heating at higher altitudes compared to ERAI. The

biases in low level cloud liquid water in ERAI may be associated with the failure of the convection

scheme to vertically redistribute moisture within the WCB, which is in contrast to the behaviour

observed in HiGEM. Without further sensitivity testing, this conclusion is again speculative.

The biases in latent heating observed in HiGEM were related to the PV structure around

composite ETCs. When compared to ERAI, significant differences were observed in the structure

of PV around the WCB, particularly around the regions where the most intense latent heating

occurs. The evolution of the tropopause around composite ETCs during their lifecycle also differs

between the two datasets. A strong ridging feature evolves in HiGEM upstream of the composite

centre where the WCB outflow is situated. This ridging is significantly less pronounced in ERAI

where latent heating within the WCB is of lower magnitude and is spatially offset compared

to the heating maximum HiGEM. The heating maximum in ERAI is focussed on the zone of

maximum ascent. In HiGEM it occurs slightly earlier in the flow, as the WCB approaches the

surface warm front. When considering possible connections between the tropopause evolution

and latent heating, causality cannot be shown without further experimentation. These results are,

however, consistent with those found in other studies which suggest that poor representation of

latent heating in WCBs can have non-local and upscale effects, particularly through modifying

the tropopause structure around ETCs. This finding is particularly important given the biases that

are found in the ability of many climate models to adequately represent the storm tracks where

many ETCs are situated.

(4) How important is the precipitation associated with ETCs to the precipitation clima-

tology of the Northern Hemisphere?

Biases were found in the representation of ETC structure and latent heating in HiGEM. Dif-

ferences were also found in the precipitation in composite ETCs over the ocean between GPCP

and ERAI/HiGEM. To consider whether these biases/differences might have a material impact

on the representation of the spatial distribution of ETC associated precipitation in the Northern
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Hemisphere a technique was developed to attribute precipitation to ETCs via the tracking algo-

rithm used in this study. It was found that the spatial distribution of ETC associated precipitation

in ERAI and GPCP was very closely comparable, including the intensity. In HiGEM, the spatial

distribution compared well to GPCP and ERAI, though the climatological total precipitation in

the main storm track regions of the Pacific and the Atlantic was found to be overestimated in DJF

and underestimated in JJA. The fraction of this precipitation associated with ETCs was found

to compare closely to GPCP and ERAI with the overestimate being partitioned proportionately

between ETC and non-ETC associated precipitation. The decadal variability of ETC associated

precipitation in HiGEM was evaluated. It was found that the contribution of ETCs to the total

precipitation climatology does not vary significantly inter-decadally.

HiGEM was found to associate too much of its total ETC associated precipitation to the

most intensely precipitating ETCs. In the context of climate change projections, this is important

since other studies indicate that the importance of these intensely precipitating cyclones to total

precipitation may increase. Any changes in the location or pattern of these storms may have major

socio-economic impacts, particularly given the importance of cyclone associated precipitation to

many regions that has been demonstrated in this study. Given the bias found in HiGEM with

respect to the representation of more intensely precipitating ETCs, this suggests the fidelity of

future projections from HiGEM of ETC associated precipitation, total precipitation and extreme

precipitation events in the extratropics more generally may be less reliable.

7.2 IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, it has been shown that HiGEM exhibits biases in composite ETCs and that these can

be related to biases in processes associated with latent heating around ETCs. Biases have also

been shown in composite ETCs from the ERAI reanalysis. To have confidence in projections of

future climate from climate models, it is essential that they are able to reproduce the observed

climate. It is clear that there are deficiencies in HiGEM that decrease confidence in projections

of future climate in the extratropics. When evaluating climate models, benchmark datasest are

required to verify their performance. Reanalysis is often used for this purpose. The biases in

ERAI are therefore of wider concern since they prevent a confident evaluation of climate models.
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In order to deal with these biases, greater understanding of their nature and source is required.

There are several strands of future work directly relating to the results of this study which could

be pursued in this regard.

7.2.1 CLOUDSAT AND CLOUDSAT SIMULATOR

Preliminary results using the CloudSat dataset were shown in Chapter 4 as part of the discussion

of cloud structure around ETCs. CloudSat is a profiling radar which provides a full 3-dimensional

structure of ETCs. The CloudSat radar is mounted on a polar orbiting satellite and has a narrow

cross-track field of view. It was launched in 2006. As such, the volume of data available for the

sort of climatologically focussed work as undertaken in this thesis is relatively sparse. Ongoing

work seeks to refine the composites which have been constructed using CloudSat retrievals to deal

with issues of sampling.

The COSP-CloudSat simulator requires the specification of a number of physical assump-

tions, such as the particle size distribution of hydrometeor species which are viewed by the simu-

lated radar. It is not necessarily possible to replicate the physical assumptions used in the model

which is being evaluated. As such, uncertainty is introduced to the retrieved fields. Sensitivity

analysis relating to these assumptions is required in order to enhance confidence in the nature and

magnitude of biases in the model. This work is ongoing.

This analysis affords the ability to diagnose the full 3-dimensional nature of structural biases

in cloud fields which is not possible using ISCCP. Given the vertical structure of latent heating

is important for the evolution of ETCs, constraining the vertical structure of cloud fields allows a

more confident evaluation of cloud processes in both HiGEM and ERAI and the diagnosis of the

location, nature and source of any biases.

7.2.2 IMPACT OF PARAMETERISATION FORMULATION

In Chapter 5 it was shown that differences in latent heating in HiGEM and ERAI could be related

to differences in the formulation of the large-scale precipitation and convection schemes. To

understand the impact of these differences in more detail, performing sensitivity studies where the
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key thresholds and processes in the parameterisations are perturbed would allow an evaluation of

the impact of such differences on the structure and evolution of ETCs. For example, in HiGEM,

experiments could be performed to investigate the behaviour of the convection scheme through

altering the temperature thresholds which govern phase transitions. Similar experiments could

be performed altering the mixed phase in both the large-scale and convection schemes in ERAI.

Experiments of this nature would allow an investigation of the sensitivity of ETCs to the specific

formulation of the parameterisation schemes. They would also allow an investigation of any

possible upscale impact of these changes to be evaluated through relating any changes in latent

heating to the evolution of PV and the tropopause around composite ETCs.

7.2.3 IMPROVEMENTS IN ECMWF MODEL

In Chapter 4 short forecasts using a newer version of the ECMWF model (cy38r1) were incorpo-

rated into the analysis. This newer model includes a revised convection scheme and is similar to

the model being used to produce the new ECMWF reanalysis product, ERA-20C (from the ERA-

CLIM project, http://www.era-clim.eu/), which is due to be released in late 2014. It was shown

that the behaviour of this convection scheme differs to that in ERAI, with vertical profiles of latent

heating found to extend to higher levels than the ERAI model. In composites of ERAI, biases in

optical depth were related to excessive amounts of low level cloud liquid water. These findings

reconcile with biases found in other studies. An evaluation of composite ETCs using the ISCCP

and CloudSat datasets and equivalent COSP simulators using this newer model may find differ-

ences in the structure of ETCs compared to ERAI. It is possible, given the behaviour observed

in the forecasts, that the structure of composite ETCs in this new formulation will represent an

improvement on those from ERAI. If further evaluation of the new ECMWF model showed such

an improvement, ERA-20C could provide a more reliable baseline dataset to evaluate ETCs in

climate models against.

7.2.4 SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This thesis has shown that both HiGEM and ERAI exhibit biases with respect to their represen-

tation of the structure of the WCB in composite ETCs and the processes associated with latent
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heating. As such, the work streams discussed in this section seek to investigate both datasets

in further depth. In addition to evaluating both datasets with the CloudSat data and simulator,

specific experiments that could be performed to further evaluate HiGEM and ERAI are noted in

Table 7.1.

Model Experiment Purpose

HiGEM Relaxing CAPE closure timescale to

60mins

Investigating whether the timescale plays

a key role in the convective heating/cloud

structure biases.

HiGEM Perturbing mixed phase thresholds

in convection scheme

Investigating whether the specific formula-

tion of the mixed phase plays a key role in

the convective heating/cloud structure biases.

ERAI Performing this analysis when the

model is run in climate mode

Investigating the extent to which the biases

seen here are a function of the model and/or

the extent to which they would change when

the model is not constrained by observations.

IFS Performing this analysis when (1)

initialised every 24 hours, as ERAI

was here and (2) when the model is

run in climate mode

Investigating whether the changes in the

model physics significantly improve the rep-

resentation of ETCs.

ERAI Perturbing mixed phase and/or trig-

gering in convection scheme

Investigating whether the simplified mixed

phase and the fact it is the same as in the

large-scale scheme and/or the frequent trig-

gering of convection has a role in suppressing

convection.

Table 7.1 Specific experiments that could be performed in furtherance of this research and are

motivated by the key findings of this thesis.

In terms of the development of HiGEM, the two experiments suggested could be run relatively

easily. The second experiment, evaluating the mixed phase, specifically seeks to unpick whether

the behaviour of the convection scheme around the freezing threshold (see Figure 5.6) is related

to the simplified physics which determine the mixed phase. In undertaking these experiments, the

impact of the changes to the convection scheme on the global performance of the model would

need to be assessed. One approach to overcoming these global biases issues would be by running

a series of short forecasts initialised from the ’normal’ model set-up and building these into a
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continuous timeseries, as was performed for the ERAI forecasts in this analysis. This would be

insufficient time for the model’s climate to relax to a state where the changes in the convection

scheme could have a wider impact, though a suitable adjustment period would need to be chosen

to allow time for the processes and structure of the WCB to adjust to the new physics.

Given ERAI is now an historic version of the IFS model’s evolution and the new ERA-20C

dataset has different physics (which are similar to the version used in this work and were shown

to lead to different heating profiles around ETCs), the benefit of performing further analysis on

ERAI is less merited in the broader context of evaluating models and reanalysis (though would

be very useful in the context of this thesis). Performing the compositing analysis undertaken

in this thesis using the physical formulation of the IFS which is being used in the ERA-CLIM

dataset would be of significant merit, given this analysis will provide a baseline for climate model

evaluation for the next several years. A comparison of forecast and climate mode composites

would allow some insight into the extent to which the structures are constrained by observations

at the lead times analysed here, or are functions of the model’s physical formulation. To perform

compositing analysis at varying forecast lead times would be a particularly useful extension of

such work to decompose the influence of observations and physics on composite structure as the

model relaxes back towards a state unconstrained by observations.
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